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IN ADVANCE,

Sce the last page of

great and fashionable Academy

of Music,

which he filled to the rafter every Sunday
night, was one, perhaps the chief, source
of his trouble. He became convinced,

perhups

rightly, that he should be

an

evangelist rather than'a pastor, and this un-

doubtedly displeased his own people,to
whom

he

was valuable,

A

bitterness

sprang up, how fermented, by want of discretion and delicacy
on either side, I shall
not attempt to say. At all events, the
hostile stateof feeling was such that he

WEDNESDAY, “MARCH

22,

1876.

fessed himself able to overthrow

prars.

‘“ AND WERE

THAT BEST?"

And were that best, Love, dreamless, endless sleep?
Gone all the fervor of the mortal day ;
The daylight gone, and gone the starry
ray!
And were that best, Love,

rest

serene

and

deep!
Gone labor and desire ; no arduous steep
To climb, no songs to sing, no prayers to
pray,
No help for those who perish by the way,
No laughter midst our tears, no tears to
weep!
#
And were that best, Love, sleep with no
sweet dream,
Nor memory of anything in life—
Stark death that neither help nor hurt can
know!
Oh,
the sorrow-bringing
rather, Love,
gleam,
The living day's long agony and strife!

Rather strong love in pain—the waking
woe!
— Richard Watson Gilder:
meme
pp

NEW YORK OORRESPONDENOCE.
NEw York, Mar. 12, 1876.

EX-RUFFIANPAPOSTLES.
Last night, I looked into Peter Dwyer's
basement, in South Fifth Avenue. South

Fifth Avenue is decidedly ‘ below " Fifth
Avenue proper.

It is a broad new avenue,

made by widening one of the main streets
running from Canal Street to Fourth Street
(on Washington Square, opposite the be-

ginning of Fifth Avenue), west of and
parallel to Broadway. It is also practically
a continuation

of West

Broadway, which

begins at Barclay Street, in the latitude
of

the new Post Office, and runs to Canal
Street exactly opposite the end of South
Fifth Avenue. The latter is intended for

a first or second class wholesale street, and
probably will fulfill its intention at some
future time. At present, its new business
fronts are scattered lonesomely among the
- old tenements and dram-shops.
Dwyer began preaching in Greenwich St.

it,

from the scenes of degradation that abound
in his quarter of the city. His cellar was
a very low and small and doubtful-looking
one, to the police, to the roughs, and in
short to any unassisted human perception.
Between them the jealous guardians and
enemies of the peace made it pretty hot
for poor Dwyer and his wife, for a time.
But he stood the trial by fire and gradually
overcame the suspicion of both friends and
. foes of order that he was fair game for in-

Some of his abandoned hear-

ers and former cronies were converted,
and gradually made a little phalanx around
him, buttressed by a few adventurous
Christians from the respectable part of

At length, he has got a humble

the motives which have constrained Dr. R.

8. Storrs to protest against New Congre-

gationalism, by withdrawing his, countenance from the propagation of Congregational churches under the present auspices
of the denomination.
It is only what. he

tion

so

far

as fighting is concerned.

But the earnestness, downrightness,

and

real ability of the ex-ruffian preacher make
it. more than peaceable, even attentive and

serious. I was much surprised at the force
and correctness of his language, and resolved at once that I must bettér acquaint
myself with so remarkable an orator,
taught only of God. He
yoked a somewhat younger man than hi§ nearest comparison, Jerry McAuley—I should not
think possibly o¥er thirty, and perhaps not

near so old as that. More than time has
to be taken into atcount in taking the age
from the face of a man who has been
nursed by all the vices from his cradle. I
hope to have further and better reports to
give.of this new apostle. The Lord is
raising up his own witnesses out of the

lowest slums of the city, to convince the
most degraded of human beings by testi-

"|
as

itself,

Yeading men, Pastors,

—self-control ; (2) executive ability—con-

sideration’ for inferior co-workers ;+(3)

lyn Council of 1874. But if you inquire
how much farther these motives will carry

aptness—modesty ; (4) perseverance—pa-

Presidents

and

Belknap's

‘fall:

‘Money

safer now, and will be for sometime ; just

as, after a railroad

accident,

traveling

tience ; (5) a strong will—sympathy. : The. becomes comparatively dangerless. ‘Hap-

| something remains yet to be done by the

(4) knowledge

of the modes

of

Congregational body to retrieve itself, with

thought.

his aid.

discussion at several different
Among the marked defectsof the
intendent were mentioned : (1) an undue

At the Hippodrome after-meeting, last
Mr. Wanamaker,

asserted

of Philadelphia,

that very careful

proved that

computation

were hopefully converted during Mr.
Moody's labors in that city. He also gave
strong and thrilling testimony to the faith
and fortitude of the converted young men
who were out of employment and in temporal distress.
Both halls were filled, very striking tes-

timonies were given by fresh converts who
had never before spoken, and bright instances of the miraculous power were witnessed in the calm and whispered conference of the solemn inquiry rooms. The
venerable

Thurlow

Weed, who has

con-

stantly and with deep interest attended the
meetings from the first, came

in, and was

closeted with Mr. Moody last night for
hours in his private inquiry room.
Perhaps I ought not to mention this, but
for the fact that Mr. Weeds open interest
in the meetings has been already remarked
in a city paper. Itmays
to arrest the
attention of some who would respect such
an evidence of the power of the gospel,
while the homage of ordinary minds would
make no impression on them.
Vibi,
—0-+-

THE PLAINFIELD 8. 8. CONVENTION.
The Sunday School Congress at Plainfield, N. J., two weeks ago, was a well
attended and interesting occasion, and the

results, judging

from

reports that have

reached us, must be profitable.

The con-

by the Congregationalist :

THE INTERNATIONAL LESSON SYSTEM.
A good deal of time was

spent in dis-

cussing the uniform lesson system.

The

principal objections urged against it were
that (1) it is not adapted to infant classes, (2) is a piecemeal study of the Bible,

(8) is too philosophical, too big a thing,
(4) the lessons for the winter season
when revivals usually occur, are not spirital enough. The principal criticisms
were by Rev. Mr, Wright, (Methodist) of
Beverly, Mass., and by letter from Prof,

J. E. Vose, of Ashburnham, Mr. Eggleston, of Brooklyn, and Dr. Baird, of Rich-

mond. On the other hand, the great advangages claimed were (1) that this sys-

This essay was follow

The Christian

9)

of appreciation of the pastor’ s help. Rev.
J. 8. Ostrander, who led in the discus-

sion, suggested tha?

not too much should

be expected of the superintendent gn first
entering upon his duties; but
he
should be given time to learn from \pe-

rience. The fact that you can get ngbetter superintendent immediately,
exe
cuse for keeping a poor one in offiea
year

Intelligencer,

doubtless

havingin its mind the memory

desire for official recognition ; (2)Jack

not less than 10,000 persons

4

of some

recent deposit in the savings bank, suggests that ‘* Every scholar in a Sundayschool, from the youngest to the oldest,
should be induced to deposit regularly, in
the savings bank of his mind, some text
or passage of Holy Scripture, some saying or parable of our Saviour, some psalm
or hynin or spiritual’ song. - Savings of
this kind, though laid up little by little, if
and invaluable
fund from

ministers present was
EXCHANGE NOTES AND QUOTES,
Speaking of the times, and of the anxious looking for of better days, the Chris-

good times will

come when we admit to ourselves that
for a generation to come we musg
be
poorer than we were a generation | 89,
and that many existing values are ficti-

tious.

Every great financial failure hast-

ens the coming of good times, for it
makes plainer to the public perception
the reality of our poverty, and ‘it decides
upon whose shoulders the loss is really to
fall, instead of allowing uncertainty to
paralyze industry. Every man who has
ceased to discount the future,
and
has determined to live upon
his! income and save something from it, has
not only prepared for good times, but is
really enjoying them."
:
The Boston Advertiser hopes

whieh

the

de-

that Mr.

Dana will go before the Foreign Relations
Committee, and meet the mean charges

‘144, representing

every State in New England, and

every leading denomination.

nearly

Papers were

presented by Rev. Dr. Miner, Rev. Dr.
Cummings, Rev. C. Y. Swan, Rev. Dr.
Barrows, Rev. Dr. Logimer, and others.
| Thursday, reports of temperance work in
different States were presented,
and among
the papers read was one by Rev. E. E.

Hale.

The wonference closed with the

evening session.

and participate in it in any school, (4)
makes it practicable for the teachers of

any given school tv study the lesson to-

light. 1tis now fighting .in the dark;
and has the advantage which darkness
gives to conspiracy. Let on the light,and
it will

soon bite the dust.”—Speaking of

the same matter the N. Y, Times expresses the opinion that” Mr. Lawrence's
mony that they can not gainsay.
“ private character and social relations
"The unfortunate case of the Rev. Fred ed against uniformity in the lessons, ex- will hardly bear public scrutiny,” and
Bell, the singing preacher of Brooklyx, is cept as relates to the infant department ; the Tribune says that ** if thé Senate wants
a check upon the congratulations with and with very few exceptions, the Con- to teach the disgusted country that not
which we welcome these ex-ruffian. apos- gress was a unit in favor of the uniform merely Grantism but also Republicanism
tles. Ignorance and success taken togeth- lesson system. The objections were all has to be repudiated, it could not take a
course than to reject Mr, Dana beer, make a terrible team of temptation replied to, and the adaptation of the lesca
e tried to defeat Gen. Butler.”
for a poor mortal to manage. If he is not sons to the infant department,
was strongdragged headlong into self-cohoeit, sensa- ‘ly defended, though there séémed to be a
tionalism, error and indiscretion, it is a feeling among a considerable number that
The Egaminer and Chronicle picked
double miracle of grace. Mr. Bell's im- these objections are not without fonnda- ups provincial newspaper a few. days
mense stcoess in Brooklyn, crowding him tion. .The genéral plan, it was explain- ago, and saw in it something to the effect
out, as it were, of the little Primitive ed, contemplates a complete system of that a certain nominating convention
Methodist church of which he had unfor- Bible study in seven years, and it is im- | were informed that if they nomihated a
gether, (5) makes it easier to supply the
place of absent teachers in almost any
school. None of the criticisms were aim-

T

‘

«

»

-

1%, 1876.

IMBROGLIO.

private, has become

epidemic. No one im

public life connected with. the administra-tion of governmental business will be allowed to escape. Moreover, the sonnet
of the fathers, brothers, sisters, daughters, cousins, and even grandfath

and grandmothers, reaching to a.

man shall escape—especially if he be
publican.

by

_say that Bercy,

Neuilly, Courbevoie,
As-

nieres, Billancourt, Point du Jour, Auteuil,

Sevres,

St. Cloud,

ANOTHER TORNADO.

A terrific rain and thunder storm occurred on

Friday week,

extending from

Quincy, 11l., to the northern portion of
Iowa.
Reports give the following result: Seven persons killed, seventeen injured (three or four dangerously), thirty
houses blown

age

down, and

done to orchards

immense dam-

and timber.

Itis

estimated that in Monroe and Ralls counties 1,000 miles of fencing
Five miles

is prostrated.

north of Monroe, at the time

of .the hurricane, a terrific storm passed

over, leaving the ground covered with

entire coast of England
prevailed.
reported.

Suresnes, and

a violent gale

Many shipping casualties are
‘An unknown brigantine was

seen to founder off Portland, at mid-day,

extent.

In

Paris,

roofs,

chimneys

and

Numerous

casualties

are reported, some

parent from day to day that however anx- fous the majority of the committee
on the:
expenditures of the War Department might
have been to expose Mr. Belknap's conduct.
for the sake of the government and the.

that they were.

nevertheless more solicitous to ai® the
democratic party in its dontest for @ #ri- -

France are

umph) in ‘the

out

of their

banks, and

the

‘ Old’ Granite Stdte.”

The

late Secretary’s malfeasance ir 'offibo< was

country for miles-around is flooded.
MINOR EVENTS,

spread all: abroad lon. the testimonyof a .°
Mr. Marsh, the only witness of any aceoumt,

The expenses of the Moody and Sankey, and no ‘sooner was this done thamethis

meetings

in

New

York

will

be

about.

$40,000.——It is proposed to issue silver

pliant tool and i
was hurried off
not. be reached.

can not be impeached, neither can he be in- -

in Minnesota.——Prof. Seeley’s speech in
favor of hard money is highly commendThe endowment of the Drew Theological

tricksters

Utah papers report great mining. activity.——Business is said to be very lively

.

ous offerer of bribes.
Canada, where he eam:
The result is; Belknap

dicted hy the Grand Jury, and they have:
given it up. The jury cam not get the
papers from the committee, nor have they"
Marsh or anybody else upon whom they"
can rely for valid proofs of ‘Belknap’s guilt...

ed.—Daniel Drew has failed. His lia~ A’ more transparent political trick was
bilities will amount to nearly $700,000. never resorted to by any band of political.
Seminarv at Madison, N. J., for $250,000,

and that of the ‘Wesleyan University at
Middleton,

Conn., for

$100,000, are

se-

cured by mortgages on his farms in Putnam couvty, N.Y. of which he owns
five or six. This was done soon after his
first troubles, ‘when he felt the need of

om | Two years ago these
brought, Mr. Drew es; to complete the Gov8

the Centennial. —The

has

Secretaries.——It is reance, offensive and de-

|i

{ €h nt

:

peti: formed between the
ents.

i

elected its presid-

EE

gece, Servia, and

as

ore

Ro-

os Republi-

n
ut have nominated the
Hon. John T. Wait for Congréss, in place
of the late Representative Starkweather.
——Peace negotiations between Japan
and Corea have been concluded.——The
House Committee on Railways and Canals
have resolved te report no bill to the
House involving a subsidy, directly or
indirectly.
eI

nor

ete

PERSONAL.
Froupg,
the English
historian,
shortly be made Bir Anthony Froude.

will

"Tor Duke of Portland is one of the
wealthiest of living peers: his daily income is estimated at about $5,000.
CHARLES LAMB, according to a new biographer, was one of a family of more than
six children, instead of one of three, as
generally recorded.
AMERIGO VESPUCCH the last descendant
of the navigator of that name, after whom
America was named, died a few ii ago,
near Florenee, Italy.
:
FREDERICK DOUGLASS is expeciod to deliver his ablest oration at the unveiling of
the Lincoln monument

at Washington,

on

in the 6th Ward

of New Yerk:

city, than this which has been perpetrated.’
by Heister Clymer and his confreres
Among

other

matters into

which

the

committee on the expenditures of the War
Department proposeto 100k, is
ing the payment of $148,568.83
tucky Central Railroad,
This
presented for settlement in the
able and incorruptible patriot

man, Edwin M. Stanton.

.

one involv-to the Ken-claim was.
time of that.
and states-

It was referred.

by Mr. Stanton to General Meigs, the
Quarter Master General, who examined it .

in detail and reported against it, and Secre-tary Stanton rejected it instanter. If this:
disposal of the claims by the accounting.
officers was not satisfactory to the cIaim-

ants, they had an appeal to the Court ef
Claims, the Supreme Court of the Unted
States, and to Congress.
The claimants; .
however, waited or chose to bide their.
time,

and

when

Mr.

Belknap: was- made:

-

Secretary of War, asked for a rehearsal, .
and he (Belknap) re-opened the case-andsent it to General Meigs- the . second time,
who refused in a most emphatic mannerto pass it. It was then sent to General Dun,
the Advocate General, who examined. it" and
passed it. It was then, on the.approval.of.
the War Secretary, sent tothe Phird Audit-or, who also approved it,.and the claim .
passed through all the stages and was paid
to Hon. Geo. H. Pendleton, the council for
the claimants, and as Mr. Pendleton. is. an
intimate friend of Mrs, Belknap and Ler family, it is intimated that Mr. P. carried

this claim through ‘the War Office by aid of
Mr. B. Mr. Clymer and his committee dare
now,

since Mr. Pendleton is involved, com-

ing up to the examination in a very ginger—

ly maunér, and wé shall see what we

shalt

see.
SALARIES.
. There are some curious developments sespecting the reduction of the salaries of
the clerks and employees in the Departments.
Since, and including the ThirtyNinth Congress, the pay of members has

been raised largely. First from eight dollars a day to $8,000 per annum, thelr during.

THe widow of the late George Grote
the war to $5,000, and then again
to $7500. has discovered among his papers a remarkable essay exhibiting the historian’s opin- Now it is proposed to reduce it to- $4500.
ions of Aristotle as a moral teacher. The . It will then be 50 per cent more than it was +
It is proposed now to re-essay will be published in a forthcoming before the war.
duce the pay of the clerks. to a figure far
collection of posthumous papers.
CHARLES FAIRBANKS,

land,
a member

of

London,

of the scale

Johnsbury, has given

firm

$15,000

Eng-

at

St.

to finish a

new hall for women students at Drury
College, Springfield, Mo., and the building
is to be called Walter Fairbanks Hall, in
memory of a son of the donor who recently died.

JeNNE JUNE in the Graphic, Laura Holiway in the Eagle, Nellie Hutchinson in
Tribune, Hannah Shephard in the Mail
Star, Mrs. Battey and Miss Ballard in
Sun, Middy Morgan in the Times,

the
and
the
and

Lucille Hollis in the Telegram, are some of
the prominent lady writers

of New York.

Tar monument of Keats, unveiled in the
Protestant Cemetery, at Rome, on the 21st
of February, is not a new tombstone, but a
medallion portrait in marble, inserted in

dreading the emotion and excitement of a
| too vivid memory of Keats's last hours.
Sir Vincent Eyre, who made the dedicatory address, also contributed the following
acrostic, which 1s engraved beneath the
medallion :

fatal. The damage in the distriots floodeq by the rivers is greatly increased in
consequence of the gale. Numbers of
undermined houses.along the Seine were Keats! If thy cherished name bé “writ in water,”
blown down. The gale was also violent Each drop has fallen from some mourners cheek;
on the French coast.——In five small townships along the Danube five hundred and

5 dent fa. oom

to

very great. All the large streams: between Paris and the eastern frontier of

and all aboard lost. Theseawas running
tremendously high, and it was impossi- the adjacent wall of the cemetery. About
ble to send assistance. The telegraphs +gighty American and English gentlemen
throughout the country are badly dam- and ladies were present on the occasion.
aged.——In France, telegraphic communi- ‘Mr. Severn, the poet's friend, who is now
cation is damaged to an unprecedented eighty-two years of age, failed to attend,
trees were blown down or carried away.

i

atemp

other suburbs, were all more or less inundated. The suffering by the floodsis cause of public virtue,

April 14,

tem brings ample helps for study within
of Butler and Lawrence, ‘ not for his own eight Tnches of hail.
VIOLENT STORMS IN EUROPE.
the reach of all, (2) makes a. far greater
vindication, which he does not need," but
An extraordinary era of destructive
impression on the community, makes the for the sake of compelling this clovenwinds and floods has of late made ravworld think of Bible truth, (8) enables
footed opposition to come out into the
ages in all parts of Europe. Around the
those who are absent, scholars as well as
teachers, to keep familiar with the lesson.

D. C., Mar.

BELKNAP

With this Democratic Congress, investi--

below the:lowest reading on record. In
all the towns, the parks were ravaged,

laid up regularly, will constitute a large

positors may draw to their great comfort
after year. A new one should be pilin, and theirvouls’ health, during all their:
and be in training. The importance of future life, in every vicissitude of trouble
having a mgn in full sympathy with the or joy.”
:
—————
fp
AA Ae
pe
pastor, was conceded by all. The ConEVENTS
OF
THE
WEEK.
gress was brought up nearer to what may
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE ELECTION.
be called an excitement on the question
The returns from the New Hampshire
how to elect a superintendent, than on
any before it, and there seemed to be at élection, give a Republican vietory in the
least a half dozen at a time who were de- State. Governor Cheney's majority will
sirous to ventilate . their opinions on the probably reach 3,500. A Both branches of
subject. Some said he should be chosen the Legislature are Republican, and the
by the teachers alone, others by the teach- Council will stand four Republicans to
ers and scholars, and others would have one Democrat. Tuesdays vote was the
him appointed like any other officer of largest ever cast in the State, aggregatthe church, making the school simply a ing nearly 81,000.
department, of church work. It was eon- NEW ENGLAND TEMPERANCE CONVENTION.
ceded that in mission schools not 'conA conference of New England clergynected with any particular church, itmay men, to consider matters connected with
sometimes be quite desirable to comsult the subject of temperance, commenced in
the wishes of the older pupils.
Boston on Wednesday.
The number of

tian Union believes that

THE

gation into everybody's affairs, public and

fractional currency at onte.——Congress
has ordered an investigation into Steinand men are’ berger’s mission to the Samoan Isles.——

him, I should hardly have a right to say if,
py is that tempted man to whom this fall
I could. The general conviction seems to fiedas follows : $Y) habits of observation ;
of a
has been like a ‘note from
be that Presbyterianism and the Brick (2) a holy ambition to excel; (8) acGabriel's triffpet. ~Now, let such an one
Church will have, the good of it, unless quaintance with the most recent
“Goin peace and gin no more!’”

school Superintendent,” is thus reported

under the watch and care of four police' men, which makes it an orderly congrega-

for the work

predicted as a general result of the Brook-

night,

square

Wastin,

Some ings as

Professors in ‘its schools of learning,
will enable him to make any
sacrifice for the attainment of its gr at | guided if to such dangerous conclusions
ends. He gave the following schedule - as were reached by the Adyisory Council
he wished to lay aside that responsibility
the natural qualifications that are
desir
which was implied by his official posible, naming them in pairs, the two alt
NE
ties going together being nec
to tions.”
—\
balance each other. ; viz.: (1)en
usm
Zion's Herald draws consolation from

of

but decent basement%t No. 20 South Fifth

religions mottoes and hymn-books, and a
little melodeon. It is crowded nightly with
the youthful ruffians of the neighborhood,

ardent love

ITEMS.
me

hundred

This was one of the topics
beforehand for consideration, a

usefulness, if not ended, is sadly curtailed.
need no information from

© Four

WASHINGTON
GTON OUREESPONDENOE. .

x penta

ceived large attention. Rev. Di!
: | shown that one of these ron would-be)
of course can only give each other the lie of Plainfield, read an essay on the sub leaders of Congregationalism had been
at heart all the time!”
with circumstance, but can give nobody a ject, in which he mentioned
personal an Episcopalian
right to an opinion one way or the other. character as the fi#st qualification, includ- TheN. Y. Observer, speaking of his reMr. Bell retains the confidence, apparent. ing in this devotion to Christ and a sense signation of certain official positions, says
that ** he had by no means determined to
ly, of many at least of the best of his of responsibility for the religions
leave the denomination, but while its
Christian friends. But his so promising of the school. He should also haf

Avenue, near Washington Square.

It is

” (over the outcome

been carried on between the parties, who

You

ruined.

THE SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPER

demand was refused as irregular, and he
was summarily deposed for contumacy.
Since then a newspaper controversy has

sideration of two topics, ‘‘the International lesson system,” and ‘‘ the Sunday

about fifty feet deep and twenty wide, is
furnished with chairs and benches, a few

houses

miles of winter corn.are lost to Hungary.
The large islands of Crepel, situated be~
low Pesth, containing five villages, have
been submerged, all the houses save ten
being swept away. ——In: Normandy, the
gale uprooted trees overturned vehicles,
and damaged houses. On the Calvados

all Christ's disciples shall see eye t¢

This

a month or two ago, a new convert fresh some

terference.

of their wide use, it was urged tha
system of uniform lessons is
(
apparent the effect of Christian brd
hood, and thus speeding on the time’

aid demanded something like a mutual
council of approved and impartial outside
persons to weigh the evidence brought
against him, With that by which he pro-

twenty-one houses have been destroyed |.
in consequence of the foundations being:
damaged by the floods. In Pesth and its |
suburbs, it is impossible to count the

coast, masses of rock were blown off the |
Jan it a little nga that the Golden cliffs.——In Belgium, the hurricane was ei aa the Hving, Js all 40 be dragpell pth »
Rule should speak of Dr. Storrs's recent terrific. The barometer, at Liege, fell and exposed to the light of day.
the age of democratic purity, and 1a»
course in these words? + With too little
wit

Indians, Mexico and elsewhere.

would not submit to a trial by his church,

The Horning Star

society.

Donble to carry it out withos :
patil man, Wise name was given,
in a somewhat fragmentary manner, fleav- they would lose the Presbyterian, vote.
ing long gaps between the lessons.
| But it believes that that could n’t be done
solid hours were spent Wednesda
in the United States, for all ‘ genuine
noon in discussing this subject,
Christians know that they are as truly acfact was - brought out that these
countable to God for their votes as for
lessons are now used not only all th
any other privilege or faculty. They would
|
ws the attempt of any man or set
of mento decide for them what ballot
many, Norway, Sweden, Denmark,
they should cast, as they would the
Greece, Turkey, Burmah, China, Jipan
attempt. to decide for them what
Feejee Islands, Sandwich Islands, $i if doctrings they should believe.”
tralia, Cape Town, Siam, Syria, Ch

tunately become a regular pastor, into the

STAR.

THE MORNING

A sacred tribute such as heroes seek
Though oft in vain, for dazzling deeds of slaughter,
Sleep on! Not honored less for epitaph so meek.

below its present rate.

The

-

:

present salsx-

ies were fixed in 1854, when everything:
was cheap which was needed in the family.
Then a house which

now

rents

for

$40.006~

per month could be had for,§80.00, andi all
articles of prime necessity in’ like proportion. , Bear in mind, and let the people.
understand that the clerks’ salaries are now:
just what they were in 1854, but that Com- |
gressmen have voted themselves three increases since, so that their pay will be,if
reduced, as proposed, to $4,500 per annum,
fifty per cent more than in 1854, and the:
clerks’, if the bill pass, fifty per cent-less,

with all the increased price of living. Does:
the country demand this at the hands of .
this Congress?
1 do not believe it.

’

MISCELLANEOUS.

The past two days in Congress have bees
chiefly devoted. te. investigations, and mes:
bills or measures have: been.enacted whiek.
are of any account to the country.

Governor Pinchback; who elaimed & seat in the Senate from, Louisiana, has been. re
jected, the Democratic Senators goingselid’
against - him; with Republican Senators
enough to secure his defeat, The colored.

people held a large meeting
here last evening to protest against” {s ‘action of the:
Senate, and Fred Douglass made an elo‘quent and able speech. He was dispassion-ate, but yet severe, against the New
land Senators who went with the mod
_ PHAROS..
racy on the question..
J

L)

°

8. 8. Department,

to Isragl

me
1

———
\

ASCENDING

later were

own

Cn

A Jews made rebeloe thirty-six years

in open ‘reyolt, inviting

destruction, {The

one

| voice of his woxd.
had

pervading

apostles were ia bondage to it.

* ‘Au this

time” denotes, of course, while

yet

with

them. - (2) “It is not for you to know.the
times or th¢ .eensons' which the Father!

his angels, that excel in strength, that

n
I

oly r

nbsEa evil,
el

pwn I

ans.

Tn

|
was he guiltless,

wicked heagguproceed all those sins which

ons made a successful move’

enlisted the women

in their ™

the ladies have: already made

3

2

“Bave

power In the church; and

mow sel about. enlisting the

hip’ organized bands for. fore
ign

black catalogue of crime; » No wonder the world gazes withsuch
shalt not avenge, nor bear any grudge
a person:
out of a good heart proceed all - the good, |, rofound inels st upon such
words aud deeds which ‘are the” fruits of |' nl “Hid life de Frven allthe hénord the dgaing the childgen of thy people, but
thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself; I
love. We are brought, by the proper
make up the

says: “The -friends of

:

:

‘Give us this day
ily
[Feed me with food convelfent (
| Prov. 20: 8.]
A ** And forgive ns our
Ad
our iniquity and our sin.
Ex. 84:9.]
“As we forgive ovr deblors.” [Thou

the thamorcn H

o fia

erie in

we

er

IN

ut ne ver had ogeasion 10
ng

Fo

his commandments, hearkening unto

their

ration of the empire by the Messiah, The

LORD.

LE

ithe

iden and hope of the Jews was the resto-

AND NOTES BY PROF. J, A. HOWE.

(For Questions see Lessom Papers.)

THE

The Romans then

had the adem’
liofis vassals, and {

- Sabbath School Lesson. —hpril 2,
“QUESTIONS

they «

misstols, and we have before us
avery
neat and taking little. periodical, entitled

Children's Work for Children,

which wi)

be the banner of thig movemeht,}

hath put in his power.” This is the anwots 1:1--13,
world "has ever couferred. To conceive
THE PASTOR'S ASSISTANT.
f time. IL is not
am the Lord, Levit, 19:18.)
“Gooey Text: “And i came to pass, swer to the questj
cultivation of the heart, into conscious of such an one, and that he should suc“»And lead ‘us’ not into temptation.”
while he blessed them, he was parted for them to know” the time, but it is for relations with a wide range of objects. cessfully withstand the varied allureRULES OF ORDER
[And it came to’ pass, after these things,
them to do the work of God. It is part of Such a heart, embracing God and humanJrom them, and carried up to heaven.
IN
DELIBERATIVE
ments to-evil, is surely wonderful, That that God did tempt Abraham. = Gen, 22:1.)
BODIES.
God's
plan
to
conceal
the
time
of
the
fulLuke 2451.
ity, is a vast reservoir of power from a man should live in this world more
ORGANIZATION, R divs
** But deliver us from evil.” [And call
fillment of promised events. Propheey is which strength is derived to do good and
thun thirty years, in perfect moral prity, upon me in the day of trouble: Iwill deobscure. The day of the overthrow of to resist evil.
1, First,
{ris the most wonderful thought that can liver thee, and thou shalt glotily we. any enter Meeting, When, the frignds of
Notes and Hints,
prise have decided to hold »
Jerusdlem was told of our Lord by deThe eloquence which arouses men on occupy the mind ;-and theré are many

i

1. “The former treatise have I made, O
“Theophilus, of all that Jésus began to do
and to teach.” (1) The author of the book
of Acts was Luke,a physician and compandom of the apostles, also the anthor of the

third gospel.

His claim to 1nspiration is

ie

first by reason of his association with the
apestles, next, by correspondence of tone

and unity of character with

them, and fi-

nally because, as an inspired writer, he
was, by the apostolic church, endorsed and
pam

accredited.

““The

former

treatise,”

history, means the gospel of Luke.

(2)

5
.
pst

ig

~

Cr hb
EL
RATE

1

work

Ee

miracles, to

have

offered

--apdl to have performed
at

himself,

his whole niinis-

i iar

i fry. Luke 4:14; Acts 10:38; Heb. 9:14.
“The Spirit was given with ont measure
~ unto him. (2) The commandments were
« these included in the “great commission.”
ia the Greek the reading is ‘‘having com-amatided.”” Henry says the apostles ¢ ex- pected

preferments, but

instead he

them commandments.”
3 “To whom also he showed

gave

himself

alive, after his passion, by many infalli“ble proofs, being seen of ‘them forty days,

=and speaking

A
|

of ‘the things pertaining to

tthe kingdom of God.” (1) Luke knows
“the natural incredulity that wonld resist
the account of the resurrection.
He says
proofs of it are ‘“ many” and ¢infallible.” Thirteen different times he show- =d himself to his disciples. He was seen

;
{
4 H

- by them singly, by the chosen apostles to-

1%
4
3!
:
L&
i

~gether, by the apostles as part of the five
bandred who saw him at once. He remained with them and talked of his king<om, as before his death. He ate with
them, invited them to satisfy themselves
that he was raised from the dead,performed

miracles, reproved

their unbelief, and

won every one of them to. the assurance
of his resuirection. This evidence has
dost in transmissivn to us none of its
force. (2) “Being seen of them forty
days” denotes at different times during
this period. He stayed with them long
«enough to convince them that he was
-alive, and to impart all needful instruc
don.
Why he was hidden during any
partof this time, or where he spent many
«of his days we have no certain information. Ut was out of love to us that,
=afier his redemptive work was finished,
he tarvied so long on the earth. (8) ‘“The
. “kingdom of God” here means the church,
."the commonwealth of believers. The
words of Jesus,then spoken, were instruc“tions about planting and building np his
© Xingdom.
:

:
iE

nesses unto me, both in Jerusalem and in

“Theophilus means ‘* lover of God ;" hence all Judea and in
Samaria, and uato the
some have thought that no person of that uttermost partof
the earth. The pecuname existed, and that the term was liar office of the apostles
was to testify
merely an address to the lover of God. as witnesses ‘for Jesus
before the open
The evidence is the other way. Theoph- courts of mankind. Now
the apostles beilus was a Gentile, and is supposed by gin to see what
it is that ‘they are apbest students to have lived in Italy, per- pointed ‘to do. Our office
as disciples is
haps at Rome; but nothing certain is the same: To testify
of Jesus wherever
known of him. The writings of Luke ad- we go..
-alress Gentile readers, as is seen from his
9-11. THE ASCENSION. *‘ And when he
explanations of Jewish customs, (8) The had spoken these
things, while they
|
~word * began” refers to the beginning of held, he was taken up, and a cloud bereChrist's ministry. From the beginning ceived him out of their sight.” (1) This
~of Jesus’ ministry to his ascension, the took place near Bethany, on Olivet. He
gospel of Luke narrated his deeds and rose up out of the midst of them
into a
«words,
;
cloud. The ascension may be compared
2. ““ After that he, through the Holy with the advent, the one in weakness, the
“Ghost, had given commandments unto the other jn power. (2) Where and to what
apostles whom
he had chosen.” (1) did Jesus ascend? To heaven, its honors,
Through the Holy Ghost denotes under majesty, throne, to_ reign over all, and to
its influence and by its imparted power. receive the adoration of all. Only a cloud
"Through the Spirit Jesus is said to preach, separateschim from us. To him our loved

:
a

or

claving the signs of it, not by fixing the
date. The Saviour said the time of his
second coming was not known to him. 'It
is with prophecy as with the date of our
death, Many reasons for this uncertainty
suggest themselves. (3) ‘ But ve shall
receive power afier that the Holy Ghost
is come upon you." This power is in
its nature like that which holy and earnest Christians exhibit now ; the degree
of it to the aposties alone distinguishes
them from us. (4) ** And ye shall be wit-

ones have gone, to be above the cloud

We have ‘reasons for believing that such ‘was the Psalms 50:15.]
For thive is the kingdom, awd the
striking illnstrations of this in the history | fact, The Bible says be was without sin.
moral gubjects, is of thé heart.

of great hearts, fully

consecrated to their work of toil.

Napoleon

worked;

bul it was

for the

heart-work.

It could

be nothing

less;

for *“ God so loved the world that he
gave his only begotten Son.” In human
action, selfish motives often spring up;
bat,"in the life and death of Christ, nothing of this nature is perceivable.
Filled
with tenderness

and

love,

bé® had

com-

law of God.

whose

which 8

from

si-

‘This enforces regéneration,

—a change of heart by the Spirit of God.
No success can be achieved in this direction, unless there be «a compliance with

Tag PROMISE.

“=<And being

i
i

Eo
|

assembled

OF

THE

SPIRIT.

were both righteous before God, walking
in all the commandments
of ‘the Lord blameless.”

the will of God, ‘whieh is not hard to understand by the inquirer after trath. One
may have much natural amiability and
benevolence

of

disposition;

flowers, they soon fade
leaving no fruit behind.
conversion is effected, the
‘man feels that he has a

but,

(8)

Then, too; the Holy

like

adoration

to the author and giver of the gospel.

fluences, | Around

mapy a bearth-stone

together, with

v6 thiepo wend

ki

depo

wie

i

0

som)

wos

PINTIIIYY

on

g b

ope-

To

lace,
, and

8 a

chara, then states

the object of the taeeting, or: teqaests another person to do it, and, if it is of a re-

ligious or ‘mipral patie] the Rivne
ing should be invoked.

bless.

Those interested in culling the meet-

ing should be prepared to offer reso
lutions expressive of the views of those °
present, or move that a committee be appointed to present business, While such

a committee may be out, other prelimi.
nary business

may be

dresses may be made.

transacted,

or ad-

“Several very worthy girls must have

have paid out over

$80,

and

necessary

to do something

soon.

have

I

rents,—at $1.50

seltled

it willbe

more

very

the tuition

sod

per month for fall and

winter terms,—for several where there
was no possible hope of their being able
to do it; and this, you will see, is answering the double purpose of aiding the

siys, twenty were at the altar for

prayer

thie last of last week. Bro. B. F. Fox,
another of our students, now pastor at

Harrisburg, Pa., whose church will unite

officers.

2. A Oonstitution should specify :

1. The name and object of the society.
2. Qualification of members,
3. Officers, their election and duties.

4. Meetings, and fundamental methods

of work.

rye

5. Manver of itd ameddments, |

3. By-Laws should contain more of the
details of business, and such important
rules as will require a previous notice and

a two-thirds vote to change them.

They

usually provide for their wn
sion
by a two-thirds vote, so far as they interfere with business requiring immedigte
action.
4. Btanding Rules govern a body only
80 long as a majority: sees fit to retain
them.

5. Subsequent Moetings,

Ifa presiding

officer retains ‘his place till another is
chosen, he calls the meeting to order, and
the organization is completed. = If his term

| of office’ expires with the final adjourn-

‘ment of the preceding session, and the
clerk is a standing officer,as in legislative
and many ecclesiastical bodies,he calls
the meeling to order, a chairman
pro tem.
is chosen, and the work of organizati8n
proceeds.

fore perfect, even as your Father which is this precious work, I feel if £0 be a cheer-

in heayen is perfect.” These passages with

ful duty to tell you something about the

a score of others that are similar could
not mean less than they express. Jesus

practieal operations of this enterprise.”

said direct “Be ye. therefore

WOMAN'S MISSION SOCIETIES,

perfect.” | The Congregationalist society sustains

scribed by. a society, , Members of repre-

sentative bodies, being Gelpgates,
present their credentials.

mast

The clérk, ora committee, shoul presen:
‘the names of those elected, andthe committee; on credentizls should - investigate all
contested or’doubtiul claims to seats, and

Canit be supposed that the sinless Jesus fifty-nine lady missionaries, and last year report the proper action’ to bé taken.
‘7. Officers. | Every. organizdtion must
would urge us on to. }gore than was possible for us to hecome ? And coulda great rafsed $72,000. The board has twelve have a presiding officer, called president,
and

pure

Teacher,

infinite in wisdom,

‘branches and eight hundred auxiliaries.

‘moderator, or, chairman, and,m recording

‘The ‘women of the Methodist éoclety, officer, ealled secretary; clerk: or scribe.
leave us clearly to draw false inferences in deference.
to the views of their parent Assistants may be chosen; and a treasurer
from his teachings and entreaties?
society, have, we believe, waived their and committees aree often. required.
440-4
claim to take public “collections. In one

THE LORD'S
D'S PRAYER.
BY

of the Southern Illinois conferences, after
‘a very interésting address by 4 lady * Fareaders of the ther Taylor,” from Bombay, India was

WwW. [G«
FY HAGAR.

i “Perhaps many

of the

Star do.vot understand the full import of called out. He gave a’ description of the
the prayer which our Saviour taught his lady missionaries in India, and the great
disciples, in response to their request, as work they are doing, and then said,
recorded in the eleventh chapter of Luke,
and fivst verse: ‘‘ Lord, teach us to pray,

as John also taught his disciples,” And
perhaps not a few are ignomht of the fact
that all its doctrines are drawn from passages in the Old Testament. = For the

*“ These ladies say they will not take a
collection; but if you choose to give me
money for them they can't help 'themselves.” Otie after another came forward

RELIGIOUS ARPEOT OF THE WERT.

Prof. J. R.. Hourick, D. Dy writes to
the Advance ;
Lookingat the oligos dnplcia of this
part of our country, dm I right in saying,
that indifference—religious indifference—

is the great bane of the West?

By it the

'is dulled;
spirit of inquiry
mammon enters and holds

and gave, until $50 were left in his hands. ism find a xhost congenial soil}
The Methodist ministers m Kemtucky are it, efforts to maintain a spiritual C
nobly encouraging and aiding’ the forma- ity peove dificult and. less successful than

tion "of women's societies.

At 'the sug- they should be. There are faithful Chrisgestion of the presiding elder, the Green- (tian ‘workers at, the West; none more so

ville District Conference Woman's Foreign anywhere, inteligent, earnest, self-deny9 gadipats ahd’ to ing ministers and laywen, and; women
Mission Society was ‘or
swell'the nanibér of its ‘members, several «lso., At the. same time, it! does not rebrethren enrolled thefr own names as well quire extended, obgervatiqn to see that the
as the nates of their wives and ‘their West has, though, not! as 5, whole, but in
‘children. The brethten also’ passed resé- some places, 00, many, Shusghes rand too
lations’ fo agitate’ the subject all dioutid

i
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iri Fer

clon}
Go

the Woman's

could be here and sce the practical
ration.

[2]

wrodaned Lun
wd?

by

Miss. Soc.,* bas proved a very great
blessing to the stadents here, and yet you
can't understand how great unless you

ll

. hileyin
she, bing:

Hii The

te
ter.

briefBanday school prayer meetingat the /and ye shall find rest uato your. souls. of heaven set up a kingdom wh
all
loseof the Sanday schoo! ‘session. The Formy yoke jis easy and my burden is never be destroyed. Dan. 2:44.]
gpusop,
aDoIebith
wid; he
aod ofafiat
attendance is entirely voluntaty. ‘Phere lightiteaestis of Nazareth. ed
Ee
into a .seasonof stunted
pie’ / 14% Thy will be done in earth as it is in [at
HO
Obd
bith
dali
should be, at some time,a. regular. Sun- NTOW [ried
hryostsrwhte
hich should
heaven.” [I delight to do thy will, O my
ging
day-sehool prayerTES every school; ne Bis can; have no fellowsbiprwith orith, God,» Pals, 0s pi Bley ithe Lord;ye Soy hh theAE
dil]
oh.

anal 5 Did sino

dit

espn

Sleauatan
od
thie ‘Gireuits, ‘And td do'all fi’ thelr’ power little Chyistignity,
“How full of aking We Tod ‘trat we
to promote’ {hé' interests of the Woman's
e fifelof our Lord
Foreign’ Mission Soclety, 'This'is’ as" it hae nothing told uso
test,
Lord's,
Ustwasn
‘the
tweltth
and:
thirtieth years !
and
he
1s'thé
governor
shold’ be! * Help these’ woref],” sald | wr
|
TE
ph aiestimons gains allonr striving
i ilake my yoke upon you, and learn’ of ‘among (he nitions. Psalms 22:28. Aud
Paul, © that haveaii with ite in the (a
| any schools. Are wooming: torbold: a me; for'T am: mee
i.
i (7 114
and le
lowly in ‘heart; in pied days of these Wingy shall {#8 God

SthiSsunvs 4 the Spin

Sorsh wit
dam fl

the money contributed

therefore be. perfect with the Lord our
“‘Since the ladies of your society have
God,to walk in his statutes.” ‘Be ye there- so kindly, timely, and generously, aided

YJuce? All the faculties may be wasted benefit of such, the following quotations
to one,”
v5
ci “ence. " This was the promise,
How
ever real distress,. and, for ‘want of ac- from the Inspired Word are given—a carewague it seemed to them so “ slow of
The Sabbath schools’ of the United States tion, no good accomplished. To be use- ful study. of
which can not fail to interest
- heart.” They knew not what they waited number about 60,000, with as many su- ful, and to fulfill the great design of ex- all who seek for truth.
« far, what the baptism of the Holy Ghost perintendents; 600,000 teachers, and 5,- istence, a communication sould be open“The following comparisons wiil serve to
~ wyas. They might have bad most enlarged 000, 000 scholars.
ed between the heart and hand. He who show fhe true construction of this prayer :
~ expectations of it, had they remembered
is wise, will; Jike
a, sirong man to; wina |’ “Our Father which art 1 heaven, h "to
toilehey had lead from Jesus- about the
hi ‘Btandard, a paptiét paper of the race, moye forward in the right direction,
North-west, was the first religious paper and then a glorious work will be accom- Lord, tthou art our Father, Isaiah 64 3 8,
God is'in heayen. Eccle, 5 2]
te
doticpitar ‘matt’ reeeiveth wot the |'to Publish notes of the Lessons, t began
plished.
wi
bn
a
ad
""Hallowéd
be thy name”: [Atcotding
WOlilage
the spirit
iorof God The Bible [in 1868,
niformity of Sabbath’ school «Batland, O RST
TT
0
thy
name,
O
God, 80 is thy p raise unto
TiDvion dratidlition Yedds, “Ye ‘shall be | lessons began in the First Baptist church,
EAA
ho
the ends of the earth. Palms: 48; 10.]
© Ldmvmérsediin
Spirit." The mean- | Providence, i L., quite ‘as early As.any- |,
«My kingdom come.”
Gon Ha me, all ye: that labor and
or the¢ Kiig:
or Li
IE
y" ‘Should receive an Where,
i
io add
saib
“dow is the
‘are heavy laden, and I will give you

:

Io

Job; and that man was perfect and up- with our Q. M. at its next session, informs
The adjournment of a legal organiright, and one that feared God and es- me, that since he went there last spring,
zation
must be to a specific time ; never
he
has
baptized
and added to the church
chewed evil.” ‘But
the high places
were
not removed; nevertheless Asa’s fifiy-three persons, and the work is still to meet at the call of the chairman;
heart was perfect with the Lord all his advancing. The prospect is also bright- and the place, iff not expressed, must be
days.” These with many other similar ening farther south.
I was called to that of the previous meeting. A small,
passages, exhibit moral perfection very Richmond one week ago last Sabbath, unimportant body or committee may meet
clearly.
Lo organize a new Q. M. of three chuich- olberwise than at. the time and place of
‘There are also numerous other texts, es. Bro. Dunjee has visited churches at adjourniaent, provided every member is
from which the possibility of moral per- Hampton, Norfolk, &c., and found them notified of the change, and no one olfection is clearly implied: * And when free communionists, and inclined to go jects.
6. Members. All persons include
in dthe
Abram was ninety years old and nine, the with us. Some ten or twelve churches,
Lord appeared to Abram, and said unto be thinks, will join us in due time. We call for a meeting have a right to seats as
him, am the Almighty God; walk before, have recently licensed
four men to members. Also all who have complied
with the conditions of membership preme and be thou perfoei.” ** Let your heart, preach, three in Richmond, one here. . .

A Christian home, with its benign influences, is of incalculable value. in edu- |
dowment of the Holy Spirit, but that cating the heart. - But lamentable to. say,
of bath
when he believes to receive it. Faith se-- many promising young people
cures it, aud prayer and eonsecration aug- sexes, are deprived of proper home ju- |
ment its. degree.

and ordinances
* There was a

man in ‘the land of Uz, whose name was

and fall away,
But when true
vain, frivolous
work to do for

move it, and to excite love and

The

| one is elected.

MISSION WORK.

' ENCOURAGING.

would be comparatively cheerless and
meaningless. But with the ideal before
us,—the possibility of going * on to per- girls and paying their teachers; in other
fection,” and with ail our incentives to words, contributing to the current ex.
holipess, there bursts forth rays of hope penses of their education.
““I bless God to-day for the Woman's
that incite to the most vigorous Christian
If you never do any
activity. If we believe it possible to Mission Society.
come to perfection in our Christian at- more mor better than what you have
for this branch of your noble work,
tainments, we have an inceniive that done
prompts to the most watchful persever- it will pay for all your toil and efforts.
We did need the money you appropriatance.
We know
that our attainments
are limited by that life only which knows ed so much, that I have looked upon it
no sin; and we can thus continue * to as a special interposition of Providence
make amends " until we shall come to en- that the Society was inclined to bestow
Joy all the beauties of Christian perfec- it.”
Bro. Morrel), in the same communication. Besides the Christ, there are also
numerous instances of religious perfec- tion, speaks thus of the successfal work
Th A
tion
recorded
in the
Bible,
if not, of some of their students: “A letter
what means the following ? * And they J. W. Vevey, of Berryville 'yesterday,

heart to

is not
Spirit is for all. :- Besides, thé Spirit comes the vitalizing power of divine, truth,
by. promise, ‘and as a gift'of God. ' (4) to be found, andthe home circle, instead
~them commanded them that they should Another feature of this
of proving beneficial, loses all its influentruth to' be
. -metdepart from Jerusalem, but wait for sented, is that the Spirit is given fo prein- ces for good, But when those sacred re_ «ahepromise of the Father.” (1) This was crease
‘the wei
of ght
our witness for Jesus. lations, which God instituted in the bosom
@old them not long before the ascension, The
testimony which ¥he Bpirit reinforces of the family‘ are carefully observed, how
apd probably the disciples tarried, from has a convincing
effect on’ men. '(5) We! admirable is the adaptation for drawing
the. time of receiving this charge, al the shall aseénd to
Jesus} we shall not 201 | out and exercising, the best. affections, of
holy city.. When Jesus nscended he led down inthe sleep of
the ‘dead, but the heart,
them out of Jerusalem, the starting place depart at
death to'heaven' and be with] The development of feeling. into proper
oo Bethy: (2) Notice that God'is in no Christ,
whioh is far better. (6) Jesus action, is not the least important means
ww 7
Jesus’ waited ‘until he ‘was thirt ¥ | calls us’to see him ascend
to glory, that of cultivating the heart. By exercise is
“years old before he began His ministry, the ‘sight’ may give ‘aster
to our hopes, - every power of body, and soul strengthenAfter his ascension, the apostles waited and ‘courage and - patience
to our follow- ed; and, what is éspecially wanted, isa
“gen days for the promise. *“ ‘The promise ing of him'in the'way.®
culture that; will make the heart both ten«of the Father,” not of the Son, bécause
der and strong.
Strong feelings, - howalways Jesus seeks not his own honor,
Dr. J. G. Holland says, ‘‘ We can raise ever, are not sure indications of good~ Sut of the Father. (8) “For John truly
ness. One may Sigh and weep over suf~~ {baptized with water, but ye shall be bap- more Christians by juvenile Christian cult- fering; but what. action -does that pro* “tized with the Holy Ghost, not many days ure than by adolf pony ersion a thousand
4,5.
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into that higher Christian life which
‘means perfection, this great warfare

PracTiCAL TRUTHS.
(1) The lesson
confirms
all our Christian hopes. 1t shows - God and humanity.
A powerfulagency for cultivating the
us the basis of them. The resurrection
heart,
is gospel truth. Jesus Christ cruand the ascension declare to us that immortality is true; that heaven is real; that «ified is presented to the mind in a manto be with Christ is. to be in heaven. (2): ner to awaken the deepest affection and
Then how clearly the outfit for Christian the strongest love. The gospel is address
usefulness is here described. If the apos- ed, not to the understanding only, but altles needed the endowment of the Holy so to the heart, in the proper way: to
what need for us to seek the gift of Ged.
This may be perverted to our injury, The
Christian is not taught to wait for an en-

WOMAN'S

But notwithstanding Christ's

tain moral perfection, the inducements
to rise very much above our present attainments, religiously, would not be very
encouraging. If we could not look out

passion upon poor and needy sufferers.
Their temporal as well as spiritnal wants
were regarded, in all of which we be-

hold the outworking of a heart,

ed
tL be ap,

If the organization is designed to be permanent, the chairman and tletk should be
left the school, if to pay their bills had
protem., and as soot as the question of memer now than formerly. Human nature been the condition of their remaining. It
bership and other preliminariesare settled,
is unchanged. The inducements to ho- isa year of unusual lack of money in |
or
the Constitution and Bylaws are adoptliness were never greater, and still it is this part of the country ; hence some who
ed,
if there are to be any, the meeting
asserted that perfection in moral life can had depended on jarents and home
should
proceed by ballot, or a nominating
friends for aid have failed to receive it.
not exist,
committ
ee,
to the election of permanent
If this be so, that humanity can not at- Of the $100; you put into my Hands, 1

The right culture of the heart is to be
secured by a practical obedience to the

Spirit, and from it gained all their power,

chavacter may be inferred.
Indeed.
man in the history of the world has

cd,

At

call§; oF the)
hi dh

thunder of human applause, which was
sweeter to him than the voice of song. To live
a sinless lite, many Suppose, is”
Howard also worked; but it was ‘for hu-impossible. Truly there was One that
manity which had none to plead its cause. lived a sinless life and if one possessing
The heart of one impelled him forward all the peculiar qualities of human nature
for fame and power; . the heart of the ghould pass life ** without sin,” why can
other impelled him forward for the amel- not others do likewise: The tendencies
oration of human misery.
in human nature to sin, ‘ana the powers
The redemption of the world was a| of Satan over humanity is surely no great-

heart.

comes, ‘‘ quickly” he will seem to come.

1 Chron. 29: 11}

the Treas. of theF. B. Woman's Miss.
eg} innocence, many have ‘come to re- Soc. under date of Feb. 15 :
“You will be thankful (0 know that
gard, the commission of sin a necessity.

True,

place should ie
ested,

{he kingdow, O Lord, and thou art exalt- | result.

ed as bead above all:

esaped censure more than he, Many of
The following cheering words are from
hig cotemporaries, -although his enemies,
Rev.
A. H. Morrell, of Harper's Ferry, to
admitted that his practice and theory cor-

men and women

public meeting for its consideration

and’
promotion, suitable notice of
the time and

power, and. the glory, and the vietory, one of the Jordenshould
call the teeting
and the majesty ; for all that is in the to’ order; ‘ask for’ the! Ho,
a
heaven and in the earth is thine; thine is’ "chisifman, put the Sg

workers, whose
philanthropy gladens
thousands of weary pilgrims, have been

those

ner means in the air visibly. Hence let us
beware of the life of those who forget his
sure return. Remember that it ‘was when
the servants said, **My lord delayeth his
coming,” that they gave themselves up to
sin. The word says, *‘T come quickly ;"’
surely to every living soul ‘quickly,’
surely to those-who will be alive when he

Amen.”

big

lent influences

which is taken up fi

forever.

[Thive, © Lord, is the greatness, and the

All significantly greath d, good work
is of the heart, All greay snd good

whose shadow we see. (3) * Behold two every throb was
a pulsation of love.
In
men stood by them in white apparel ;”
the character of the great Redeemer, we
these were the very angels thal Luke says may also learn what
the human heart unwere seen at the. tomb. They looked like defiled by sin, would
have been; and’
mep, like men they talked, yet were anwhat it will, under the culture of grace,
gels of God. They are a good illustra- become,— a fit
temple for the indwelling
tion of the ease with which we accep! the of the Holy Spirit,
idea of an incarnation.
(4) “ Which
Of the heart is the gravitation which
also said, ye men of Galilee, why stand holds together the
world of humanity.
ye gazing up into heaven?” The apos- God, by the unseen
chains of sympathy
tles were Galileans. The ‘angels thought and love, has bound
the world together
that they ought not to gaze so wonder- by links not easily
broken.
Society
struck, perhaps expe
that Jesus would present the mournful spectacle of
would immediately
isolated bodies, were it not for

shall so come in like)

power, and the glory,

of the past and present. Who, without His teachings excel in moral beauty.
being moved, could set under the minis- There are none, either modern or.ancient,
try of thie eloquent Chalmers and White£0 instructions abound in so many
field ? The Irresistible energy «nd pathos éxgellences, He is original, lucid and
of sueh men, manifested the working of epmprehensive,. bis, teachings throughout
that tremendous engine of power, the hufareof an animating character. In short
man heart.
frgm bis. theory, to an important extent,

pre
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"Le

| Selections,
Lord

fighting principle, in other
evil,—a
words; but: this instinct, like all others,

:

t
him, stars and
Praise pmol ye angels, praise
which above
Praise id skies, and waters,
‘

skies,

Wher

commanded,

a Hea

erwise we shall select the wrong weapons. We are to abhor evil, to contend
earnestly for the faith; but the wea
of warfare appointed forius by God are
gentleness,
these: Goodness, patience,

’stablished did

arises

fd

because

nation,

it is so much

easier to

83

t!
alone:
For the name of God is excellent
heaven bis throne.

itself.

But Christ

OHRISTIAN MEN AND THE PRESS,

*‘to him

ask what we would have them do in such

circumstances.
If the press is without
doubt a great power for good‘or eval, we

A OLEAN TONGUE.
4
meeting
At the close of an evangelistic este
dto
in a country town, I was¥tequ
ned

man who remai
speak with a young
behind under spiritual anxiety. He wasa
a working man, well dressed, with .

dare 10 name the name of Christ ‘and
rofess to be his disciples P—Christian
nion.

very grave and yet sweet expression
He was not well jnformed, but eager
to get instruction. He told me he had
been brought under conviction at an
evangelistic meeting about a week be-

>

fore, His terror had been great on the
first djs>overy of his sim, but as glimpses

*>

ferswade

write for the public press, especially in
their own neighborhoods? A grea! lecway is to be made up amongst us in all
these respects, and we implore those who

be offered. It includes everything peh.¥

It is so related to other graces (hut
ing for it, is praying thai the gate may
opened that brings all blessings around

His
eart.
beginning to dawn in the
dewords were few, and his iutelligence
the effects

dnd profane language. This seemedto havet
been the besetting sin that bulked larges
ia his view when the" spiritual eye began

He saw the abomination, and
al
with the instioet of the new birth, to
though yer ovly a babe, he began

Joshua, girdling Jericho’ with

arrested me. How
here between. soul

of trumpets, David meeting

hai the

Foulness on the toogue

atient’s health.

is not the disease, but it is an effect which
the disease produces, and so becomes a

When

symptomof the disease.

the ail-

ment is cured, the coating of uncleanness
disappears from the tongue, and the organ resumes its pure, natural color, - The
moral foulness of tongue that indicates
spiritual disease in the heart is very

mighty

agency

of the

are Jeft without careful parental training
they seem to glide into profanity as if by
gravitation
Jaw of graviry. “The pecliar
adheres to this sin that it defiles all on
whom it falls. Sounds reach ears as light
reaches eyes; one cou not escape. While
vou are walking along tbe street on your
lawful business these sounds fall on your
ears,—these blugphemous thoughts are
thereby conveyed to your mind, —engraved it may be on your mewory, so that
y
you can not wash them off.
When the physician finds the tongue
of his patient foul, he does not occupy
himself with efforts to scrape the coating
off. He administers remedies with the
view of reaching and removing the malady that is coursing through the system
with the life-blood. If he succeed in
subduing the fever that throbs in the
heart, the incrustations will of their own
accord quickly drop off from the tongue.
This method holds good also in - the spirjitual disease. .We must reach the root.

only persuade another to follow his ex-

HOW JESUS DRAWS MEN.

the sound

Goliath

The sweater can nct cast

otherwise

remain

and

ty

off bis profani-

as

was.

he

heart, the lips wall

When he gets a new

ba found renewedsalso. When he cones
to Christ for parcon of his sin,then will he
begin to cease from sinning. It is a
revealed to them that

secret of the Lord,

fear him, but concealed from others, that

dos. not really loathe and dread

« man

his sin until it is forgiven. It is when he
knows that it shall not condemn him that
He never really learns
he puts it away.
that it has cruci-

he knows

to hate it, till

Christ. The apostle Peter writesa
of impurities that disciples should
from their hearts and their lips,
away,
all malice, and all guile, and hypoc-

fied
list
cast
—*“

envies,

risies,

nnd

can be

shaken

evil

and all

ings;” bui he does not -expect that
except by

off,

speak-

these

the power

of God's forgiving love already experienced, for he says, lay these aside, *‘if
so be ye have tastetl tat the Lord is grai
cious.
You toi the gospel upside down when
you tell a wicked person to get quit

of his wickedness, first by his own effort,

in order that thereby he may obtain the
favor of God. Offer him,as Jesus offer-

ed, the favor of God ana the free forgive-

ness; and that favor accepted will be a
power: in .the believer's heart that will
drive the wickedness out of his members,
In matters of the soul, as in matters of
the body, a heart healed of its disease
will soon show its effects in a clean
tongue,—Rev, W. Arnot.
O44

DULL PRAYER MEETINGS,

The Examiner

Chronicle has the

and

following to say in regard to what will
make prayer meetings interesting :
In fact, the: whole secret of making
ng, instead of
n delight
the prayer-meeti
the weariness to flesh and spirit it so often
proves, is for each one, before going, to

make

special : preparation of heart afd

Every

one may

in its various

mind to engage

exercises.

not be able to speak or

pray in public, but the humblest and most
to the place of
timid can, before going
blessing upon the
prayer, ask the divine
meeting. Suppose that such were the
universal practice ; ean it be doubted that

the tone of the meetings

higher

are?

apd

sweeter

would be far

than they generally

Would they not begin with greater

warmth and spirit? It not unfrequently

formal and
takesa full third, or unda er
uninspiring lead, half of the time, to get
the meeting started in earnest. How
that moves
much betteris the meeting

smoothly abd briskly from the start!
have heard

of a good

old minister

ley, and Knox, down to the great

with

We

rect—a

ORIGINAL |

among men can
Son of God.

reform ever introduced

equal

the Gospel of the

badge

of

latest news from all the churches, and
also to include whatever may be of cur-

this

caption,

Mr.

J. B. T.

ed me so much as the

log habits among

our patrons:

Any subscriber to the Morning Star,
who will furnish the name of a NEW ONE,
can have the two copies of the paper for
one year, at $4.60, strictly in advance.
Clubs of six or more, ONE-THIRD BEING

prevalence of drink-

all classes.

1 expect-

to find a good deal of drunkennessin

Scotlavd, Bnt Ido not see that, England
does. mueh better, Beer or wine, if not

AN EXPENSIVE

‘“

DRAUGHT.

We cull the following: from oue of Rev.
Lorenzo

De

Medici was

sick,

“

and his

of these

6“

were avout to leave, he closed a very few

know that

domestic happiness, the pearl of earthly

gate of hell.
God I cry

never drink, unless

invisible,

and it should come and gently attach itself

here this afternoon, God

latter days

or

some

one

who have
a fine
enial natures,

education, large hearts,
and splendid prospects.

has fastened one

over,—look

lift off the cover,
loathsome,

boiling,

down

into

it while

humble

word

whose

thing filthier than that?

flight he

not pastors,’and all interested in

son. And we may commend if with confidence to all, as a paper thai is liberal
and progressive,
work.

groaning,

Think of the

good

every

to

alive

MYRTLE.

THE

CREAT

ROCK

CHICAGO,

THE

NEW

The

liness,

parents

understand

this

so

sel-

of sinners.

On your

knees sow

truth. In the day 'of harvest how the
i
dom;
us.
Perhaps:this talk of mine will fall un- yellow sheaves will stand about in servin
.'We get. hintsas to sngcess
der the eye of sume mother or father who
Jook through his word.
a child with some such experienceas God when weman of
has
great knee-power.
a
was
Moses
I have. tried fo indicate. At this {ime,
Samuel, ENjah, Elisha, Dauniel—
when the special influences of God's Spir- | So were
worthies. It is said that
it “are ‘abroad, such’ children will be Fall the Bible
worn ruggediand calwere
knees
Peter's
your
is
Now
home.
a
found in. many
through praying, It must have been

bat every locality, East, West and South,
will he fully represented.

It would have made a good coat

mail for his soul.
One of our religions
we wanted to a
of

ko)

‘
a rs said that if
oolly’s success,

The Book

extem-

'Postage,

of Worship

only a few copies left. All gilt edge; $1.00:
The Tribute of Praise
is a Hymn and Tune book, prepared for me
.one denomination, and is. well adapted to social
worship or congregational singing. Price $1.09
per copy; ‘and 75 cents each when fifty or move:
are taken. Postage, 16 cents.
Theology

discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions.
of doctrinal ‘theology, and the author's views
are those generally accepted by the denomination.

R.R.

.

$1.60 postage, 24 cents.

Butler's Commentary
by the same author,—Prof. J. J. Butler, con—
tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and theIt is am
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family
reading. $1.00 ; postage, 22 cents.
Whe Treatise
:
containg a brief statement of the dectrines
and our general
held by the denomination,
usages in church-building. It 18 published by aw
thority of the General Conference. 25 cents; pos
tage, 2 cents.
The History of the Freewill Baptiste
covers the first half century of ourexistemoe,
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with considerable
detail, the early events of our denominatiomsd
history. 75 cents; postage, 18 cents.
The

Memorials

of the Free

Baptiste

give the rise and progress of this body ef
Christians in New York, till the time of their umion withthe Freewill Baptists. $1.25.
The Minutes

of the General

are published in pamphlet

Conferewes

form at the clesa

of every session, and the bound volumes embrace

the proceedings of the first sixteen sescicns.

cents;

58

postage, 18 cents.

Sabbath School Question Books
are for adults and children.
LEssoxs for Every Sunday, ,18, postage ,03
STORY of Jesus,
«+ +
15,
¢
S8
WONDERFUL Works of Jesus, ,15,
“
4%
The Biographies of
DAVID MARKS, WILLIAM BURR and Damiel
*
Jackson; are extensively read by their, friends, . .
and several copies are still on hand.
Marks,
[+
- $100,
post, 19 cents
Burr,

Jackson,
Memoir

-

[of George

«0

»

50

»

10

T'. Day.

contains a Narrative of his Life, Letters, Sermons and Lectures.
.| age 20 cts.

Price

$1.50 and $1.80; posk-

is a'valuable little work, and every Christin
would be benefited by r€ading it. 25 cts; postage
5 cts,
Thoughts npon Thought
hd
is a reprint of 130 pages from an English.»
edition, and considers the mesponsibility of mmm
in relation to his thoughts. 5 cts; postage, Sects.
Close Communion, or Open Communion
is an experience and an argume.t, ir wikichsthe folly of close communion is clearly and ably"
exposed. A book of 175 pages, by a Baptist.
clergyman. 25 ct; postage, 11 cts,
Lectures
ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; an excel
lent book for all who would ‘‘search the Seriptures.” Twenty-two lectures on the most fmportant ». aus of Bible study $1.00; postage, MA
cts.
Guide to the Saviour,
is a little book intended to assist wmquirexs. +
in the way of salvatlon, 25cts; postage: b cts,
Tracts
were not stereotyped till within the last few"
years, and we can furnish only the following: T ¥
ots.per dozen; 50 ots. per hundred.
’
Denominational,
which contains a historical statement, amd *
a. brief notice of our doctrinal basis,church. pel
ity and institutions,
Doctrinal,
or Scripture quotations in: proof of importard:
doctrines.
Our Faith and Covenant
is a confession of17 articles of faith and & dew
sirable church covenant.
Eefablishment

is a brief historical statément; &o. Publish
for:

ed by order of the General
gratwitous distribution,

We. ¢hall aim to have correspondence
.

MN

ally.

A DAY at
and terms

home.

YO, WENTWORTH,

$1

Conference, and

‘| The above named books are sold by the 'dozem,. .

‘WV.
B. STRONG,
Gen Supt, Chicago.

Agentswanted. Outfit
TRUE &CO, A
sta

"nostily.

-

The Church Member's Book

Printing

amplé and competent.

country, and from foreign lands. We
shall have a special correspondent - in
Washington during the session of Con-

Book,

The Sacred Melody
is a small book of 225 hymns and several
tunes selected éspeciglly for prayer meetings. 3% cents; postage, 4
The Choralist
)
id a larger book of hymns and tunes Sham
| the Sacred Melody. : 50.cts ; postage, 11 cts. .

“Editorial ' dssistance ig bow engaged,

fresh and timely. This will include lets |
ldus
a sweet. and blessed and hopeful afér
tumhave
‘wouldn't
He
fall,
his
centers in this |
like
time! You may never. see another
on his ters. from the prineipal
eye your ltile bledif he had had that juggling}
h
a loving
it. Watch wit
knees.

I’

92

Hymd

Turkey Gilt, 2.00.

Morocco Gilt, 1:50;

4

Liv | 7.00am|10,30am
Detroit,
G, T.Junct'n'

time!

ones and be ready to help them io Christ,
the Lord that waitst for them and is very
pear. You will need an illumined eye
to see the touch of his band on your

»

{

demominational

16 cents each. Small, Moreccoy8b ots; postage,Tcents,
so
al

The Morning Star.

[1]

Postage; cents per Copy.

J

sively u
printed on: both white and tmted
paper. Largebook, in Sheep, $1.00; Morocco, $1.10;

COACHES

37

salmody

is thd)

RUMSELLER.

bas

FF

Butler's

& PACIFIC

DAY

}

dozen; $7 a hundred.

Two Fp « Wxpress Trains leave Chicago 10 A.
M., Sunda : excepted: 10 P. M., Saturdays excepted.
Ma
his Great Central Omaha Route has been
thoroughly equipped with
EGANT

i

of our heneyplent societies, an account of emus.
literary institutions, obituaries of deceased min~
isters &c., &e. Price, 10 cents a copy; 96 a

OVERLAND

ISLAND

280:

Lesson Papers
of the International Series, for both adults: and cMildren, are printed monthly,at the rate of.
100 gopiesto one-address for $7.50. If the orden:
is for lessthan four months at a time, the charge
will be at the rate of $8.00 per hundred.. Payyment in advance. Shmple copies sent frees
The Register
contains, in addition to the usual Calendar;.
the names of all Freewill Baptist churches, ax
**
ranged in their appropriate Quarterly and Yearly meetings, with their statistics; the names of all
ministers and their: post-office addresses, officers:

ornia.
toVIA Calif
THE

Route

-

30 cents.
Terms: single copy, each, «
Packages
of ten or more to one ad"dressjeach,
+
+
R05 cents,
Payment always in advance, and no commission:
allowed on money sent.
.

Adugrtisgments.

1

and you may see the
seething,

4.60

and induce every Freewill Baptist to take
the Star. In doing so, we shall benefit
the subscriber miore than any other per-

else treats

his sin chooses the fattest lambs for sacrifice.. What garlands of victory this
carbuncled hand of druokenness hath
snatched from the brow of the orator and
poet. Wha! gleaming lights of generosity it has put out in midnight darkness.
Come with me and look over,—come and
hang

4.60

opening of the semi-centennial volume,

them. But the men who are in the front
rank of this destructive habit are thos

pliin remarks thus: “Suppose you should
as to be almost

“Put back now

never!” | You say you ave kind and
genial and generous. I do not doubt it;
but so much more the peril. Mean men

see coming down from heaveu a very fine
thread, so fine

While I speak there are

the alarm,

Dice

dispensed with,and we appeal to-you, servants of the Master, to introduce ‘the pa<
per wherever it is not taken.
Let us all make one grand rally at the

some of you'in the outér circles of this
terrible maelstrom, and 'in the name of

+ '+

Both papers
are of the same size,
but the LyrErLm:s
STAR
[is for an older class of readers than the -

Christian ‘work, exert ‘themselves in extending the circulation of the Morning
Star? It is a helper that cam not well be

usefulness, ‘the
pear! of Christian hope,
the pearl of everlasting heavég, and then
presses it to the lips? And ob, what an
expeusive draught! The dramshop is the

-

Sample copies sent free.

and ¢¢ Life and Epistle of
Paul”. cooeniererecesnnnse

Will

health, the pearl of

inadvance,

The Little Star and Myrtle
are Sabbath School papers fprinted alternats:m
weeks, on superior paper; beautifully illustrated.

4.75

Bible

.

Special offers, strietly in advance,
with no commission paid :
\
One old and one new subscriber,
- S4SO ..
Clubs of six or more, one-third new subs»
scribers, each
.
£3.00»
"Postage is paid by the publisher.
by

5.70

seh visererainies
tONATY??

(13

drunkenness, puts into its eup

the pearl of physical

mer,” ..
and ‘Smith’s

ig

Westers Department, should be addressed.to Dever, N. H,
”
Terms peryear =
«+
=
=
=~
$300

Z1D@)yssennsnsasssasssnrssces $4.00
and Harper’s Magazine,
5.75
Bazar or ‘“Weekly....
and ““Arthur’s Home Mag~
4.50
AZINE sevecsncsoiarsrenses

and “Scribner’s Monthly”
and ‘New England Far-

ie

Chicago, but all communications, save for the

brandy or whisky, will be found on tte
dinner-table of even most Christian fami- NEW SUBSCRIBERS, can have the Star at
lies. 1 should say that the ministers’ $2.00 each, strictly in advance.
homes in Great Britain, from which all
‘We will furnish the Star, with other
these are excluded, are as
as the

men in seven daysin the streetsof Edinburgh, or Leeds, or London, than I saw
in seven years in the streets of Chicago.

'

The Morning Star.
;
:
is a large religious paper of eight pages, im its.
fifty. first volume.
It is able, literary] and pro
gressive. The publication offices are Boston and-

“

inducements to

We offer the following

—

PUBLICATIONS.

and magnificent
dirty-handed bar-tender behind the counPARLOR SLEEPING CARS,
ter,
washing
the
drinking-mugsand
glassA correspondent (C. M. E.) sends us
es of a bundred bloated, guzzling topers, With all the modern luxuries combined, expressly
the following good thought in regard to and then distilling the slop water for fu- to accommodate the largely increasing travel now
passing over this Favorite Route to California.
the dealers in intoxicating liquors:
ture use! If your cook should distill her
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determines, may be better than all the
panoply of science, logie, or eloquence.
When the discouragemeants which come
from the opposition or indifference of the
world seem too much for huwnan courage,
instead of throwing up intrenchments,let
us look to God for increase of faith, and

under ab unsuggestive and dull openi

scheme

is the

agonizing, blaspheming hell of the drunkard. Taere is everlasting death in the
pot.
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seems
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ing them; to be presented again to their
have
We
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prove
customers. New, can you imagine anylearned that a pebble which God shall diTEMPERANCE.

his subject. It is often” just so with the
prayer meetiug, and seldom fails to be so

No

Under

‘thread upon you all. It is very
can teach us anything, it surely is this: little
that there is a secret of power over men weak and frail, and vou can easily brush
which does not come from the schools,for it away. But will you do so? No; wel
the explanation of which we must go come it,sand it will enlarge and strength-

who

that the . wearisome waiting eomes, an
_ the. stale platitudes with which prayer

faith without being dogmatic, to give the

Marsh contributes a letter to tbe Advance
from England, in which he says;
Nothing else in English life has surpris-

then measure the to you. You knew, we suppose, it came
of the apostles, amd
difference ? If their faith fired our hearts, from God. Should you dare to putiout
the church would thunder at the gates of your hand and thrust it away? Now such
a thread has come (rom God this afterMohammedanism, Romanism, and Heathenism in a way that would level their noon. You do not feel, you say, any interest in religion. But by your coming
walls in a single generation.

used to say that when preaching it took
him about an hour to get warmed up to

/

who did not intend to’seek religion. Any
one would be surprised to héar that about
thirty or forty came. He ‘spent a very
pleasant interview with them, saying
nothing about religion till, just as_they

for reaghing people with those
advantages

If the movements

It

interests, Lo uphold our

at

public press

ample, very much might soon, by the Divine blessing,
be accomplished; nay, more,

gelistic movements of the present day,
God does for his people accordingto their
faith in him. What hinders the church
possessing all lands for Christ during this
century? What but a lack of faith, faith
in the gospel, faith in God? Compare our

Wherever boys

loathsome apd very rife.

pion of all our

vestry

gome pearls in his cup, and then get him
to swallow them,
he would be cured.
And so these valuable pearls were dis‘couraging a vitiated press, every Christian solved in his cap, and he drank them.
man who reads a sound Bewshapes would. .What an expensive draught! But do you

the

till half the dominions of thé Papacy
were rent from her, Whitefield, and Wes-

as an index of the

know,

cian desires to

sign.

a

As the denominational organ, the Slur
will aim to be the fair and impartial cham-

towards the promotion of the highest and
most vital objects. If, in addition to dis-

Dr. Payson oncé, in the process of a rea sling, the apostles Christianizing the
and body, both in disease and iv health,it Mediterranean coasts with the message of vival at Portland, gave notice that he
Next aiter the condiion of the pulse,
faith wouldbe glad to see any young person
physi- the gospel, the Reformers preaching
is the state of the tongue

leaves the

;

power, It is a mark of the. King's servce. It tells of knee-work.
| rent interest among all denominations.
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tle's prayer was answered.
le who started in
ever a company of
a great work with lictle faith, it was ‘the
of people
apostles, If ever a compan
whose faith afterward blazed like tongues
of flame on their brows, and made them
irresistible, it was those same men.
And ‘that
Their faith had increased.

ity, “My tongue 1s cleaner now, sir.” Ex-d
planation followed, from which I learne
that he bad been giyen to the use of vile

day

the apos- immortal souls, to aim at once at turning. friends thought that if they could dissolve
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us.

fective.To # question regarding
upof his new-born spiritual earnestness con his life, he rephed, with much simpli

their. friends to do the same?

hy should not educated Christian Cop

Thisis the one instance in ~ which the
apostles asked for a purely spiritual blessing. Itisthe broadest prayer that could

to his
of the gospel gradually opened
mind, the fear was dimfnishing and ho
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difference in the state of matters in our
S'ales to periodicals, at the following rates:
Chris- ministers’ homesin the Unite®
land. Why should not every true
a which any of them are admitted!,. . . .
tian mun determine at once to take
“Wide Awake” (the
sound newspaper? Why should they not [ am sure that 1 have seen more drunken STAR and
popular new juvenile maga~

“ INOREASE OUR FAITH."

|

the

Christian man and minister has
doubt much in his power in these
respects
;
and if all would exert their influence on
the side of a sound and Christian oss,
we should soon gee a vast and b

is not easy for us to obey a precept 50
high ; but if we do not set it constantly
before us as an ohject to be struggled
we
for with all our might, how sball

house

night, when he goes out of the sick room

b—i8 a good

that knoweth to do good .and doeth it not,
to him it is sin.” Some may be ready to

most imbued with his spirit bid us over- would have them to discountenance
the gooda
conte evil with good, hatredsby love. It evil and encourage

~T. B. Browne.

morning, when

Nothing is- more certain than that unAnd

a

man comes down from’ his chamber in the

sound papers gradually corrupt their readers. **Evil communications corrupt good
manners,” and this is especially true of

the action of the press.

tion.

on the knee,

minister, leaving

where he had been praying, noticed dust
on his knees. It was nothing to be
ashamed of. Dust on the knees when a

pray.—Ilustrated Christian Weekly.
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those

and
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the boy or girl over whom you yearn and

damn a man than to lift him up, to cast
him off in passionate abhorrence than to
win him by love. Everybody wants to
pitch in’ and fight evil with about the
the thing
same spirit which characterizes

Stormy Wind, Tulfilling only his desire,
and all
Praise him, fowls and cattle, princes
kings;
created,
Praise im, men snd maidens, all
y

throw it off.
The expression
close - the likeness

ey are

pants need patching

that your own

heart may be softened to feel, that your
When
own eye may be opened to see.
they are touched and enlightened
oace
they may nave all blessedness in them for

calling for justice, fur wrath, for ihdig-

clouds and vupors, snow, and
Praise him,
J fire

i

down.

run

ridicule and

wen

we must look
at the knees of his pants. gress, and in Philadelphia
next snmmer
He knows something about knee-work. It to picture the great Centennial Exhibiyou need to isa good sign when a Christian man's

Perhaps
draw near to God yourself,

and lové
forbearance, kindness unfeigned,
uncissembled. This is the Prevent which

deep and
Praise the Lord, ye fountains of the
s and
cedar
Rocks, and hills, and mountains,
.
;
11 trees
hail,

Over earth his footstool ,over

ance of judgconscience ; othe

is to be put under the
ment and the control of

of heaven, praise him in the
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are worldly and spiryou will Le sure to
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or party had done would be declared by

Editor.
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“Our interest in all missionary and beaevolent work would probably “be much
> greater if we would ac
m ourselves
to think more about it.’ Allowing such
subjects to come into our mind only when
“some agent or solicitor presents them,
and then dismissing them with the trifling sums that we are likelyto contribute
on such occasions, is a sure way to make

missionary enterprises, weak and ineffi« cient. Let us keep them in our minds.
Let us remember those in bondage to sin,
or ignorance, or-poverty, or superstition,

+ of any kind, whether at home or abraad.
. Let us contrast their condition with ours,
Let us tryto realize the physical, mental
and moral degradation of those who have
no knowledge of God, no religious con:

Dr.Storrs’s grievances are mainly founded on the conduct of Plymouth church,
first and last. The investigation held by
it two years ago did not suit him, hecause
the investigators were, to a man, the

warm friends of the pastor.
alism, whom that didn't.suit.

And now,

again, he isn't suited at all by the doings
of the late Advisory Council, for he considers its main position as ¢ endangering
not only the purity but the very existence
of Congregational ‘churches.”
Conse:

Belknap's bribery, which

it against the other side, and these efforts

It may be that the resolution will be
"carried into effect by the formal with:

drawal of the party adopting them from
the Congregational fold. In our humble
opinion

that

would

be

an

The

sooner

unfortunate

ciples that they believeto be imperiled.

It would be helping to establish a bad
fashion. If men like Behrends and Storrs
are to secede the moment that matters do

not proceed according to their personal
and weakness
act becomes a
should hinder
and education,

and any moral movement?

Think of Neal

‘Pparfisan ends, and

Philbrick leading off a ‘scolding educa-

when

the other tenth

| public offices, it has
‘added a reproach te
it would be likely to
jpanents. Is there

by that very spirit
itself greater than all
fasten upon its opnothing in politics

bigner than party?

If itis only for that

+ the soonerthey
the better.

retire
>* PE
eo

their

from

country,

its councils

MINISTERS AND TEMPERANCE.
No matter what it is that
-“ American mind, it is sure

gets into the
to

embody it-

=elf before long in a convention.
But that remark needn't imply that the
° Ministerial Temperance Conference in

+ Boston last week was any new thing.

they may be.

Buty,as

who

with

remains

and worthy

a rule, that man

a party

that shows

wrong tendencies, and labors to check

and correct them, is likely to render a
much better service than by leaving them
to their own course.
that seems to be springing up among the
Congregationalists, may extend, is not
apparent. There are clearly two denominational views of the council. But that
may be only an expression of what may
be called two Congregational policies,
the one

rather

characteristic

of Yale di-

sentiment that prompted it,—as old as

with the authority of a bishop ; the other

and especially good ministers, to array
themselves against all evil;-and-especially

ing the
neither
taught,
at the
seems

* he evil of intemperance.

“The attendance was

good ;mot by an

.

means confined to New England, nor to
male clergymen, nor even to those of the
strictest teetotal type. But the prevailing
sentiment of ithe conference
was for teetotalism;.

i

sound

vinity school, and vesting a pastor almost

that old principle that requires good men,

against . license,

and

against

-ewery subterfuge of law ‘that ‘tends

{

their views, however

It

* was rather an old .thing,—at deast the

i

Of course, men must often retire from
those councils that will no longer heed

How far this feeling of dissatisfaction,

+o
>

shams

and lies.

Delegates from about

«all
the New England States spoke from
personal notice against license, Massa«ghusetts especially getting some pretty

plain ‘handling for legalizing such a sin

and fraud as “that.
Ministers will be
emphatic on occasion.
And certainly
«that gave an occasion for emphasis.

were:

given and the whole occasion was festive
and enthusiastic. Let us be grateful that
the Republic triumphed over its foes in

characteristic

of Andover, and recogniz-

church as thesovereign ; although
of these doctrines is distinctly
or even perhaps consciously held,
schools mentioned. And yet it
to be something like this that is

now operating in the Congregational fold.
Accordingly, there would naturallybe a
good many who would believe with Dr.

Storrs about the Council.

They would

say that Plymouth church ought not to be
fellowshiped, and that would be practically withdrawing fellowship from the

large number of Congregational churches
that took part in the Council. So we should
have a “ division of the house” at once.
We will not look for that. We will
not even admit that it may be. It would

life more and more worthy
and honest beginning.

of its brave

~——THE APPROACHING CONTEST. Whether he accepts it or not, every citizen has
a duty to discharge in view of the dawn-

ing presidential contest. If this country
is left to be managed by political rings,

whose chief desire is to enrich themselves:
at the public expense, to keep their friends
in office, and to sharé™the profits with

them, the catastrophe of Republicanism
can not be far off. Already the politicians
are scheming to control the Presidential
nominating conventions, and thus by par-

ty machinegy to defeat the

will of the

people. In the light of this every citizen
should read his duty. Whether he be
country’s welfare.
the

he is at least

and

Ie

to

may

conventions, but he

can

seek

not

his

attend

insist

that

they be conducted fairly and openly,
the presidential nominee be a man
sepvedly recognized as a reformer of
litical abuses, above treachery and
ceit, of clean hands, of honorable and

that
depodein-

~——EDUCATIONAL EXHIBITS AT THE CENTENNIAL. The Illustrated Christian Weekly
asks the Centennial managers if they can
tell the public ‘* what arrangements have
been ‘made to secure any adequate exhi-

bition of the American public-school sys-

tem,” and adds

that ‘‘a Centennial Ex-

hibition in the United States wich the

school-house omitted, would indeed be the
play of Hamlet with Hamlet left out.”

Such an omission we believe is not likely
to occur. If the school-house itself is not
on the ground, its products will be, and that is the main thing. New England is
quite generally interested to show its edu-

cational work

and

facilities at Philadel-

phia. All of the cities in New Hampshire and many of the large villages will

contribute
work

important

of their

specimens

schools,

of

the

including bound

volumes of written examinationsof the
classes

map

in

various. branches, samples

drawing

If it

in portfolios, and

of

photo-

graphs and architectural plans of the
principal school buildings, all to be uni-

shat way.

And so a large part of the

pablic, not

yet

trained

to

see

the

~foree and value in what it “told you”
+Soréhand would be

gationalism of Plymouth church .and the
Council, than withdrawing themselves
from Congregational fellowship.

said or done, whether

4

wl statesmen in this generation has put
forth any more wholesome temperance
Aloctrine than that
iister’s Conference

expressed in the Minlast week. And: yet,

. Vbecause they were clergymen, and beesuse they

were

expected

to

the Congre-

be-

We do not believe’ that any convention

.

ants than of seceders, and that they seem

rather to be pronouncing on

real

+aba temperance or any other conference,
|.lpts the utterances go through its ears and

‘wanish in, the air.

be remembered that

they are rather in the position of protest-

say just

OURRENT TOPIOS.
——Mr. DANA'S Case.

If it should

pos-

of our Sunday school system, but it is not

yet too late.

i

—INSUFFICIENT

ScHOOLS.

Toronto,

€anada, has for some time past granted
funds for the support in part of the Roman Catholic schéols something after
the plan so craftily advocated in this
country.
Now, we are informed that
such is the complete inefficiency of these

separate schools both as to discipline and
instruction, that the authorities have noti-

fied Archbishop Lynch.that the grants

will hereafter be withdrawn.
Of course
nothing else couldbe expected, for Catho-

lic schools

are established to teach

the

Catholie religion, not to impart knowl-

edge.

—AN

HoNEST PUBLIC SERVANT.

The

a chance to test-themselves.
_ Among ‘the wholesome ' resolutions
~adoptelly the Conference was one de8 elaring that only unfermented wine
» © shouldbe usedat communion. What,

~ever kind of wine . was, usediby.
the Sav:

i doar, the, nnfermented kind ds undoubt«idly the'sort to be used
by his medern
| alisciples.
All things «considered;
the
«hmrehes
can not be’ too particular on,
that point. ‘We hope they will faithfully

eed the resolution adoptedby the Conoe

St Lr

Congress, he favors the War Department,
under the legislative restrictions to which
the House Committee have agreed.
|

~——Pro¥. SWINGS CHURCH.

After some

theater, the congregation of which Prof.
Swing is the leader and pastor has at

length organized in due form as a church,
to be called ‘‘the Central church of Chicago.” As yet the church stands entirely
independent of denominational. connection, though it has been understood very
generally that it will seek such connection, probably with the Congregationalists. The articles of faith, or more prop-

Met a good congregation and Sunday
school. Bro. Ward, of the Theological
School, supplies for the church, and is

what unique.

It is so brief we

it Be
dediol
Hillsdale College.

years

D. W. C. DURGIN.

ago our college building
ground,

college survived.

Since that time vigor-

but

the real

of rebuilding

has

the identity of the animal he saw moving

fund.

among the trees, concluded to shoot so as
to hit it if it was a deer and miss it if it
was a calf!

has been made to the Endowment

Hamp-

shire can hardly be called a triumph for the inflationists, notwithstanding the great prominence of greenbacks in the struggle.
“It looks” to the Golden Rule * as if the
Congregationalists had three or four men
among them who hd fallen into the habit of
thinking that they were the natural law-makers
and rulers of the denomination,”
A MINISTERIAL TEMPERANCE
CONFERENCE will be held in Philadelphia, for the consideration of the religious aspect of the Temperance Reform,as a special Section of the

sisting

held a series of meetings in St, Albans, and a
revival was awakened.
a

overc

are glad

to learn of a good

grace in the West

Bethany,

others are seeking.

:

International Temperance
Congress,
which’
commences its sessions on Tuesday, June 18,

and

:

.

York Co. Q. M. held its last session
some weeks since at No. Berwick.
Home
Missions received some attention, and

promise of a deeper interest and larger
contributions in the future. The pastor of
the church, Bro. Jones,

is

earnest

in his

Christian labors, much loved by his people,
and really awake to the importance of
missions.
Collections, $9.50,
Bowdoin Q. M., at its recent

Gardiner,

felt it important

4

session

to

aid

in

the

church as Brunswick village, now engaged

in building a hous
of worship.
e ’ The house
is covered and ready for inside work. - A

One hundred dollars of this sum was raised

on the spot.

Home and Foreign Missions

were presented, and

collections taken

ously prosecuting

cause in Gardiner city.

erdl at its close.

Previous to his appoint-

sible position‘of Government Treasurer
at Chicago. Gen. W. was born in Hampton , N. H., and was a graduate

of Dart-

:

whether

Queen Victoria ought to receive

The English

nothing against him. The only thing that Parliament is discussing the “question

of the smallest kind of personal spite.

and has accepted a call to the church in Milo,
Me.
;
”
*
GARLAND, ME. The Lord is reviving his
work in the Garland church. Several have

THE
closed
four w
H. De:
have |

already obtained a hope in Christ; and others

Pleasa

| are inquiring what they must do to be saved.
The work seems to be progressing in the midst

ceived
REV

+i

the Ne

.

L. HUTCHINS,

the pr

—y

iy

hi
his ent

pastor,

to this

1

per

the

Sabbath

week

The

avérage

THE
find en
worki)
are no
to the
evenin

have

°

theira

congre-

gather

about a

good t

is a

greent
memb

t

candid

oY

work is in progress in

|

|

ings. Visitors willbe welcome. One of the
saloon keepers has signed the pledge, and his

ed.

The Interest is on the increase,

tho

Vista

meetings after thie Week

“

licent!

wi

We continued

of Prayer

of wi

some five

weeks; Sister Andersot was with

us seme

a

more than two weeks, and rendered very effi.
cient aid. We trust that forty have given their

lend a helping hane in this time of need.”

the cl
THI
work
mony
ress b
Lord.
for mi

and church membership, and we expect more
will go forward at the time these are baptized.

in the

To God be everlasting praise.
;
C. M. PRESCOTT.

future.
:
It is not unreasonable to suppose that
there are two hundred in our denomina-

Pursam, N. Y.

A

eth

wie

hearts to the Saviour. Thirty have been received by the church as candidates for baptism

Hillsdale College has many friends,
and they have done nobly in the past,and

I

Lin

JACKSON, PA, The good Lord has ¥lsited

us {nn mitick mercy in Jackson.

“Appeal to the friends of college

hee

iret
basbe
“I
at Bue

drinking house is to be the Reform Olub room.

education in general, and to the friends
of Hillsdale College in particular, to

tue i

help from abroad
evenings. Two hundred and fifty-six have
the pledge; a
club has been organized, and $5677.50 pledged
to aid in fitting up a reading and a club room.

Meetings of the club are held Tuesday even-

better answer comes than

things

W.5.

the last day of March, when he will be at liberty to engage with any church in wan of a

tion and among the friends of the college

correspondent writes

.

=~

is

¢ Post office
County of:
State of:

to

and

building

up

the

The Anson Q. M. was held last week at

Madison Bridge. The meeting commenced Friday evening, and continued over the
Sabbath. The attendance was unusually

of the
years,
pastor,
Frost,

1876.
For value received,

the

Treasurer

order, the sum

of

I

promise

Hillsdale

of:

to pay

College,

dollars,

the sum

to

or
to

become due in
annual installments of
8—— each.
The first of which shall be
due on the first day of June, next, and
without interest until after maturity.

(Signed)

very generously offered our people, and ac-

thoroughly filled during the day.

Freewill Baptists without

»

ceived a very generous response in a collection of $78.00.

A large number of the

churches reported revivals.

The Q. M. is

decidedly on the gain.
We spent a Sabbath with the2d church
in Lisbon a few weeks since. : This is the

This is so
be lost to

imthe

great detriment

re-edited’ “Empress ” party seem to be in the ma-

_

to

our interests in Vermont, and now is the time
to save it. Who will come over and help us?

2

This plan for affording temporary relief seems a feasible one and must commend itself to all.
Now, friends, we need your help. Who

CHERRY

CREEK,

©

N.

Y.

Rev.

Com.

George

Donnocker has been laboring with the Cherry

Creek church, since the session

of te

Chau-

will be the first to respond to this appeal ? tauque Q. M., in a protracted effort, with good
Don't dismiss this matter as no concern success. Some seven have been hopefully converted and three or four backsliders reclaimed.
of yours, but give a generous response Five have united with the church, four as canand help a struzgling institution that is

helping

and

blessing

didates for baptism, and others will probably
Join the church.
Rev. George Donnocker closes his labors with
the church at West Concord, the first of April.

so many noble

young men and women.
‘Cast thy
bread upon the waters,” and it will come
Any church in want of a faithful and energetic
back to thee greatly multiplied.
pastor, will do well to
corréspond
with
This is Centennial year, and something him, at Moustons Corners, Erie Co., N.
W. U. EDWARDS.
worthy of the occasion ought to be done Y.
for our educational. interests. Let each
one do something, and do it at once. Many | CHARLESTOWN, Mass. The Mission church
in Charlestown,

do nothing, because they can not do a
great thing. Friends, do what you can.
If you can not pledge fifty or a hundred

months

this delightsome ordinance to four happy

past

.

con-

verts, among whom was a grand-daughter df
Rey. John Buzzell, formerly of Parsonsfield,
Me., and daughter of Rev. Alvah Buzzell, of
Salisbury, N. H.

or

'The grandfather was

a dis-

tinguished and highly esteemed minister of the
F. Baptist denomination for more than seventy

Students in Academies.

years.

Possibly there may be a wantof a proper
perhaps

several

ly been baptized. Others have already signified their desire to go forward soon. Last
Sabbath we had the privilege of administering

Hillsdale,®Mich., March 10.

or

for

dulged a hope in Christ, and seven have recent-

such emotion come often!

understanding,

has

been enjoying a good degree of prosperity.
There has been a steady increase in numbers
in the congregation and in the Sabbath school,
and also a gradual work of grace progressing
among the people. Quite & number have in-

dollars, send us ten or five, or even one.
It sometimes makes the eyes moist,and

The H.

M. Secretary was very cordially received,
who preached in the morning and presented the subject of Home Missions, and re-

best meetings held by this Q. M. for
This churgh are anxious to secure a
and the Q. M.
inted. Rev. D. 8.
of St. Albans, gs committee, to aid

them in obtaining a minister.
portant a place that it can not

the heart swell, to open a letter and find
but a small sum accompanied by cheerlarge. The Congrégational church, being ring words and a hearty ‘‘ God bless you
considerably larger than our own, was in your work!” May the occasion ‘for

cepted for the Sabbath services, which was

Deces

town are such that it is an important point
for us to occupy.
The last session of the
Enosburgh Q. M. was held there, and was one

Hg rests from his labors, but his works

follow him. Her father, for many years active
in the ministry, now aged, is somewhat retired
from the mimstry, yet lives to rejoice over the
happy results of earnest prayers and faithful
instruction and counsel. Another of the ‘candidates was the grandson of the aged and venerable Rev. John Chaney of Auburn, Me,, now

a misunder-

standing of the rule in accordance with
which aid is rendéred to students studying
with a view to the ministry in our academies and other preparatory schools. To
such students as are in the senior or grad-

-

in the eighty-fourth year of

his age. Thus we
oldest church in’ the Bowdoin'Q. M., was ‘uating class, in either of the two regular |
see the children, and the children’s children of
|
organized
some
seventy
‘ Wheaton's International Law,” making
yedrs sincé by courses of study, who furnish the disburs- these faithful men of God, brought into. the
Eld. N. Purinton. "It has a membership of ing committtee at Lewiston or Hillsdale kingdom of Christ, after tliey have past
some necessary corrections of statements
to their
made in a previous edition of the same ——WHAT. T0 DO WITH THE INDIANS. about 100, a good Sunday school, and is ‘proper lestimonials, there will he appro- rest, or are laid aside from continuous work: .
work edited by Mr. Lawrence. Hence The main question in Congress, so far as | quite prosperous under the labors ‘of Bro. priated each term a sum about equal to the In closing, allow me to say, that I had ‘the
this'gentleman’s opposition, The strangest it relates to the Indians, is on transferring ‘Tomlinson, of Bates College. The church average tuition, including incidentals, and privilege of listening to a sermon preached to
thing aboutit is that it should have re- them from the care of the Interior to his well engaged in religion, and active in to the second, or next class’ below, about my congregation on the 5th insti, by. Bro,
Chaney, which for richness of thought and
‘ceived even the respectful attention of the that of the War department. - There is '& missions. It takes a monthly collection one half of that sum. The appropriation clearness
of diction is seldom surpassed. It
Congressional Committee. The public wide difference of opinion on the subject, for both Home and Foreign Missions. . The is ‘small to be sure, but. it is good what | Wag an able sermon, and delivered “in demon-:
_press generally condemns the movement but there is a strong leaning of good men day I was present a collection of $12.00 there
is of it, and it will be much larger stration of the spirit and of power.” It was a
48 unworthy of the country,and especially towards the transfer. William Welsh, was taken for H. M.,
;
when many churches contribute as regu privilege thé memory of which it will be
sweet long to cherish. Bro. Chaney, though
at this time when,
if ever,weneed such men of Philadelphia, has written an interestThe So. Lewiston church is dVidently larly and liberally as a Jimited number oné
whom ‘the pro-slaverylsm, of the church
| inoffic
as eMr. Dana hias proved himself ing and instructive letter on the sub- awaking toa higher plane of labor, and now de.
+ PER ORDER,
sought to ostracise in the days of the great batBE ana

nest

Belmont. Within threfl weeks they have had

Fund,

i}

hit fan

BELMONT, N, H. A correspondent writes

meet the present imperative needs of the

Home Missions in Maine.

rebellion and was brevetted a Major Gen-

is attempted to be charged against him is

heirs,

>

hii

that a wonderful reform

who, if they really understood the wants
1876, and which is open to all the friends of of the college, would pledge five or ten
Temperance. The Committee extend to all
dollars a year for five or ten years.
clergymet;

served with honor through the war of the

QUEEN'S TiTLE.

quest of the ‘Wheaton

Ri
a

8. 8. NICKERSON.

but little addition

generous

:

church,

hundred persons, and the Sabbath school
very good one, averaging about seventy.

** How shall we raise funds to

so we expect

work of

Y.,

with the church in Atkinson, Me., April 16,

gations upon

ed since the fire.
A question of importance with those
immediately connected with the college

this:

N.

been held since the first of Jan,

have materially and unavoidably increas-

No

Y., for

lately

Two or more social meetings

while the current expenses of the college

college?”

and Rev,

Pittsfield,

WEsT DERBY, V1. The religious interest
continues with us, I am not able to state the
number that have publicly signified their determination
to be Christians during the last
three months within the limits of this parish;
but it is safeto say it is above twenty-five,

been

going on, most of the contributions have
been made specifically to the building

THE results of the election in New

.

turn tl

formerly of

been begun; the fifth is in the future.

has been,

Ray

REY, J. G. MUNsEY will close a pleasant

scope as to remind one of the embryo
hunter who, when not’ quite sure as to

BRIEF NOTES.

LAYO §

dnd'D
dnd

pastorate of threé years, at East Tilton, N, H.,

—..

ous efforts have been made to crown ColFurthermore, as at
the Holy Communion many leading evan- lege Hill with that splendid group of
gelical churches cordially invite to the Sup- buildings so” wisely planned soon after
perall who love the Lord in sincerity
and the old structure went down.
truth, so we, feeling
that no service of
Those efforts have assumed the form of
the sanctuary is holier than its communvisible
success. Two of the buildings
ion, would invite into fall membership all
who make this Saviour their way, truth, ‘are completed, a third is approaching
and life.
completion, and a fourth has already

WE trust that the appeal in behalf of Hillsdale College will meet a generous response.

Gerrish,

v

APPEAL.

Consequently

persons

ii

of many detracting elements,

was burned to the

While the work

Several

|

Rev. F. A. Parmer will close his labors

Lewiston, Me.

Two

=

There have been several conversions,

the pastor

J. 8. Burgess, Cor. See.

PRES.

L.

We

to

ever small the sum. Don't stand in the
way of Christian benevolence, and the
blessing of God upon all ‘concerned.
*“ Give, and it shall be given unto you.”

BY

revival.

Rev. F. C. BRADEEN of Dexter,

My dear brethren in the ministry,do give

Re

a

.

A.

your people a chance immediately, hows

AN

is enjoying

rrr

name of Christians.

This is certainly remarkable for what
it does not say, and so general in its

Me.,

have been converted,

1.

shall give to contribute.

entire:
We would found our church upon the

, W

wi 8

his labors as pastor in West Derby, Vt., April

willingness was thus-shown to aid our
cause, which we hope will be imitated by
many others, yea,all the chosen. Brethren,
this is the time for H. M. collections. The
Society greatly needs more money.
The
give, they wait an opportunity

ce wit

ud

‘WE understand that the church at Bar Mills,

A commendable

churches, many of them at least, want

| —

WE learn that Rev. 8. S. NickeFson closes

The largest collection for H. M. was
taken by the church ever known in its his-

give it

at doctrines of the New Testament.
/e believe «in the divine character and
mission of Christ; that he is the Saviour
which man in his sinfulness and darkness
needs; that all those believing
and following this Christ are entitled to the

Af.

doing -an excellent work.

erly speaking, the ‘‘ platform” of the
new church is quite original and some-

the amount of some $22. The Brunswick
village church, under the earnest; selfof honor and trust in various branches of sacrificing labor -of Bro. Edwards and
the public service, and in every position others, is doing a very commendable work.
has shown himself to be a man cf mark- Several churches reported revivals. Bro.
ed ability and of sterling integrity. He Frost, who supplies the church, is vigor-

—THE

him

spent a Sabbath very pleasantly with them.

‘change is impossible at this session of tory, of some $350.00.

vote was passed, commending the enterprise and assistance in the sum of $300.

izens might reasonably despair of getting
their wish in anything. There is actually

oppose

a

Bm

RE

Denominational Heos.

sibly turn out that Mr. Dana should be re mouth.
jected from the English mission, good cit-

That Ben Butler should

such

EV Spo

Hinisters and Ghurches,

We

Bro.«
ood
This ¢
west

the title, ‘“Empress ‘of India,” or, not.
Thursday evening there was a seven
«on-as usual in the encouragement and
natural. But that need count for noth- hours debate on the question, much of it
authorization of drunkenness.
However
ing, for it is generally safe for honest being quite acrimonious. It puzzles us
~«matural or staple those temperance senti- men to array themselves against the side Republicans to see the need or occasion
©
ments maybe with clergymen, the public that he champions. Mr, Wm.
Beach of any such discussion. What will Cana| is simply inexcusable fornotacknowledg‘Lawrence's complaints arise out of a mere da and the other colonists say if they
§ ing theéir proper weight and ‘giving them pique against Mr. Dana, who, at the re- should be thus left out in the cold? * The

_ about what they did say, States will go

but, as

of Christ.

thirteen during the time. The people are
and kept,n the State archives. This is
prompt in meeting their contracts with their
only an example of what several of the
of all denominations of Christians,
minister. They have a good Sabbath school,
States are doing. We understand that a cordial invitation to attend and participate in Such sums_singly seem insignificant, but
and
three prayer meetings during the week in
in
the
aggregate
they
become
really
sigMassachusetts is to have exact models of the Conference: All €lergymen who propose
different parts of the parish; and they are
nificant and helpful.
to attend the Conferetice are requested to send,
some of its best school-houses, and perusually
well attended. During the past sea.
at the earliest practicable date, heir names and
As we can not personally meet the son they have reconstructed the entire inside
haps one of the last century side by side addresses to J. N. STEamN®, No. 58 Reade
friendsof the college and solicit their of their meeting-house. The spiritual interat the Exhibition, and that the Normal “Street, New York.
pledge, it has been thought best to give ests of this church are full of promise.
School system of New England is to be
the form of the pledge which we are
fully represented. We trust that this may
ENOSBURGH FaLLs, VT. The church here
- presenting to those within our reach; it
beso. There is not yet any movement
isin want of a pastor. They have a good
is as follows:
brick meeting-house,
The advantages of the
in this quarter for an adequate illustration

hibited at Philadelphia, to be returned to

ment as Collector he occupied the respon-

0-0-0
"ro

Indians,

the cause

IRV
een |
We o

form in style and size, and, after being ex

Now we are very sorry.that testimony, can, the world could hardly afford to let recent death of Gen. J, D. Webster, colas that borne it divide—provided the world were al- lector of Internal Revenue at Chicago, is
: at the Conference is not going to claim lowed to say anything about it. And so a great loss to the country. For twenty
wghe public attention nor exert the im- far as Dr. Storrs and his church are now years and more he has been in_ positions
concerned, it should

for

liberality for

that our cause is prospering in Putnam, under
the labors of Rev. W. A. Nealy, who commenced his labors in 1874. He has baptized

«30 important and valudble

‘proving influenee-that it ought to. ‘And
that for natural reasons. Ministers are
«expected to be on that side, and to talk

bureau

advocated a separ-

weeks of public’ services at McVicker's

be too great a calamity. Congregationalism can not afford to be divided.

ate

its early days, and strive to make its later

pastor, and for the correction of the prin-

Dow forsaking the Maine-law temperance
party because it should not class cider
where he wants it classed; or of Mr.

+. that.men pretend to serve

:

the city was illuminated, addresses

telligent purposes,—and letthe politicians

«and severer ‘the better. But when ninetenths of the charges are unfounded, and
known to be so, but are put forward for

~than political ends in pretendingto purify

i

The public schools were closed,

ignore such citizens at their peril.

-would hardly have been exposed at all if tional faction in New England, because
“they had been against the party discover- some of the Boston committee voted for
Jingthem, then the business becomes a Mr. Harris; or of Mr. Blaine going over
“mean and despicable one. No matter to the Democracy because some of his
what party does it. If it has no higher own party are advocates of paper money.

a

Friday.

Welsh has heretofore

course to pursue, both for the church and

vin turn led to still greater attempts to" liking, what but confusion
* blacken the Administration by charging can result? And if their
frands against those holding offices under custom in the church, what
it. Now we ought to know who our vil- it from going into politics,
. 1ains are, and punish them.

:

propriations, because it is more complete-

anniversary of the evacuation of "Boston ' ly under political domination than any
by the British was duly celebrated last other department of the Government. Mr.

Republican or Democrat,

seems to have been withheld from the
public until its exposure would best serve
, partisan ends, was met by the most tireless efforts to discover something to offset

B®

——EvAcUATION Day. The one hundréfh

bound to be a patriot,

ples.

Depart-

[ment
of the 5Interior for he tidrding ip
of the Indians and of honestly using ap-

; !| [10

by a large majority that they will not be
bound in fellowship with those princi-

flung ‘about.

:

But there

were a good many others besides Dr.
Storrs, both in and out of Congregation-

]

quently, Dr. Storrs and his church resolve

.- amount of personal scandal that has been

:

have had about enough of it.” ,

.!

Thus

life.

ONE of the. painful features of the New
Hampshire .campaign has been the great

.

somebody else to be just contrary to what
ought to have been done.
;
We are not ready to say that Dr. Storrs
is opinionated,—at least, in a bad sense.
At the same time, he is decidedly opposed
to certain features of modern Congregationalism. He says, however, that it is
not Congregationalism.
Or ifitis, ‘then
I can not but believe that the Christian
mind of the country will think that we

copfitmed,

we would be much more likely to give
them that deserved help that should
hasten them on a prospering and blessed
IWARY.

solations, no hope of eternal

i

opinionated
greatly sim-.
would less
one person

of the

jority at present.

A

WOE

)

w
N

BY
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I

22, 18764.

If there were not so many
people in the world, it would
plify matters.
For then it
frequently happen that what

are

a ———

the unfitness

= orow

ll

to be. Westill believe thathe will be | ject,
st
ect, showing

—
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THE
wal

He

TIER

authorized him to devote some

whe seught te silence the voice of discussion

end,

have gore to their gecount before the Friend.
J. R.
ressed.
dnd Deliverer of the opp

we knew nothing of his plans,
* On the 2d inst,, at a banquet weeting

H. Decker, pastor, also writes that four more

equally mindful of their oxen which tread oat

received to the fellowship of the

the corn.
Wilton, Towa.

Pleasant Valley church, making thirty-six re-

ceived in all this winter at that place.

Rev. O. KILLGORE closes his labors with
, church, at the end of
the New Haven, Mich.
the present month,

Ordination.

pered the past year under the labors of Rev.

W. 8. Taylor, who has divided his labors between this and another church. He is to give
his entire time and labors for the coming year
to this church.

Tue chureh at Lansing, Mich., continues to
find encouragement under the labors of their
working pastor, Rev.

Vaughn;

are now held in the Representatives’ Hall,owing
to the increased congregations. On a recent
evening the many friends of the pastor testified
their appreciation of his labors by a social
gathering, where the tables were laden with

of re-

token

as

Eighteen have been received

membrance,

HUNTINGTON

candidates for church membership.

an in

Towa, says: “I have lately held a meeting with
the church at Pleasant Hill,oavhich, by the
blessing of God, has been much revived and
strengthened. Its condition’ is better than, it
has been before for some years,
«1 also assisted Bro. Baker in a special effort

cheer.

and ps

M., asking

M.

this

was manifest among them

The Brockway church asked for and was readmitted into the v M., as a church. There
was also a large de egation from Riley Center
St. Clair Co., who presented a petition, signed

by Shirt vofur citizens,praying for the appointment of

a council of ministers from the Oxford

Q. M. to visit them with a view

of organizing

a F, B. church, at that place, and of ordaining
Rev. Ebenezer Corsaut to the work
of the
ministry. ‘Conference " a vote, appointed

Revs. E. J. Doyle, C. B.

Mills, Geo.

Bullock,

0. Kilgore and
M. Doyle as council to consider
the
petition from Riley Center.
Rev. E. Cor-

He is a

saut being presen

school.

the council convened for ex-

amination
.
20, at 2, P. M., after examination Rev. E. Corsaut was ordained in the pres

This organization is located five miles southwest of Irving, Marshall Co., Kan. Others
will go forward in baptism soon.
.
Also at Adams Peak there seems to be a good
degree of growth in grace. Bro. Clark P.
Slade has gone to preaching here, so that I can
zo out a part of the time,
H. W. Morse.

y
E.

Rev. Geo.
Corsaut.

Bullock;

Benediction

are

Repen

211

aoe

rwarded,

HiLLspALE

LJ

Q. M. will be held with the Dover

Songs
Songs
Songs
Songs
Songs

SONGS

any one give us the

greatly strengthened. This is the Lord’s doings and is marvelous in our eyes. The old
man of sixty and the child of twelve are
among the subjects of this glorious work.
W. WHITACRE.
EV. B. L. PRESCOTT, who has labored very
acceptably the past year with the Wheatland
church, Mich., has closed hig labors there and
accepted a call to the Gobleville and Waverly
churches, in the Van Buren Q. M.
REv. JAS. W, PARSONS, late of the Theological class

meetings were protracted

commencing Apri 21st.

. B. MiLL8,

Clerk pro tem.

4. The churches were all represen
ther Barrenger was with us as a Cor.

FaMess,

from Noble Q. M. A very good season was
enjoyed. A council was Sppuinted to meet at

76

Jones chapel,

on

Sat.,

March

11, to

examine

Bro. Milo Coldren for ordinstion. Council H.

Ww. Yaugha

M, H. Jones, 1. 8. Jones, J.
M. Taylor,

Ren-

the
but
the
the
ene

Next session with the Tuscarora church,
commencing on Friday, May 26.
.

W. GLoYD,

Clerk.

SENECA & HURON Q. M.—Held its last session with the Bloom and Scipio church, Feb,
19, 20. The churches were all represented but.
one.

Prof. Dunn

was

present

and

preached

turaged, and three new . churches organized. | with his usual power which added much to the
One of the new churches, if not divided into interest of the meeting. The social meetings
were very

Wo churches, will number when all those
to,

between

forty

manifested

and considerable

for salvation,

sands.

1

ham,

V

°

.

Donations.

:

ev, W. 8, Tavrior makes grateful acroo edgment to the church and friends at
a Haute, TIL, for a donation of $75.00, on.
rth, at which time'a supper was served
8 Very pleasant time enjoyed.
dlls
Tite fact had become generally known that,
yi) our young college through a crisis, 1

G W Smith, Woonsocket, R I.

Teachers.

nu nvolved nearly the whole of the little I

¥F. B. Woman’s

Mission

Society.

L.A, DEMERITTE,

eased,

Several times

god

brethren

pro-

\ u W solicit aid in my behalf, I discourag:
og usuTe, trusting to providence and my

he work my way out of the em-

ent,*

My

and

protracted

{lnggy Increased
the desire and prompted the
Du
Those of brethren to. afford relief,

eral street, Portlan:l, Me., for list of Bennett's

Colored Rug Pattern, and terms to agents.

Zenas Ww Clark and Miss Alice
KE. Smith,both of Island
d,
Vt.
5
4
Pan West Waterville, Feb, 17, by Rev. I. N. Bates, Mr.

Charles E. Young, of Smithfield, and Miss Viola Emer- |

18t4

Clark,

"

4

‘n
£

[

BOOK,

4

[New] Howard,
has for.year,

of

been
a stand

ocal Culture.

Music,$6.

| oud
ki Mdkbombookuk of difficult Anthems for the
($1,850)

A WEEK. Agents wanted évétywhtere.

Ee
Business

3. 1nd.

i

afle

‘1

Sml

pg

is a famous good

book of Ses Anthems for
ee’s Cho rus
oir ($2.00) is

a fom is Living Waters,
M
al
ants,
What a prize is Shining River,
Sohools! 85 cents.
What

for Praise

for Sunday

OLIVER DITSON & CO.,
BOSTON,

C. ©, Ditson
& Co., |J: BE. Ditson
& Coss
711 Broadway,
New York.

<&

1

IMPROVED

Agents
to

most useful

neta.

;

Walker, Paiadeiphi I'S&

Maine.

1v3s

Seminary.

S; ring Term begins Tuesday,

March

continues fourteen weeks.

14th, 1876,

A Good School
A Good Home!
For young ladies and gentlemen, for boys and
girls. Fvery department kept up to the highest
standard, under first-class
; Hi
i

couragement to those students whose advantages
for school have been limited... Evety
branch of
useful and popular education is represehted in the
school.

article ev-

.

Board, Fuel, Light, for $3.50 per week.
Tuition, $5.50 to $7.50 per term.
For Catalogue, &c., address
G. M. BODGE, A. M., Principal,

to sell

er invented.” All the ladies ‘pronounce it *‘
perfectly splendid.” No capital required.
Send
25
cents for samples and full instructions. A. C.
LANDERS & CO., Box 749, Newport, R. I.
8tt

STEVENS PLAINS,

BOOK-KEEPING
WITHOUT 4 MASTER.
Schools and Academies.

Successful use in

-B-B-

ates.

?

many

schools

The verdict of all who

best in use.”
Never fails to
blood, and

give a good appetite. It purifies the
ores
to the Liver its primltive health

Staten

$lper

Me.

MESERVEY’S

For Common

Clarks’

hyen

: | pline of the School is mild but firm. Special en-

FASTENERS.

household

late of Scotland

KIDNEYS.

$77 A WEEK to Male and Female Agents, in
their locality. Costs NOTHING to try it.
articulars FREE. P.O. VICKERY & CO., Au-

giSson’s

TIDY

and

tle.

and

now in the fleld are making from
a week. A prominent writer says:

$20. to $D0me

.

Now in

of this and other

have mwsed it:

TESTIMONIALS.

“It is the

in

From the Superintendent of Public Instruction of
New Hampshire.
:
and vigor. 18 the best remed ky existence for
CONCORD, N. H., Aug’ 26, 1875.
the cureo!
8!
a, Lossof Ap
ournes
A. B. MESERVEY, NEW HAMPTON:
of Stomach, Sick Headache, Chronic Diarrhea, PROF.
I have the satisfaction of garofully examinin,
Liver Complaint, Biliousness, Jaundice, Consump»
Méservey’s Book-keeping, and am fully ropa
tion, Scrof
Catarrh, Rheumatism, krysl las,
that it is a book
pre red with
ly ar.
Salt Rheum,
Fever and Ague, General
ility,
ranged, and is well tted to Pr
a Pho of a
Nervous Headache, and Female Diseases.
“| text-book wanted In our public and private schools.
A REWARD
A knowledge of some intelligivle and systematic
method ot keeping business accounts is needed
was, for three years, offered for any case of the by every
child
in the State. -I earnestly recom.
above diseases: which 18%
could not be cured by Clark’s
mend it to school officers for examination, and for
Anti-Bilious Compound.
use, to the school teacheis and scholars of the
Tis sold by ir 4 gros druggist in the United
State, Respectfully yours,
"Price $1 per bottle.
J. W. SIMO!
, Supt. Public Instruction.

PO%% C. 8. CLARK

26t1

Cleveland, 0.

DOMESTIC
t\

SEWING

MACHINES.
aatines ofBovomdchead
every des
“DOMESTIC” PAPER FASHIONS,
The Best Patterns made. Send Scts. for Catalogue.

Address DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINE
CO.
Acents Wanten, “88

5,000

NEW

YORK.

AGENTS WANTED
splendid combination

on our
of 150

Fast Selling Books.

Also

on our Jagnidbent Family
Bibles and Complete Bibl e Enc clopedia,
with3,000 superb illustrations, Particulars free.

JOHN E.

POTYER & CO., Publishers,

1861

hiladelphia, Pa.

A WEEK! to: Male , asd

« I shall heartily recommend

has come

septl-ly

room.

The
TOLL-GATE!
free’ "Aa" heen.
fo
m! 85@ objects to find, Address; with
stamp, I. C. ABBEY, Bafftlo N.Y.

yl

Our new method
nge
Money. oissc
Work andcarries“ar
everything before it. Our!

‘HOME GUEST

remiums beat the wold. Don't be idle a duy. il
fculars tree. Sample of paper superbly
trated,

Rig Ae

with choice

& Co., 419

CARE

Mass.

1)

Moss-rose Cross,

10 cents.

Washington street, Bosion,

FEAT

, Address Dn. 8. P. foadard

Tokar, 8 West 14th street, New

Yor!

Medical

24

-

Its clearness

meets the design exactly, for

an elemen!
work, and it comprises everything
necessary to
known to the book-keeper, short
of banking. I bespeak for it unqualified
success
in the hands of any teacher.
. 8. BROWN, A. M.,
Principal Lyndon Institute.
A set of seven Blanks has been pre
expressly to accompany the text-book.
The retail
rice of the Book:keeping will be $1.10. Blanks,
3. Books and Blanks may be obtained at wholesale, of the Publisher, ai New Hampton. or ot
Thotipson,
rown & Co., 23 and 29 Cornhill, Bos
ton,

Mass.
¢. PD: THYNG,

DO

Publisher,

New Hampton, N. H.

Sm4

Male or Female. Send your address and get someth
that
will bring
you in
rably
over

YOU

WANT

Augusta,

atl

it as the best that

Every one should have

formerly Principal
Nashua High
School.
TILDEN LADIES’ SEMINARY,
West Lebanon, N. H., Dec. 165, 18/5.
PROF. A. B. MESERVEY :
|
I have conducted a fine class of ladies entirely
through your practical Book Jeeping and can say
that [ am decidedly
pleased wx
{. The boo
works well in the school room, the only place
where any school book dan be tested.
HIRAM ORCUTT.
:
LYNDON CENTER, Vt., Nov. 20, 1875.
Ihave given Prof. A. B. Meservey’s Book-keeping without a Master, a thorough teat in the class.

50

Dowd & Co., Bristol, Conn,

notice.

T. W. H. HUSSEY,

Female

Assorted yistand Cards with name for 156
cents.
One p
25 Kooster
, NeW
thing, 15 cents. One pack coupon Acquaintance
cards, 15 cents. ' Send stamp for samples to M. W.

to my

the work.

Agenis, in their locality. Costs
NOTHING to try’ it. Particulars
FREE.
P.0.VICKERY & CO,

20 Cts.

Price, complete, $4; Abridged,
:
:

" Mooxte's Eunoyclopedin

Jdvertisgments,

A Joti i GALA: Sicokl
i a Dey ue hom | £7 8 FLSLCL
a
chial Troches reach directlysthe, seat of the dis. public speakérs, and gives several cases of oure.
Cah

J

Li \

342

MUSIC

an equally good
same purpose.

suffered

ease, and give almost instant relief.

Carols,

Used everywhere,
$3.00

18,, by Rev. J. B, Gidney, Mi
8, Mr.
'
Miss Ella J. Church, di
Wis,

r

& 00., Oincinnat!, 0.

Batsini's Art Singing, ard bouk ih

Be Wendell) and Miss Sarah B. V1 Kors,Astboth of
Gabi
Auburn,
Burnett,

Easter
J

Mr. Din

Miss Villa O, Ola¥k, ofS,

Mich, b;
v. J. Malvern, March IM,
ndsor, and Mis§ Florence
Mr. Amos 8. kinner, of
i
;
!
L, . Sanborn . of Lanaing.
Me.
March 4, by Rev.dJ,
Mariner,
Mr,
on

elementary course

& novel

Price $1.95.
By John W. Moore.
Information——=~about [2,000]
prominent Musiciand, Musical Instruments, Musical Events, Musical Terms, Musical Theory, Music Books, and
everything else that one wishes to know about music, ‘all concisely and clearly stated. Valuable
book of reference.
The possessor of this [and
perhaps of Ritter’s History of Music, 2 volumes,
each $1.50 is perfectly posted and inquiry-proof in
musical subjects.

Married

Rev. Wm.

Contains

DICTIONARY OF
Musical Information.

Treas.

WANTED

ROBERTSON,

F AMMONIA

HENRY A. HURLBUT, Vice-Presr,

000 LADIES

1.25

).. 1.95

Cures Neuralgia, Face Ache, Rheumatism, Gout,
Frosted Feet, Chilblains, Sore Throat, Erysipelas,
Bruises or Woundgof every kind in man or animal.
Dr. William Osgood Page, of No. 265 Fourth Avenue, New York, suffered for many years with
“stiffness and intense pain in his knee, and at times
was unable to walk, caused by an injury received
on the Hudson River Railroad. Tried every remedy that skill or science could devise, without any
benefit. Giles’ Liniment Iodide of Ammonia gave
instant relief and effectedya complete cure.
Sold by all Druggists. ‘Depot No. 451 Sixth Avenue, No York. Only 50 cents and $1 pes bose

LOUIS FITZGERALD, PRESIDENT.

For SINGING SCHOOLS
AND CONCERTS.
|
+ By MOGRANAHAN AND CASE.
Awake Book for Wide Awake

A NEW

37.00

meeis the mame of anew remedy JanuSore Throat, Cough, Cold, apd similar troubles, | FTRVWWEIN
Medica for
in the Journal of Mi

I

i

& CO., 218 Fed~

)

JOHN OHUROH

3.00
21.00
12.00
1.00

Dover, N. H. .

.

send stamp to H. B. BENNETT

i

CHOICE
and a Grand Collection of Music. The the
most
is the work of experienced men, and is
Price,
fleld.
the
in
Book
Convention
successful
by
Published
$7.50 a dozen; by mail, 76 cents.

Frank L Emery, Saco, Me.
C P Everett,
Woodstock, N B.

In Lan

a
i
If you want good employment and large profits

(ll

a A Wide

EXPRESS.

“oh: Sinithneld;
Dec. 18 by
fel Perkins, of Fairfield "and

+ PYLE'S DIETETIO SALERATUS, Universally ac
knowledged the best in use. Each pound bears
the name of James Pyle. None gennine without

OH & 00., Cincinnati, 0.1

E H Pinney, Ludlow, Vt.

Skowhegan.

For Eruptive Diseases of the Skin, Pimples and
Blotches, VEGETINE ip the great remedy, as it removes from the system he, producing cause.

ga Either book sent by mail on receipt of price.

THE

{ Woman's Miss. 8oc., 8 Parsonsfleld, Me, per Mrs
O A Hilton,
do _ Pascoag, R I, per 8 H Potter,
de. Danville, N H, per J A Lowell,
Mrs AT Knowlton, Dover, Me,

WILLIAM MILES.
B. F. RANDOLPH.

§.

LUNGS

Westbrook

HENRY M. ALEXANDER. WILLIAM 8. LAMBERT.
JAMES M. HALSTED. - JOMN J. MECOOK.
WILLIAM HENRY SMITH. HENRY8. MARQUAND.

de

Dr. Robertson examines and: tests the lungs b
his improved Spirometey, Stethoscope, and Sound,
In
ing any case for treatment.
before und
passed
Kidney Affections the urinary secretions
first in the Morning are examined by the Microbefore medicines are given. His
scope and Acids
remedies are especially imported from the Apothecaries’
y
d, and no
used in
any of thi
References can be found at his office
of hun
cases he has cured in New England, of the
Worst forms of Li
and
diseases. 328
EMONT STRERT,
N.
Horse
88 the door every mine.
13t4

A, HURLBUT.
M. MORRISON.
B. HYDE.
DODD.

RICHARD IRVIN, JR.
ALANSON TRASK.
ELBERT B. MONROE.

T.

of the

Schools, Prayer Meetings, and De-

JOHN

a
.
Furth i, Lowell, Mass.
est Granville, Brad. Co, Pa..

\ box 401, Lowell, Mass.

desire was

“Qusiness Potices.

JORN B. Fasr. .

H.8. GOODSPEED & CO.,
14 Barclay Street, New York.

fs now used everywhere. Every family should
have one. Price, in Boards, $30 per 100 copies; by

W.Dunjee,lst
unjee,ls

removes Moth, Tan
8m7

HENRY
JAMES
HENRY
DANIEL

fat

Specialist in the treatment of all diseases

" DIRECTORS.

Address

“NOODY & SINKRY SONG BOOK.

N

Dr.

LOUIS FITZGERALD.
GEORGE D. MORGAN.
WILLIAM SLOANE.
GEORGE H. STUART.

OF

JOHN OHUROCH & 00., Cincinnati, 0.

In Northwood, N. H., March 5, by Rev. G. W. Gould,
Mr. Jeremiah E. French, of Farmington, and Miss

¢ time, working with great earnestness.

CAREER

mail, 35 cents.

J. B. LAsH.

surely finding a lodgment in the hearts of the
people.
T. P. TAYLOR, Clerk.

1y10

.
votional Exercises.
This
unrivaled : collection contains
‘ Hold
the Fort,” * Hallelujah, Tis Done.” ‘ Almost
Persuaded,” * Ninety and.Nine,” ‘More to Follow,” “ Only an Armor Bearer,” together with all
of Mr. Blisg’s late and popular melodies. Price
r 100 copies; by mail, 85 cents.
For sale at
$30
res, or canbe procured of the publish
all
ers,

FLINT RIVER Q. M.—Held its second session
Wd fitty, Between thirty and forty now
Martha J. Boody, of N griiwoud
“andas candidates for baptism, : One, among with the Liberty church on Saturday and Suni
d, Feb, 16, b
"B. A. Sherwood, Mr,
day,
Feb.
12,
13.
Union
and
harmony
preAe
and Wiss Alice M. E. Jordan,
Other encouraging features, with these new valled. We received one member into our | March 8, Mr, Kidder
Joseph J. Gambert and Miss Lena H.
i
Il ef Richmond,
lurches is that most all their members are’ church on Sunday. Our cause is slowly but
King Vest Derby, Vt., Nov. 9, by 8. 8, Nickerson,
Mr.
ads of families, and many. of them very
ominent; men andowomen. I would say that
' V. James D, Huling was with us a part of

WANTED FOR
THE WONDERFUL

For Sunday

8 Wad‘

RR

GOSPEL SONGS BY P. P. BLISS.

Hunt—-C

F Wood—E

it

Wh 1 ou mbidsre ofHARev
Richmond

patch.

the urgent call. About the first of Nov., I

D White—¥rs

N. Y.

in Great Britain and America. By an Eminent Di.
vine. Has over 600 pages and 20 illustrations.
Price $2. Best book to sell. No other complete.
300 ‘Agents made first month. Selling by the thou-

Books Forwarded.
BY MAIL,

resent.
day, which we trust will prove
rofitable
to all that heard it. All business
Tabiactions were done in harmony and dis-

it is

Whitcher—O

St.,

8111

THIS COMPANY PAYS SEVEN PER CENT.
id
INTEREST.
IT SECURES EVERY INVESTMENT BY A
FIRST MORTGAGE ON IMPROVED REAL.
:
;
ESTATE.
IT AFFORDS A SAFE AND TRUSTWORTHY
MODE OF INVESTMENT FOR EXECUTORS AND TRUSTEES.

Moody and Sankey,

R Sawyer—W A

Whitmore—~B R Woodsum—H

right.

Ve us a sermon upon the evils

done for the Master, I was not disobedient to

expected

Went,

TUSCARORA Q. M.~—Held its Feb, session
with the 2d Cameron church, at Cameron Corner, Feb. 25—28, Nearly all the churches were
Represented by letter and delegate. Rev, ‘J.
ood p
ed the opening sermon. The
conference
were well attended. Bro.

Though the work they laid out for me was

in who are

Ward—-H

dal and I.
:
Next session will be held with the Wawaka
church, conference May 5.
”
H. W. VavuGHN, Clerk.

REVIVALS IN SOUTHERN KaANsas. It will
10 doubt
be interesting to the readers of the
Star to learn that the Lord is graciously blessing the labors of his people in this new field.
Last fall the Montgomery Q. M., consisting of
two small churches, gave us the Macedonian
(ry.to go over and help them, to take charge of
the two churehes and labor as an evangelist.

AGENTS

Shaw—2Z Small—Mrs J Tibbetts—Mrs E Thompson—J
Trueworthy—Mrs
C
H
Whitcher—S 8 Weston—J Whittemore—W Whitacre—

BM

East Ninth

rR

|
H Smith—C

of 25

91 Washington St., Chicago.

Dole—W H H Davis—E
EdEllis—B F Fox—J B Fast—
W Fullam—H _L Foster—B 8
Guernsey—J N Hall-Mrs M
8 Hatch—N M
Hoyt—A L

Smith—A N Spencer

cover sent by mail on receipt

“ BIGLOW & MAIN,

post-office ad-

A Hilton—N Jones—1 8 Jones—W B Jenks—D Kent—
GW Kapha Libby—A Longley—A Libby—Mrs J
Lyon—S8
hier—J
ipinon-,
A Maddox—Mrs L
McKenney—J Mills—D T Mason=J Merritt—C B Mills
Mecca,
Mariner—8 F Mathews—W D Merwin—
G 8S Nutiing—B Ii enlley—-L H Nobles—J Nason—S 8
Nickerson—W R
Norton—J H Mariner—~M MeComb—
G W Paine~J MPlummer—JM Purkis—BO Pra

so

LAGRANGE Q. M.—Held its Feb, term with
Feb.
the Pleasant Ridge church, commencin,

that interest.

started for my new fleldof labor, and ‘to
Praise of God
be it spoken, the work had
Just commenced, when he greatly blessed
ficble efforts, apd within three months,
two churches were greatly revived and

by

.

A floer edition on tinted paper, handsomely
bound in cloth, 60 cents; $50 per 100 copies.

Hobson—Mrs R C Hall-I Huckins—Mrs C M

tor of the

church, Rev. Bro. McElroy, assis

ed the pastorate of the church at Marion, O.,
made vacant by the resignation of Rev. 8. D.
Bates, long and successfully identified with

when

by the

others and resulted in several hopeful convelsions.
;
Next session with the church in Davison,

at Hillsdale, has, we learn, accept~

irduous, yet ag I love hard work

P Day—C H Divers—J W
wards—J L Emery—C L
OP Frost—B Farrar—O
Gerry—A Griffeth—D L
C Hawk—F 8 Hyde—T

GENESEE
(MICH.) Q M.—Held
its Jan.
session with the church in Fremont.
The inclement weather prevented a full attendance,
but the meetings were desply interesting, The

from

Price in Board Covers, 35 cents ; $30 per 100 Copies.

Next session with the Bruce church, com- dress of Joseph Stewart, that he may remenecing Friday before the 4th ‘Sabbath of
ceive due credit; and Star be sent as reMay, at 2, P. M.
L. A. ALLOR, Clerk.
OHIO, I com- |
TER
AND BERWICK,
ROCHES
quested?
menced a protracted meeting in Rochester in
GIBSON Q. M.—Held its Feb. term with the
December,
continuing three weeks. Five Franklin church. The delegation from the
church was small, but the meetings were
were baptized and added to the church. From
Letters Received.
there, I came home and commenced a meeting
CE Allen—J Ayers~J Ashley—E Allen—J J Allen—
The June session will be with the Thompson
LP A-Mrs Atcherson—A A
Atkinson—M C Brown—
at Berwick, and have continued it “about nine church, when their new house of worship will SB
en—~W W Browning—W H Banta—H KE Barweeks with glorious results. Over one hun- be dedicated,
ker—M
C Barnes—A R Bradbury—O
C Berry—S J
Brewster—M P Baldwin—A B Brown—L Chadwick—H
dred have been converted. One hundred have
C. M. PRESCOTT, Clerk pro tem.
L Bowen—G R Burril—-R H
rani—E Currier—A J
Bird—S Cole -8 Cox—~Mrs D B Crossman—N Clough—
united with the church. Sixty have been baptized. Between thirty and forty stand as candidates for baptism.
The church has been

FOLKS

Maryland,

Sold’rs & Patriots of the Revolution, do
... 1.25
Historicals
for the Young Folks.
Oro Noque ... 1.25
Life of Benjamin Franklin. Chaphn........... 1.50
D. LOTHROP & CO., Boston, Poblishers.

EQUITABLE BUILDING, 120 BROADWAY,
CAPITAL, $2,000,000.

FOR LITTLE FOLKS

Oné copy in paper

Southern Explorers and Colonists,’ do...

Pioneers of

ey Complaint, Loss of Appetite, Scrof-

Contains 160 pages of both words and music; is
handsomely printed.

Publisher's Hotes.

First Explorers of North America, Banvard. ...$1.50
Plymouth
and the Pilgrims,
eer 1256

COMPANY, Rig)N. Y.

CONTAINS:

for the Home.
for the Infant or Primary Crass.
for the Day School.
forghe Kindergarten.
adapted for little ones on all occasions and
the best sources.

COCOA.

Homal’s Persian Wash
and Freckles. Never fails.

AF'TS and
MERRILL,

LITTLE

Bankers and

CENTENNIAL BOOKS.

SPECIALTY

the blood, and stimulate the system,
They p
thereby
ng many complaints caused
by bad
blood,
such as Neuralgia,
&c., a,
One single box will convince the most. skeptical [0
their remedial properties for the cure of the above
named complaints. Sent Jostyaid to any address,
by mail, on receipt of a cen!
Address
B. F.
CKLEY, Dover, N. H.

We commend this work to every home and every
Sunday School in the land.

NEW ENGLAND FREE BAPTIST CONVENTION.
All
persons intending to attend this Convention, which
will convene with the Pine street F1ee Baptist church
in Lewiston, April 4, and continue three days, are requested to send their names to the subscriber immedi
ately ,40) that provision Jian be made for entertainment.
JOHN
GIVEY, Chairman of Com.

Will

FOR

“3

MASSACHUSETTS Q. M. will hold its annual session
with the church at Lawrence, on Wednesday,
April 5,
and continue through the following day. Wednesda:
afternoon will be devoted to 8. 8. interests, Rev, E.
W.,
Porter,of Lowell, and Rev, H, 8, Kimball, of Lynn,
are the speakers. Churches which are behind in t!
church tax will please bring it at this meeting.
+
D. R. WALLACE, Clerk,

by

wen, Ki

both of whom are well known
as specially fitted for the task.

LKS

SONGS

church, commence!
pril
7. Open
sermon
Rev. E. J. Rancing, Als will meet ase coming n
“rall at Clayton, to carry them to the place of meeting.
~
B.L.PREscorT, Clerk.

«

Bound

READY.

Mrs. W. F.
Miss J. B.

R

engra
5, Ho

free, by mail.” TUMBRIDGE & CO.,

For the Cure of

In response to repeated calis for a book of
Songs
erally
adapted for the little ones, we
o fer
.
S
CS
The work has been carefully
compiled by

first, from the superintendents to their Jeahective
LM,
clerks; and second from the clerks to E;
W. Page,
New
York City. Dear brethren will you not at once, attend
to this very important duty ?
. L. HUTCHINS,

A new book, 48
8, containin,
1llustrations, with in Sele for ,
tors. Price, cloth: covers, 10 cents;

parts of the UNITED

Biliousness, Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, DropBY,
veness,
Headache, Heartburn,
Indiges-

Little Folks.
Soni gs

Cor. Sec.
AA

‘Wall St. Caricatures.

Rackley’s Electric Pills

.- Broadway, N. Y.

NOW

A. S. JOHANSON,
:
Acting Land Commissioner,
Topeka, Kansas.

Brokers, 2 Wall Street, New York.

the bound volumes,

volumes, at the above rates.
IBNER &'CO., 743 & 743,

;

bi

all

Boston and New York.

volumes of ST.

Or for$8 we will send BT. NICHboth

Address map, giving. full information,

py

Wi

Send for Centennial Book to our Storesen

volumes sent at cost of party ordering, .
3
llers and Newsdealers will supply the

»

in

BREAKFAST

for 1874 or 1875, the full price of
and

Circulars ‘with

yw

Foyndatiou of the Church (Matt. 16:18),

The reports

To Purchasersof Land.

iiiaregt of a single number of any peri-

the twelve numbers of 8T. NICHOLAS for this
year, beginning. with November, 1875, and

ance, by Rev. I.J, W
.
Gueiditor the
Spirit”
{3 Thes. 3:10) by Rev. H. Gifford, 1 Peter 3:18 Shey

repo

Fare Refunded

TO

HIBITIONS
STATES.

Taylor,

Until July 4, 1876, for only $5, we will send

al Pa

severalQ. M clerks in the Pencbscot Y.

KNOWN

| ato

Great Reduction in Prices.

to the Church, by Rev.
R. Bixby.
Me thod of Preaching A the

view to hav!
several ichoo 5 irk each Q. M.

and

Bayard

the full price of which is $11.
Postage on numbers prepaid by us.

the

Of the best Farming
and Agricultural Lands in
America, situated In and near the beautiful Cottonwood and Upper Arkansas Valleys, the garden
of the West, on 11 Years’ Credit, with 7 per
cent. Interest, and 30 per cent, Discount
for improvements. — ...

Modern Commerce.

NEW

>, Ve 8. . 8 Su mmer)

The writer, at the request of Bro,
of the F, B. 8, 8. Union, has Dray

Chocolate

IN ALL FORMS

:

OLAS as above,

Reports Wanted.

2,600,000 ACRES

OF

Broma,

Dudley Warner, Mrs. Oliphant, Louisa

which is $7.

by A. Palmer,

MANUFACIURERS

Cocoa,

ott, Rebecca Hurding, Davis, Lucretia
Hale==surely these names are a guaraniee

oH

MINISTERS’ INSTITUTE

«Regeneration,

AN KANSAS.

HIGHEST MEDALS received at INTER~
NATIONAL EXHIBITIONS in LONDON,
PARIS, and VIENNA, and at LOCAL EX-

and Yitect. b;
and.

Relations of aio

1780

and the institu.

NICHOLAS

;
ence of a large co ngregation.
Ordination Sermon by Rev. E. J. Doyle}
Jomsecrating Prayer
by Rev.
M. Dove;
Chatge b
v. O. Rijgore; Hand of ¥ellowip,

Castle,

Rev. N, Yi Bushy.
Christian
Union?!
Pel
of Sin? by Rev. J.

secure

in their works,

the

Greenleaf Whittier,

Charles
M.
P.

of the Com.,
Yih, Dy FELT,

Y.

'

gives an interesting account

of

either of the splendid bound

aid

OxrorD Q. M.—~Held its Feb. session with
thie New Haven church, commencing
Feb, 25.
Te
ting was one of iWerest an
was en0
y the many delegates and people
present. Reports from the several churches of the
. M. were very encouraging, showing that

We organized a church of twenty members,and

especially in Sabbath

IOWA NORTHERN

8. Bro. Keyes (colored) from Riche

O. F. RosBins, Clerk.

IrviNG, KaN. On Feb. 24, I baptized fourteen persons, all, except one, heads of families.
Bro. Joseph Bates was chosen pastor.

John

will
be held at Waterloo, on Wednesday, at § o'
A. M,, preceding the June session of the ¥! M. oelacky

=deukins.

for the freedmen. Sunday collection was given
him amounting to
a
Next session with the East Granville church,
commencing fourth Friday in May,

year's Register,doubtless through a mistake of
the clerk.
:
C. M. PRESCOTT.
THE Lord is most graciously reviving his
work in the York (Ohio) church,in the Harmony Q. M. The meeting has been in progress but two weeks, yet many have found the
Lord. Thirteen have presented themselves
for membership.” The work still goes on.
;
B.F. ZeLL.

700d worker,

Q. M., and
words of

R. M. CARL, Clerk.

mond, Va., was present at Q.

licentiate member of Jackson church, P. O.
address, Hillsdale, Mich., and Liberty church,
which last year reported twenty-five members,
of which Rev. O. Phelps, P. O. address Susquehanna Depot, and Rev. Jn. Greene, P. O.
from

In

building

ward III.”

WISCONSIN Y.M. will be held with the church in
Waupun, commencing Fridap June Beri

st12

entertainin,

tion of the “Kifights of the Garter”by Ed=

ai Bn Da is Bod hon

of H. C. Barrett, a

omitted

The first article
of the

Yotices and Jypointments,

ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FER.R.

By Mrs, OLIPHANT.

TROY Q. M.—Held its last session with the
All to whom subjects are not
are
requested
church
in East Troy. Business meeting har LE reson sketches of Ol
own
monious and a
season enjoyed generally.
Brethren,be prompt on time and do mot forget
bring a
estar ad kotohes with you.
i
y ©
y
up with
speeches,so
J.J. HALL, Clerk,

claimed and quite a number of sinners converted. I expect to baptize several both at Buenna
:
Vista and Pleasant Hill soon.”

address New Millford, are

,

Territories, guaranteeing their safe arrival. This
company is widely known as 6ne of the most reliable in the country,

“The Best ‘Thing in the West.”

J

Windsor Castle, and its Royal Inmates,

W. Collins

was with us
the Enosburg
we
y received his counsels and

Several wanderers were re-

I SEE that the name

K.

Pa., their “New

chasers
to make their own selections. They are
the largest Rose- growers
fn America, and send
Roses by mail to all post-offices in the States and |

Jones;

its last session
ro, Vt. It was

with the church

Rev. D. C. CURTIS, writing from Calamus,

at Buenna Vista,

8.

and

the MARCH NUMBER also begins a series
of
torical Papers
(with numerous illustrations):

Guide to Rose Culture,” with a’ catalogue of over
300 elegant varieties, from which they allow pur-

Quirterly Feelings.

good things and ‘over a hundred dollars in
left as a substantial
greenbacks

I.

ESTARLISEER w

In

Co., Roses

1 growers, West Grove, Chester Co.,

1780

“Talks with Boys.”

:

—

'

Prayer by Rev.

aper ol a valuable

Remarkable testimonials of its efficacy can be exs
hibited to those who desire to sée them. For sale
&

OF

ror MARGE. conlaius, ihe

series, Jot the above title.
STiiming
The first of these, “HELPING ALONG,”
is by LOUISA M. ALCOTT.
It will be fole
lowed by a similar series,

dowed by the phosphate of limé with a healing
property which renders the oil doubly efficacious.

the Dingee

ola

Boston.

|

510

Leading American Authors,

seating flavor of the Oil as heretofore used, is en.

from

263

“TALKS WITH GIRLS" WALTERBAKER&CO.
o Poti

This yearly record of the increase and

:
Price BO Cents, Postage Prepaid.
GEORGE H. SPRINGER, DEPOSITARY, 7, 8, & 9 Tremont Temple,

HOUSE

in decided consumption, by no means despair.

We have

of Oh Ga

+ For Sale also at the Music Stores.

he American Baptist Publication Society,

A BOOK FOR EVERY BAPTIST FAMILY.

:

Ask for * Author's Edition

Biglow & Main 76 East Oth 8t., N. Y.

every.
f

by A. B. WILBOR, Chemist, Boston,

Is just issued bo
doings of the Ba

This beautiful sacred solo ‘has been:

of 85 cents.

1876.

Baptist Year Book.

.

D. SANKEY.

of the Ninety-and-nine.” Sent by mail on receipt

There
is a safe and sure remedy at hand, and one
easily tried. . *“ Wilbor’'s Compound of Cod Liver
Oii and Lime,” without possessing the very nau.

Hymn by H. W. Vaughn; Sermon by Rev. G.
Holt; Ordaining prayer by H. W. Vaughn;
Charge'by Rev. G. Holt; Hand of fellowship,
by Rev: I. 8. Jones; Benediction. by candidate.
H. W. VAvGHN, Chairman,

Meetings

Malvern.

J.

H. W.

J

Mr, IRA

to getit In this form.

under, the fatal severity of our climate through
any pulmonary complaint, or even those who are

the Lagrange Q.' M., met at Jones Chapel,
March 11. Bros. M. H. Jones and J. Rendal
being absént, Rev. George Holt,.of Mich., assisted in the examination. The examination
being satisfactory, Bro. Coldren was set apart
to the work of the gospel ministry, according:
to the following order of exercises: Reading
Scripture by Rev. G. Holt; Reading hymn by

pros-

has

Iil.,

by dealers

-

wonderfully blessed, and thousands will be glad

a
To THE CONSUMPTIVE. Let those who languish

The council appointed at the Feb. session of

;

__Tue church at Terra-Haute,

0. E, BAKER.

Soll

1876.

Arranged with accompaniment for the Piano

:

in Towa, contributed liberally to our aid and,
comfort, unasked,—a freewill offering. These
tokens of personal respect and of the Jesteem
in which my feeble labors have been held, no
less than the material aid afforded, go farto relieve the burdensof both heart and the hand,
which have been assumed, and carried, in the
implicit confidence of ultimate success, May
the good Father reward the donors. May this
example induce our brethren elsewhere to be

J.

Rev.

respect.

By

and Organ,

!

where.

-

-

reka Machine Twist, will use
no other, Itis warranted in every

Besides, during my tedious illness, brethren,

THE special meetings at Waubeck, - Towa,
closed on the first of the month, at which time

oy

Those who have once used the Eu-

one in ‘Qhio, another in California, and others

ht

church.

of the

that of myself and family, that he had obtained
nearly $1000.00 in money and ' subscription.

members

Tar. ‘nit

rr

,

22,

*“NINETY-AND-NINE. 1876.

fio h-torn Lungs

be | H wit Wo

Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in one minute.

professors and students of Wilton, Bro. 1
Champlin appeared and reported, to ‘the sur-:
prise of most persons present, and certainly to

was recently organized at Cedar Point by him«
Q. M. by
self and Bro, Strong. [He thinks the
a dozen
about
number
will
session
next
-

four were received into the

Bro.

F. B, church and friends, and of the college

and W ife would reREV. S. F. MATHEWSy
frien{ls in Ames, N.
turn thanks to their kind
tion, Feb. 3, condona
ral
libe
very
r
Y., for thei
a very handsonse
and
,
cash
.00
sisting of $175
overcoat.
se
————
WESTERN.
Laurel
REV. W. A. HEADRICK writes from

churches,

to this

My confinement at home enabled

nr

FT

they will soon assume their healthy and regular
‘action. It-is an absolute safeguard against consumption; , !
y

C. to carry out his measuré so sdwoitly, that

Donations.

Gap, Tenn, that a church of twelve

time

§' ; AR, MARCH

————
AR

Pablo

and Tone
ed

«ogForpify

“

ith slavery, is really enjoying a green old h, Accordingly the Waterloo Q. M. accepted: a
aite slavery is dead, and many of those proposition from Bro. Hiram Champlin, and

pave been

MORNING
Sn

a

MON

ian mosh ¢

g ER:

EY oR: Btreet, Lo! Work.

E AS

om

choicest in the world-ImportT
«. ors’ prices—Largest Gompang 3
America—staple article—~please everybody
o
continually ghcresasing--a gents wanted
every:
where—best iuducemen
on’t waste time—send
for Circular to
ROBT
WELL!
i

.

-

8mb

43 Vesey oe TR. XY.

TOOK.

The Wonderiul blessings of God on

Labors of

MOODY

+. Box 1287

£ SANKEY

and d A America. Best book and
chance
han o fo for men
a
:
pg xte siness and w go
or women’ Waiting
a good
i
this year.
new maps of
U.

£5

nial

ond and

\

Li.

i Pein @

all Bible lands and

an. A
2

Cemten-

at onoe to
.» Concord, N. H.

£

Sm10

A MONTH-:Agents wanted every-

$250
30687

where. Business honorable and first
class.
Partioulars sent
Ad.

dress

\ WORTH & CO,
posing Foy

=

at

BY LOIS PENN.

Among the bidden guests
‘Who, in serene array,

Stands one—astray.

Abbut his blackened form
Into whose woof, no thread

comes in.

Evil and deatn alone
Form thick its lasting gloom,
Drawn in by his own hands
‘While in life’s loom.

The marriage of my Son;
And comest thou without
His garment on?

Speechless before the King,

By his life-work accused,

Cast thro’ the open gates
Into the night.

Mortal, look to thy loom;
Soon may the Bridegroom come
To sever thy life’s thread

«, ;
night,

wil
bon
be found without
_A robe of yhited din

“

Purge well the threads that run,
The King shall see, and say,

These are not lost.

incense

from

it ' elean

presented

him

u

i

oM

i

J,

@

jis-

goavy Ww

nd

the rest, came, Colum-

gladdened

all

;
¢

Some ‘wanderer from the ways of sin—=

of India.

He

by sea and partly by land, but Columbus,
whofentertained
the idea that" the earth
our was round, ‘thought he might find a near0 | er way by sailing directly west. , Though
Columbus was correct.in this, still he im-

agined the earth wis much smalier than
it really is, ‘and "that ‘the country of

so

Cathay which he wished to reach was
situated much farther east:
Hm
he:
knownof the vast extent of ocean fhe’

Tlie Kindly plans devised for others’ good,
So seldom guessed, so. little understood ;
The quiet, steadfast love that strove to win

must cross, perhaps even he with all his
bravery and perseverance might not have
attempted what he did.
1
With his one grand idea ever present in
his mind Columbus lo.
|

~

| "Phese are not lost.

Not lost, O Lord!

sea,

stories of ‘the great'wealth it contained.
He, and all others who traveled to this
rich souniry, tovk an easteru route partly,

‘and

"truth;
so tranquil and
The . childhood’s faith,
sweet,
‘Which sat like Mary at the Master’s. feet—
These are not lost.

7

with the

called it Cathay, though now it is supposed to beChina, and brought wonderful

the

whole—
These are not lost.

»&

for, in thy city bright,

gaining information kb

Our eyes shall see the past by clearer light,
And things long hidden from our gaze below

ors, and from

Thou wilt reveal, and we shall surely know

the

These are not lost.

— Selected.

ad-

plan.

Atdength, however, some

men of

thought and influence gave attention to
Columbus; among the rest the tutor

J OMELEEOIL

Py

JD

ad

pieces of wood

curiously

carved

had been picked up, and more

which

wonderful

CHR{STOPHER OOLUMBUS.

of, but he found himself sadly crippled.
He was poor and in debt. He bad al
lowed his domestiq affairs to go

so

the vast mysterious ocean
strétching
away out of sight, with feelings of awe

absorbed

wi

tion had subsided,
ihe gentleman sat down
and told the lady how those few gentle

and resolved to live«as

bé was sometinj
King of I

ed
y be-

came a firm friend of Columbus, and by
himi-he was brought into the presence
the King...
a
0

of

Columbus went to this meeting with
alacrity feeling that now he should be

heard by nden of understanding who would
appreciate his earnestness, and fully sympathize with his endeavours; but again
his hopes were dashed to the ground, whe,
explaining
his reasous for believing that

the earth was round, he was immediately

witl

to” rain,

plans,

con-

sequently hie was forced to travel from
country to covntry, and from 1}

and my

mother would have me; andby the grace
of God, I have been enabled to do s0,"—
Watchman and Reflector.

8.

flower bud and cinnamon a

isa root.

bark,

The root lasts two years. After the,
stems die down the first year, the digging
commences. The outside coating of tke

him, and turned quickly around, paler
than before, and trembling from head to
foot. He surveyed the fady foy 1 mo-

years.”

+ You had a kind" mother, then,” said

HARVEY and Gurney Wares of Haver-

hill, Mass.,

have sent

We have taken

us the

out those

published

be-

fore :

A
bale

all alto ament
beut bine bait belt

Alice
Amelia
bean beat bole

beam “beal bac bon Cole cote
lete canoe clat Clio, complane

lib eclat epact éan Elba

young man bursl into tears, sobbing out :

po

Woy

ig

Pct

“No, not lost forever; for God is mera he ean each the

whiehhe was compelled to endure for ‘do

winds ; yet there
are many islands in it,
some of which are inhabited and some

consult the wise’ men of his kingdom.
They only ridiculed ‘the plan of Golam

many years.

ly

ners,”

er. low,

; nd

Heh

am

ven

the biddehyelrorey
of feeling; which: had
long been nintouched inthe young man’s

Beet is
which had been hidden deep beneath the
‘trial of ‘patiedce rubbish of sin and crime.

dark, and is tossed by such terrible tempests. Tt'has mighty fishes, and strong

But he thought

it best to

More words were spoken, and the lady
passed on her way ; the young man follow-

ed, marked the house she entered, and
wrote the name on the door-plate in his

are not. ' There is no sailor whe idérds fo bus, though they evidently had sémeicéi-. little memorandam-book. Then he walkfidence in it ; for, while they kept Colum- ed away with & thoughtful; ‘earnest look

cross its deep waters; those who sail upon

therti kéep only along ‘its
afraid to Po: them. The —

. bei
oF thie

bus anxiously waiting their verdict week

on his white face, and deeper

and still

after week, they secretly sent off a vessel more earnest feeling in his aching heart.
ocean are high as mountains, but do not’ to follow the course Columbus had proYeurs passed by, and the lady had for+ break,
for if they broke, no ship could posed taking,
gotten the circumstance, when one day a
livejin them,”

'

3

;

When Columbus heard, of this vila]

‘What wonder that with such teaching treachery, he indignantly turned his back
the ignerant sailors, with their Sights, on the court of John, andhis wife being
built vessels, were afraidto Jose sight
dead, tie resolved to leave Portugal ws

land, "or to venture beyond familiar His next intention was
to try the generwaters. But
ther hag alwys, been 4 osity ‘of Ferdinand and Isabella, - soveris
ll a8 RY
great
eighs of Spain; Leading his )ittle son,

asTeer
a Moses toYo Tiberate
a | Diego by the hand, be traveled all the’
Setkii iéthe Hebrews,
I

Chis
Conti
se
of the heavens,
and a

‘way-fronr
Italy to Spaiur on foot. “Ad be

EAR) passed through'thé small towh Paios,
of
Newton the Taw
he stopped
(0)

gravitation, so Columbus, though poor,

and of humble origin, proved himself to
be the hero of his day, and opened up

at the “gateof the Yohvent

Santa Maria de Rabida,

hungry, footsore

and weary, to beg bread and a drink

water for himself and
=

son.

One

stranger sent up his card indi lesieed to

speak to her. Wondering who it could
be, she went down

to

the

parlor,

‘and

found a_noble-looking apd well-dressed
man, who rose
deferentially to meet ber,
“Pardon ia
for: this intrusion; but I have come

many

miles

to

nom

Literary Notes.
Therc are now 46,500 volumes catalogued ip
the Public Library of Chicago. About 1,800

effective a turn of wit or hpiér,or good-nat-

Personal
and impersonal effort, organized and
individual labor, neighborhood and family
work, aré some of the méthods that he urges
and exemplifies. The book js of a really spin

itnal and wholesome Kind, and ought to prove

Noie nomial name Neb nale nail nole

fol
Poe

]

ure drawn out duly, and on Saturdays the
number reaches as high as 2,500 volumes,
|
8. C. Griggs &

thal §Du for MAREATBai 198 4 |r)

trembling

voiee.«

.t 1...»

2

wewsist

which have not previously
Lhe Slars ee
—
.

Acme alb alto,

“1 have changed so

much,”

Cato cit clamp

the

apace.

Mr. Wells
man.

epact imp lome

Cate

Ja lac

Wies. Wigs were in fashion in Egypt
and in Asia in very old times. They were

also worn by several of the

Roman

em-

He

is indisputably

fully

believes

in

a hard
it. , And

money

ly by Macmillan & Co., with numerous illus:
trationsof flordl désigns. Tt was written by
Miss Annie Hazard, of the Buglish periodical

called the Garden, for English readers, but it
bas been reworked by an American editor for
the bemefivof thiscontinent. A seriesof sug:
gestionsof combinations of flowers for each
month in the

ristian teachers, Clement, of
intormed the wig-wearers,

when.

knelt.at.cburoh. to. receive. the

blessing,
that they mustbe good enouzh
to recollect that thé ben
bn remained
on the wig, and did not pass through to

the wearer,
\
Lopes
are very

severe on
grows out,

If SL

‘
4
a
Va
pugnaciou aii

Two
ee
3

4.
5.

e

Ki
Weil

JU

[Answers in two weeks.)

Were doors ever opened by an angel?
Which of the Apostics were fishermen?

Who hid a hundred prophets in a cave?

{Answers requested from younger readers.)

ol

year is a feature of much inter

est.

ER

Gen. J. M, Read, our Minister to Greece, is
said to be writing a history of that country, upon which he expects to be engaged four or five

years, It will be the fullest and most complete

history of Greece ever published,
The Great Barrington (Mass.) Courier mab
has a London geography of1749, It describes

in

this

ter:

It tells of a tree in Florida, the leaves of

which, if bruised dnd thrown nto a large pond

of water, all beasts which drink thereof will
swell up and burst asander. It describes the
airof Pennsylvania as * generally granted to

but one remove from barbarism, but gradually

overcast with clouds,” and that * the length of

rising toa high degree of eivilization, the

prog-

ress, the use,and the abuse of instramentalities
and mechanism of exchange—throtigh barter,
money,and currency--have been traced consecutively; and the effect of the application of not
a few of the most popular fiscal recommendations and theories of the day practically worked- out and recorded. And, jn carrying out
this scheme, hardly an absurdity in reference
to exchange, money, or currency is Jjllustrated
which somewhere and at some time has not
had its exact counterpart in actual history or

experience,

It ‘will make & good campaign

be clear und sweet, the heavens, being seldom

the days and nights is ‘much (he same asin
New Jersey.”

!

A narrative and descriptive poem on the Ho
ly Land; by. Herman Melville, is in press bY

GP.

Pufvam’s

Sons,

They hive nearly

ready the first volumeof the ** Select British

Essayists,” to contain, besides the essays {oD

the Spectator a biographieal sketch of Addison, and an essay on the Essayists, vo serve 8°
a general introduction to the’ series, by the ed-

itor, John Habberton,
and a volume of grest

interest to educators, The True Order of

Studies,” by

perors, and were sometimes powdered document in the coming struggle between hard College.
with gold dust. When worn for fashion's and soft money, and that is probably one of
sake, they were not in great favor among the objects in writing it. The illustrations by’
the ear]
Alexan

Decorations

clever parody he attemptd'to show the reason of
his faith. A remote island ¢ommunity has been

imagined, in which, starting from conditions
wt

p boit bale

satnip

A pleasant volume on “ House

for Dwelling Houses” will be published short-

California as an island, and publishes a map

in

lo lobe lob local locate lode load lop lote
lope menial méant milt nape neb nate ope
opine omen pat pain paint pail pantile
pean pet pica pie pimento platonic Plato
tan tile tine tape,

6.

said

appeared
——

beam bean beat Tole PRR
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‘The lady was puzzled and asked for an
explanation, as she did not remember hay-

new book by Prof. Matthews, the authorof
* Getting on in the world,” entitled * Words;

showing it to be entirely surrounded by We

Me., and of which we find the folloWjng

dered me a few: yearsiago,”be said, in a

of ing seen the gentleman before.

of the

rere

ured ridicule, ma
In demolishing an argument that cond’ A Ho. other wily be to effect
ively met. A’)
number of his illusirations
are of this class,
“And if they do not furnish a
philosophical explanation of the langliter it-

Lommie leat cant. Maine Mabel mac,
Mab effective in the great work that it aims to prothe lady. *‘ And she loved yon?”
mote.
'
Lo —
LE
|
menial
mal
malice
mance
moat
.molic
With-a sudden revulsion of fediifg, the | nep &
ROBINSON CRUSOR's MONRY, OF, the remurk.
1 nope not nob nole nit nil Nim
able financial fortunes and misfort

heart, waking a host of tender emotions

ment, Columbus might have

the long and painful

E. H. Bickersteth last December in ‘Fulhag

Palace chapel. 1t aim
tosset forth the duties
work and priviligesof the clergymun in hy
private life, as distinguished from his pastors)
visits and bis ministerial ‘duties in the house
of worship, It is an excellent consideration
of the subject, and worty of a wide reading
,

been the American Congress, and
it is
known that that is not an eminently spirbody. But it has furnished him the best
in the worldto show how powerful and

forth the spirit that should dominate the work.

Elio Elei Ei

governed altogether by his

jud

E. I’. Dutt
& Co.,
onNew York
lsst® ,
in ge).

spiritual and mental

by numerous examples, and admirably setting

Eliab Eben Imp Inca inclip
incline iocta
iambic ianb Icon idlite Ton Inic, italic
item imbail iman.
Imbon
its liable
late lap lope lamp lean
10 oat Loe
lepal

and all beyond it is waknown.
No one
has been abl¢ to tell anything about it;
it is so difficult to'cross ; it is so deep, so

bef

of both

then the work, illustrating the divise methods

ecomCelia

Portugal,

been

icate paper covers the address entitled
“The
Clergyman in his Home”: delivered
by Rey,

that should occupy their lives as never before.
Revivals here and there, personal experiences
and national considerations are repeating with
fresh ‘emphasis the command, “ Go, work.”
The author first considers the workers and

following.

“It surrounds the bounds ‘of the earth,

he

Mr. Cox has undertaken to nuswer the ques
tion, He recognizes the approval of a good

s
\
!
’

with any interest was

had

it may be done, Both are excellent and yge.

sell, or of its power tv accomplish ends, they at their pikbiicance, Use and Abuse.” It will be
issted
In May,
least clearly show the occasion of it.
The same Louse has in preps.
There is the blagk ginger-and the white
Laughter is an important element, both niors ration two works by noted Scandinavian agginger. The while ginger is the lighter ally and physically. The truest and healthiest thors, The first, “The Pilot and bis Wite,”is
colored,
and this is caused by their pick- fou are those whose faces are often wreath. a story by Jonas Lie, and the latter, * Viking
in smiles, Aud whosé hearts are constantly Tales of the North {rom the Jeelandic Sagusis
ing out the West roots and scraping them
clean, hile the darker colored is of infe- singing joyous songs. It plays an important part by Prof, Andersqn, author of “Norse Mytholoin the whole range of human life. Hence even Ey” and other noticeable works.
rior quality and "dried without being so
an American Congressman, who is just now
The Boston correspondent of the Advance
n
grow with their roots upand their branch- thoroughly cleansed.
somewhat intérested to ferret out the sad and severely criticises NordhefPs * Politics for
. The
so-called
white
ginger when unlanghable misdeeds of public men, may Young Americans” on the ground that it justi
es down, and iv raigs, hails, and snows
upwards. All this nonsense, came from ground upis the yeliowish powder which wisely have devoted a portion of his time to fies moderate drinking, The Writer quotes
the preparation of this book. As he says in -Notdhofl’ as saying that * the thisuse of alco
we buy at the stores,
this new notion of the earth befagywpnnd
Tholic drinks Is to be compared with intemperGinger was first kuown in Asia, but the preface:
but ” he said, ‘¢ when people oncefibpk
“an
Eliminate. from the literature or conduct of. até habits of eating gingerbread, or to ‘the
absurd ide ito their tieads, tidy JSFewied | now it is cultivated in the West Indies, any one people the amu-ing und amused facul- abuse of cards.” There is also more
of the
ty, and you produce a sterility ss dull und un
to think it necessary to go vn, @nif Siig | and Sierra Leone,
interesting as the cinders and ashes of the vol- same tenuvr, As this is both a justification of
The West India ginger 1s sometimes canic fields of Iceland. But include the amuse moderate drinking and card playing, parents
forward other absurd ideas to support it.”
Another thought that were it passibie further whitened by chloride of lime. ing element Within 1he experiences and history may well hesitate before allowing the book to
of mankind, and no description of luxurisnee, be placed in the hands of their children,
by
there were people on the other side of the And a good deal of this spice which is with grape, olive, nectarine, and orange,
cluscareless boards of edueation as a text book.
tering
and
luscious,
such
sold
in
this
country
is
adulterated.
Ground
as
make
the
vales
of
earth, they couid not have descended from
‘** A History of my Life and Times” is to be
Portugal a perennial smile, is adequate (0 emAdam, for how could they get across the wheat, potatoes, tapioca are mixed with pbasize the contrast.
published by the veteran George Cruikshank.
it,colored with turmeric and flavored with
ocean to settle in those countries? And
A series of ‘* Vignettes of American Histor
The book is a collection of papers that hava
cayenne pepper or mustard. This is one lately appeared in Harper's Magazine, and so ry,” by Mary Howitt, is to be issued by a Lonthe Bible said.all men came from Adam.
Another gave it as his opinion that even of the wicked things that people do for will not find the public wholly unacquainted don publisher,
with it. Tt first considers humor iu general,
A third edition of President’s Hill's little
if they should reach India,they would have the sake of getting a little more money.
then American humor io particular, drawing
treatise on * The True Order of Studies” is alThe
root
is
also
boiled
in
syrup
and
to remain there always; for if the earth
its illustrations aJmost wholly from the realm
ready required.
was round, it would be like" a mofintain, sold as preserved ginger root.
of polities, and closes with a “ Homeric study”
Moore’s Irish melodies bave been translated
and even with the ‘strongest wind they
*¢ INCOMPATIBLE” AGAIN.
We have on classic humor: ~¥What he says of the pecu- into Italian by Professor Rafi.
During the lust two or three years Bret
could not sail up Ail to return.
received the following which will explain liarities of national humer, although the lines’
are but arbitrary,is very good : “French humor
Harte’s
tales and poems have appeared in Rus
&
.
- Many ‘times the learned council met itseifs
a
is that of the passions; English, of the interests siu in two translations,
:
and talked over the subject, but without
In addition to the 399. words made out and social relations; German, of the abstract;
Mr. H. R.Foxbourne’s ‘Life of John Locke”
any result, and finally separated ayiog of the word ‘incompatible * which have Italian, of the artistic ; Spanish, of the roman is promis for this spring by Henry A. King
ed
the matter
jst Where they found it,
already been published in the Star, I tic and fanciful; Arabian, of the moral; and & Cu., London.
j
American, of the pure comical intention—a
There is to be.a third edition of Chambery
will now send you 120 more:
0+
slashing humor,
will sacrifice feeling, Cyclopedia of Eoglish Literature, revised by
Iambic icon implicate imp iota ionic im- interest, sociality,which
philosopby, romance, att, Dr. Robert Carruthers, Lippincott & Co, will
‘ NOT LOST FOREVER.”
pén impaint iliac ile nabit neal nape neb #ha
and
ers.
A Christian lady, living in one of“our neap Cleon Calib cabal cantle canoe capot ering humor, that will one’ day midke fun ’ of all Mr. James Millerythe American pubiisher
climate
copal-eoif-eonite
-eeean
omen
large cities, was passing a saloon just as
of Mrs. Browning's poems, will publish here
ominate, oilman, ope opine Maine Mabel the rest of the world, not forgetting itself.”
The author has a large if not & refined and
the keepér, was (hrusting a young man ofit Milton Milan miniate milt maple meant
Mr. Horve’s volume of letters from and to ber,
into the street. He was very pale, and pontac plaice polt polemic platonic pointal delicate sense of humor, as his public career and reminiscences of authors cotemporary.
The next volume in the International Scien
his haggard face and wild eyes told that pointed pace pail pad pain pica pie piteoal has abundantly shown. Hence he has proba.
bly written his book as a labor of love. There
he was far gone on the road to ruin, as peau pam pimenta piet pict Jlabes peaPilate are certainly portions of it that will bear study, tific Series to be published by D. Appleton &
Co., will be on’ * Fermentation,” .by Prof.
polecat Amon Acton Abiel alto alb acewith oaths he brandished his clenched point amice ample ament apace antre apt and the whole may be found both amusing Schultze
nberger, Director of the (hemical
fists, threatening to be revesged on the Tim tonical tope tonfbac tine tincal tie and instructive,
Laboratory at the Sorbonne.
young man who ill-used him. He was so talon tan teal tibial Blanco Ben Binea IN THE VINEYARD: A Plea for
A new book on Japan, fully iHlustrated, will
Christian
Work. By Rev. E. F. Burr, D. D., author be published by Harper & Brothers during the
excited and blinded with passion thdt he blea belt beam bent bait bane beat Lena
of *‘ Ecce Ceelum,” * Pater Mundi,” “ Ad sping. This is ** The Misado’s Kingdom,” by
did not see the lady who ‘stood near him Lima lo low lament lobe limbo limn Lot
Bidem,” ete, and Lecturer on the scientific
Lane Eaton eclat eotice eon epact eolic
Mr.W.J.Griftiths,a gruduate of Princeton,who
evidences of Religion in Amherst College.
unt) she laid her hand upon his arm, and eat elain elate elict emetic empale emption
has
been a teacher in the Royal College in JapNew
York:
T.
Y.
Crowell,
12mo. pp. 454,
spoke in her gentle, loving voice, asking Eli.
SARAH B, NELSON.
This is a timely book. The attention of an. The proofs’ huve been revised by Japs
South Satton, N. H.
what was the matter.
Christians is being drawn tothe great object nese residents of this country.

times, wrote thus concerning the ocean :—

and. probably

marking, apd has sample pagbs showing how.

L

ready for the market.

chief o

of
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und benefit of Bibje..
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root is scraped off and it is tied scalded
aud lastly dried in the san, when it is

and insane.
}
&
The first person ‘who listened

John II, King

It explains the nature

8 The

ful little books, (20 and 15 cts, respectively), .

has
well
itual
field

itse'l which is about twelve inches high.

was well versed in the geography of the

‘to him

latter hasa prefatory note by D. I,

Co., Chicago, have in hand 3

ignorant and often looked upon as foolish ciful, Coir

who

ble Marking,” by Mrs. Stephen

pleasure, The arena whence he has drawn
the most of his illustrutions, avecdotes, &e.,

ing along just under ground. This root
sends up stems three or four feet ‘high,
which die down every year. The flower,
of a pale yellow color,grows on a stalk by

tope Toal tan.
We have also received a list of over
800 words from Alice E Eastman,of Bath,

of their prominent writers,

market,

attempt to explain why we laugh. It is not
indeed on a thoroughly muterialistic basis that

an expression

creep-

lost forever,”

tion to arouseit to action.

there is n

Rev. Dr. M. R. Vincent; and * Hints gq 1

been more strictly pBysical and mental, than

money with which to starton his yoyage, - world bas been against me, and I am lost, od a plaice Trin Teil tie tile tilt
tump timble Tinecal tine (ola Toman

waves, only waiting the touch of civiliza-

practical comme
tary

Bible

A. D. F. Randolph & Co., New York, faye

of the jollity that he describesin his book has

It is something like the check-

and as a natural Sonsequence bo. was. exposed tothe sneers and ridiculeof the

men

the

two more of their popular. puper coveted
Lracts, entitled “ The Two Prodigals» b

of laughter. At the same time the greater part

ginger

Noel Nive Ocean oil Oleic omen
ca
pie pleat pin pail pea paint pet

king, begging for ships, and

continent, abounding with richest minerals, was sleeping undisturbed by the foot
of the red man,
far beyond those rolling

of

notbe Likely {o full on a

the internal physical organsin thé truest kind

is a

“Oh ! yes, I had 4 good mother and she
loved me. But since, she died, all {he

and dread, never dreaming that a mighty

a simple, lucid,

hey are

huve been in demand from ‘their first appear.
ance, and still continue to be so, The reviseq
edition of the Notes on Jumes, Peter, John
ang
Jude, just Issued by Harpe & Brothers will

conscienceas wellas the harmonious action of

erberry, only a great deal larger,

convince us that t

more popular than “Barnes's Notes»

who is to explain why we _sigh, it ought to occagion no surprise if there should be a similar

FAOTS.
BY Si

For

on portions

er thun the metaphysician or the spiritualist

A
TY
rere-*e

About Ginger,”
While among the spices, the clove

teachers

among the best of text books,

abacement is to be attributed tos bad liver
rather than to a troubled conscience, and that
it is oftener an overlonded stomaclr than a
sense of wropg thut prompts the plea for dis
vine forgiveness.
ow
If it is the anatomist or the materialist rath.

1 repented of my many transgressions,
Jesus

| person
clear the
really ation
difficult,
portioms. Bo, our
al examin
and the testimony
of ex

uniform with the previous volumes of 1,“theis
“Notes,” and will without difficulty
the
constantly shown that the most of our sense of pluce in the set that
has been beserved for jr,
sin, feeling of guilt, and expressions of self

I. went,

sovereigns, tha
in jest, the Hw

:

+

the lutter condition, and from the days of Bur

“The earnest expression, ‘ No, not lost
wherever

Bebieho

ton, who anatomized the blues, to the time of
George Eliot, whe affirms that repentance is
only a result of indigestion, we huve been

words had been instrumental in saving
him, and making hin: what he was.
forever,’ followed me

Hiternry

ee—
A

We do not know why luughter as well ay
melancholy should not have ite philosophy.
There has been no. end of attempts to explain

and the
of emo-

and it always seemed the voice of my
mother speaking to me from her tomh.

bb Hla oy hoor void,

Europe, Asia, and Africa, comprised”
the
whole world. They supposed, too, that
the earth was flat. They gazed out upon

had spoken before the saloon,
two wept, After the first gush

:

BL

Wa¥ WE LAuGH: By Samuel 8. Cox, author
of “Buckeye
Abroud,” ‘Eight Years in
Congress.” * Winter Sunbeums,” ete. New
iris Harper & Brothers .12mo pp. 887.

These words brought to the lady's remembrance the young man to whom she

to

| still the bodies of two dead ‘men, of
strange and unknown features had been ment, and then with a sigh of rdlief, he
Y
.
Te
wafted by the Western winds, and washed] salad
fifth Lif S AS
A
R113 :
BY AUNT MILLY.
‘| up on the shore§'of’ the 'Azdre Islands.
Four hundred years ago,the inhabitants
Columbus now felt anxious to set out it sounded so strangely like it; but her
of the Eastern hemisphere supposed that on the expedition he had so long thought voice has been hushed in death for many

One

:

| perienced

should have recognised you anywhere;
and your voice, too, it so much like my
mother's

the children of Ferdinand and Isabella, by
whom he was introda ed (6 the Cardinal
of Spain, a man of such influence with the

At the first kind word, the young man
of startéd as though a heary blow had strack

who had sailed in that d irection, now

Family Gircle.

,

SLA

:

isited a country far east

Over sofied sober, het ghee ere, Rute ged

:

of

_Columbyshad heard of the travels of
Marco Polo, who, some time before, had

;

The silent tears that fall at deadof ni,

that

disadvan-

perfectly, white.

To busy crowds, who scarcely pause to hear—

less

great

born to command.
In his youth” his hair was of a light
color;
put his life was one of so much
care and auxiety that at thirty. it -was

eyes—

The sacréd music of a‘tender strain,
‘Wrung from a poet’s heart by grief and pain,
‘And chanted timidly, with doubt and fear,

had

=

ve ‘A the Gerls: “He is said"to have
beena tall and handsome man, whose
geveral appearahee indicated that he was

Spoken so low that only angels heard;
The secret act of pure self-sacrifice,
Unseen by men, but marked by angels’
:
These are not lost,

dreams

~

'

Voyages,A

The look of sympathy, the gentle word,

dreams

laiher,

learned men flovkéd
to Lisbon to set
from there with the Portuguese on - their

NOT LOST.

youth,

His

Ag the age of fourteen he became

athe

hast well done!"

happy

sailor.

And now the world began to open its
eyes, and
ke
4 Fb
ness of

Uito thy work, 0 friend} =...

to make

galued
:

day was that it was a huge belt of five
stopped, and met by passages from the
encircling the earth, and that it would be Bible which
his listeners considered as
impossible
for any vessel to pass through,
contradictory to his belief.
;
but as men began to think and study
One of these learned men asked “<if it
more, some were daring enough to sail
off towards this terrible equator, and find were possibleany ope, could bp so silly as
to think there were people whose feet
out about it for themselves: They did so.
turned towards our feet. If they could
Found they could pass
quite easily, with
possibl
3
3 $id
v ihe
no belt of fire to obstruct their way, and sid
»
opie.
walk
(with
sailing round the, coast of Africa they
the
ha
po
it
As
ia
discovered the Cape-de-Verde and Azore
all things wre topsy guy
)den (rees
islands.

{Btandeth this oue astray,
Out from the spotless white,

When

a

The general idea of the equator in that

From ‘purity and light
Sadly refused,

The

had little time to listen to an adventurous

to become

with the charts and journals kept by her
husband on
his voyages. Columbus
prized these highly, for by ‘them ‘he became the better acquainted with the routes
of the Portnguese in their sailing expeditions.

. How canst thou enter in
‘Wearing about thy sou!
This robe of sin”?

Christ:

sire’

connected

“ Amidst these spotless ones,

for

his influence that Columbus
mii tance to the quenn.

Ferdinand listened and thought; but be
We hear of him next as a citizen of was too cool dnd pradent to act with haste
Lisbon where Le married a lady, the in such an important matter, therefore he
daughter of a sailor who was considered issued orders that a. yumbep of the best
a brave one for his time. His (Colum- scholars of the day shold meet Columbus
| bus’s) wife's mother, observing the deep at Salamanca to examine him concerning
interest Columbus showed in anything his ideas‘'and plans.
:
7

« Wriend,” speaks the king, *¢ this is

:

‘indeed his ancestors gained their living
by the same trade. At an early age. he
showed a great Jove for study, especially

his history.

One of his guests, and yet—
No robe of white.

Longing

son. of a wool-comber,

a sailor, and for a time little is known

:

like

his firm friend and it was finally through

tages.”

This dark one stands,~a shade
Amidst the searching light,

rise

of his visiting Spain, promised to beeowe

and

the

his studies, often under

The brightness of whose brow

The prayers. that
soul,

1435.

Unfortunately for bim he was obliged
to leave school, probably for lack of funds,
but though he did so he still continued

His welcomed saints amohg
‘Walks one, supremely fair,

“Thou

into couversa-

city of Genoa, in Italy, in the year

'| fora successful seaman.

LJ

Revealeth where

nary beggar, and entered

tion with him, and on learning the object

anxious to help his son as far as his limited means would permit, sent him to the
University of Paria where he was taught
navigation, and other studies necessary

‘Close fold the skirts of sin,

When biden as-a guest
.
the marriage

.

-

Spain was then engaged in way with
that of geography, andso a strong de- the Moors of Granada and the sovereign

““Euter the Bridegroom’s home,

And call thee home.

——

* Christopher Columbus was born in the
He was

" Mat. 22: 10—14.

~5

i

to the wondering and “ineredulous eyes | father Friar Iuan. Perez, a noble-hearted®| mau, ‘‘ that you bave forgotten me; but
the beauties of the man, noticed that Columbus was no ordi- though I only saw you once, I am sure 1

of the: Old World,
New.
py
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ex<President Hill, of Harvard

Nast are not the least effective feature of it.

The GERMAN PRINCIPIA, part first, and the
FRENCH PRINCIPIA, part second, both on the
plan of Dr. William Smiths * Principia Latipa,” are now publishedby Harper & Brothers, and make a really valuable addition to
modern language ‘text-books.. The main ob.
ject ‘of the German book is to enable the bes
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1,001 belles -lettres, including fiction and, poc191 ‘medicine; 78
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ginner to aequire an accurate knowledge of the’
hief grammatical forms'of the language, and
0 bécome familiar with them ‘in the conbtruce

4
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| tion oo eniat: Shatettos duentions, att ce)
| sity familiarizing
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idioms. “That a i the b. bis oi woreh the p yoru
ve
French book is constructed. ‘Each of its exer le at London, =
"Mr, Francis Darwin writes the artiole O°
cises 1s followed by grammatical questions, the

etymology of every word in the vocabulary is
fully explained, and special notes make more

# Breeds” in the forth volume of the * Enc”
clopedia Brittannica.”
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ater

Sibyls ¢onvulsion

Joriange

hen any

mere

intel-

frreator Ju wment or achievement, The’
first maxim of the Roman, law, * Honeste

a floger of fire.
And touches the brainn with
—0. Wi Hol
mes.
Vivere," should be written 'ineffaceably
—Bo- on every
ity
stupid
to
r
brothe
child's heart and brain, = There
twin
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y
Gravit
.
vee.
'l is vo
reater interest in any State
or familyor individual than that justice shonldis
f
some men 18
erély
quperiofity
be'done, and when each man loves
because thelr a
oy They are greatofl
neighbor
as himself and

cealth of a man

1s the number

loved and blessed by ~Carlyle.

lectual labor is, in its origin

depend-

dissemingcn unl the Art of coskety its ‘the’
paper-making
of its results is dependent upon

and printing, —Hamerton
Men like women to reflect them; but the
woman who can only

reflect.

8 man

and

is

that life way
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we

State

up,
jean
ast-

ern lands, which have
their poi
walls
to the crowd, but their fountains and flowers
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happen to be, in office, sitting-room,
street car, or railway carriage. Gentlemen of otherwise scrupulous neatness,—
those who ave fastidious in dress and
speech and manners,—often growing un-

Senaly in this particular as they continue
in the use of tobacco; possibly because
of the stupefying, deadeninz influence of
the narcotic, which renders them less

sensitive to the demands

of proptiety

while indulging in its use. A gentleman's
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PEARLY HILL died in Irasburgh,

purchased a large and well situated farm.
8 and form
or a few y

*“Wattie,” until at supper he fairly convulsed the whole party by addressing Mrs.
Scott as **Charlofte.”

cline to the grave was gradual and

In colonial times, Charleston was a favorite settlement ol the mother country,
owing to the value of its exports, —~indi0, rice, and naval stores. In 1731, forty

wine,

tography™, is the description of’ the appli-
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toad

iho
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now. Phiained

in

large

quantities’ at Baku, the principal Russian

naval station ‘on the'Caspian Sea. The
oil is of a greenish-gray color, and is said

to be of better quality than the Pennsyl-
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CHARLES RUNNELS died in New Durham,
N. H., Oct. 13, 1875, aged 388 years and 9
months.
The deceased was a son of Rev.
John 8. Runnels who died in Poland, Me., in
March, 1854. He experienced religion and
united with the 2d F. *B. church in Poland,
Me., June 20, 1858, under the labors of Rev.
J, Pinkham,
He was buried in Poland, Me.,
where his father, mother and nearly all his
relatives are buried.
He was a noble, wholesouled Christian. - The wife that he so dearly

loved, the brother with whom

he

was

nected in business, an only sister,
with a large cirele of warm friends, all
because a Christian bas gone, but they
meet him in heaven.
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mourn,
hope to
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Rosewond,
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Mis. HANNAH'L. MARDEN died in Strafford,
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As she neared the
Paul: * Now | am
church has suffered

childhood
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was

a

laborerto the close of life.
valley, she‘could say with
ready to be offered.” The
loss, but she has won a

crown.

life became
a sailor.

He

in

Burnett,

years and 1 month.
Me., and early in

followed

deed the use of tobacco gives great
comfort to those who are addicted to, it,

ness 22 years, occupying for a long
time, the
position of captain. He came to
Wis. in 1858,
wand settled in Trenton,
In 1863, he was bap-

by Rev. F'. B. Moulton

and

united

with

the
Freewill Baptist church in Burnett, of
which 'hé was a faithful working member.
He leaves n wife and five. children to mourn
their loss.
J. B. GIDNEY.
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REV: W.COLEGROVE, A: M., President.

TYILLSDALE

COLLEGE. —The

next

term and. year of this Institution will
commence. Mar, 15, 1876, with
a Board of twenty
Professors and Instructors.
ere are eight departments and ¢ourses of study. There are five
well sustained Literary Societies, with libraries.
The College Library contains four thousand vols., There is also a Theological
Li
Vo
© location
is excellent, and with the new
buildings, every facility for study and improves
ment
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a |
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is furnished.

Expenses

HITESTOWN
ENDAR for the
Fall Term opens

from

$120

to

SEMINARY.—CAL36th Academical Year.

August 23, 1575.

e Institution is one of the largest and best
in the state.
Terms moderate. Send for Catalogue.
oy
J. 8. GARDNER, Principal.

RIDGEVILLE COLLEGE.—The Spring
Term will open March 2, 1875, and close
June 10, 1875.
The Summer Term will open June 15th, and
close September 2d.

The

Term

will open

close November 25th.

September 7th, and
:

For Catalogue, address the octet
J
«
REED,
Ridgeville, Ind.
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take any other.
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else.
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EASY
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Organs sold for cash ; or
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until rent pays for the organ.
and Circulars, with full partic-

CATALOGUES sitchin. izes
AMLIN

G.

CO.,

1564 Tremont

Street, BOS-

TON; 25 Union Square, NEW YORK; or 80 & 83
Adams 8t., CHICAGO.

:

Box 741, St. Joseph, Mo.
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Don't You Know,
MR.

READ
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claim

ON.

ALL RAC

PAPER,

proportion of the best looking” papers
and New. Hampshire with

which

works

better,

and wears

CYRUS JORDAN, A, M.,

Principal of Normal

Miss LINDA C.VICKERY, Preceptress, French,
Geometry and Botany.
Miss LOVINA H.
HAYNES, Normal elasses.
Miss

ELLA

C. HURD,

Music.

Miss ANGIE E. HANSON, English studies,
Board fer clubs, either for
es or gentlemen,
from

$1.50

to $2.00 per week,

including rooms, etc., from
For further

particulars, a

. Board

in

the

reta

G. 8. BRADLEY, Preceptress, with several ¢oms

Rant

Assistants,

all Term of12 weeks, begins August 31st, 1875.
tayinter Tetm of 14 weeks, commences: Novem.
N

}

la
i

better than any

write

to the best

Claremont M'f’g Co.,
sus.

»Olaremont,N. H.
Of the meatest' Visiting Cards
you ever saw, including samples of
Glass,
Marbl
Snow=¥lake,
Rep and Damask, with your name
beautifully printed on them, sent by
on

of 25 ce

and 3 cent stamp ; 35 fine white bristol cards for 10
cents and 2 cent
amps 5 Jacks of 35, § names, to one address,
for 50 cents. Boys and Girls now is your time |
Samples of my 69 styles of printing, ‘and a list of
my
TO kinds of cards, 189
styles in all combined,
sent with each new list. ‘70 ‘cards,~uno two alike,
Roba
the nicest assortment in the world,—for
0 cents. W.C.CANNON,
46 Kneeland Street,
:

26 Tyler treet, 30 Kneeland Street, Headquar.
ters
712 Washi
n. Street.
Box 279, Boston, Mass.

P,

©.

Address
t7

Wendell's

INSURANCE * AGENCY,
CORNER OF

families,

$2.:50to $3.70 per week.

a large

in Vermont

other kind.) But do: not take our word for it, but

look over, your exchanges, and
looking papers for information.
ours truly,

return

of Latin, Greek and Chemistay.

unless yon

supplying quite

Principa

AINE
CENTRAL
INSTITUTE.—
PITTSFIELD, ME.—Courses of study
for both sexes, College Preparatory, Normal,
Classical, Scientific. Terms, ten weeks.

look well

that we ‘are

24, 1876.

the

PRINTER,

That your work will not
use good paper ?

E. kh
CA See, Trustees,
N. H., July 20, 1875.
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Whitestown, Oneida Co., N. Y., July 10, 1875.

BAKER, or to the Principal.
H

Fenbeed

$150

Winter Term opens
em ber b, 1875.
Spins Term opens March 21, 1876.

r

LLL

:

per year. Aid is rendered students preparing
tor the Christian ministry.
For catalogues or-other.information, address
|p . W. C. DURGIN. President, or L. P, REYNOLDS,
Secretary and Treasurer, Hillsdale, Mich.
Hillsdale, Mich., June 22,1875."

| Spring Term: of 13 weeks; ‘commences’ slaréh

man who 'sectires

Hagel

CENT.

ro

hemispheres, to be umrivaled.
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artment, German, Didatics, Mental and Moral
busi De ence.

this

ces0r John

Fe Ae HOWE,
Sec.

Improved Farm First Mortgage C

Guarauteed:

Declared

8. C. K.

S. KELLY died suddenly

is., Feb. 25, 1876, aged 56
He was born fn Machias,

tized

cop

all where any other organs have been

¥
INGTON, TAYLOR C0:; WEST VIRGINIA
This Institution offers to students important
and peeuliar adv.
. For. particular
informs

80 years.

During all my: pastorate in ‘Sutton, of “more
than tyventy
years, be.wds a
st, friend and
safe counselor. ' In 1868, Bro.
ean} removed
to’ Illinois, from whence ‘it’ has
pleased the

wos

10

|

Farope.

church in Sutton, Krom his boyhood, Bro, B:
Six regular courses for both sexes. Four terms
wis a faithful Christian, always abounding in of ten weeks each. |
;
every good’ work. “fle was
inal our
CALENDAR:
gotRIpr ises of benevolence both in ' heurt and
Winter Term loses Friday, Jan. 21, 1576.
und,
e served the church in the office of | .

perienced re

ob

ALWAYS rn noo mes

Miss Hattie Arnold,
CALENDAR,
Fall Term begms Aug, 25, 1875,
_Fall Term closes Nov. 23, 1875.
Winter Turm begins Dec. 8, 1875.
Winter Term closes March 7, 1876.
Spring Term begins March 22, 1876.
Spring Term closes June 17, 1877,
‘or farther particulars address the
North Scituate, R, I.

Ill.,

religion

he was twelve years old, was

B. SMITH.

A.T. Bally, A. B.,

Feb. 27, 1876. Bro. B. was boru in Sandwich,
& H., in 1794; his parents rewoved to Sutton,

Master to call him home,

of the art to !the transmission of

to a collodion film." This 2 role tty
a quill and tied to the'tail'of‘a carrier
pigeon,
When received, the, collodion
Im was unrolled by immersion in weak
ammonia water, dried, placed between
two glass plates, and a magnified image

death

get ulong without him?”

exported,

the siege of Paris. The

his

eaceful.
A quiet man has left us, and this
nquiry
comes
from townsmen, neighbors
and the family and church: ‘ How
shall we

and, as it wassaid, “ London and Liverpooldooked lovingly on the brisk colony
of the Ashley and Cooper.” The sons of the
wealthier planters were almost universal
ly sent to England to be educated, no other colony in the New World sending so
many.
Fashions were brought over for

and

here.
pros-

successful in worldly aftairs, yet ready to help
in every good cause. His voice in the
prayer
room was ever solema and earnest. His de-

OHARLESTON IN OOLONIA® TIMES.

cation,

‘a chorch of that order
this church seemed to.

coming over the Irasburg church, it virtually
disbanded.
As there was no F. B. church at
all convenient,
. Bro. H. finally ‘joined the
Congregationalist ; not that he loved. his own
denomination
less,
but because he loved
Christ’s cause moré.
He was an upright and

from ‘Mr. Scott,” he advanced to **Sherra,” thence to “Scott,” “Walter”
and

the wives and daughters; Madeira

He

per. He was its clerk during its entire history. ‘He had been clerk of the Huntington Q.
M. fifteen years before eoining here. A cloud

the company (which was rather a large

were

He

was ote of Jovessl living here, who had before
been members of F. B. churches elsewhere, to

one), by jest, anecdote, and song.
As
the liquor operated he grew familiar,

barrels of rice

Vt.

his native town. In Sept., 1863, he married
Mehitable Brown, of Starksboro. His, early
years were Shea in the cloth-dressing
business. - Tn 1859 lie removed to Irasburgh, and

observe - with ' perfect equanimity ' the
destructionof her chiniz ' cov
farniture;
but of this, H
remarked
jlothing. ined heartily,-and
drank freely, and afforded plenty of merriment for

thousand

refreshed

was born in Starkshoro’, Vt.,
Sept. 13, 1804.
In his youth,he joined the ¥. B. chureh, in

TRVING

UATE, R.I.—This Institution furnishes
College Preparatory, Eng! lish and Scientific, and"
Ladies’ Collegiate course of study.
BOARD OF INSTRUCTION.
W. S. Stockbridge, A. M., Principal..
MissAbbie E.Jenness, Preceptress.
:
ASSISTANTS.

she hoped

above, she fell ¢ agleep in Jesus,” and awoke
in'glory.
A futher, mether and brother, are
leftto mourn, but not as those who have no
hope.
Com.

not

im

APHAM INSTITUTE. —NORTH SCIT-

and guided anew for the battles of life.
Ttoerfurly bidding all farewell, with the
promise that they, would strive to meet her

bow,

THEOLOGICAL

(Vacation of two weeks.)
Winter Term begins December 5, 1876.
This School was never in better condition for doing th arough work in Aca: demic Ins traction, No

beyond, of her faith in Him whom

his

COLLEGE

‘(Summer Vacation of eight weeks.)

entered the drawing-room he found Mrs,
Scott, who was then in ill-health, reclins
making

fpal.

Fall Term begins August 23, 1876,

never failed to entreat ail to meet her. in the
a flock of sheep™for "sale. Scott invited “etter
land.” Often have I sat a silent listhim (0 dinner; He went, and when he. ener, while she talked to me of the glories

forthwith took possession of another sofa
placed Supasiie hers, and stretched himself at full length upon it; for, as he said
afterward, “I thought I could never do
wrongto copy the lady of the house.”
He was dressed ‘‘precisely as an ordin
herdsman attends cattle to market,” and
his hands and shoes bore unmistakable evidence of his vocation. As will be readily

i

oa)
Tear be ea Tats oro, 71, 1870,

n Biddeford,

to meet, and went out with my soul

8, 876.

AB
Principal.

Wha Hi RH,

V

dress the Principal,

The shepherd, after being

Thi

PRE SEMINARY, ~Pike, Wyoming Co,
New York.
b
CALENDAR.

dote of Hogg's first visit to Scott's residence, = Shortly after the meetingof the
two poets, Hogg came to Edinburgh with

Ber sous

{

Anniversary Exercises, June 32, 1876.

Me, Feb. 6, of consumption, aged 23 years.
After years of sickness, and often extreme suf-

anec-

yu

15

onl) school

JAMES 8. MERRILL.

Mas, Prona E, Gao

Eunoc

COW
Ad res theELE

preparatory course. - The special work of the |
is to prepare students for college, and
died in Fairfield, Me., Jan. ‘every effort is made to do this in’ as thorough a
manner
possible, Expenses are moderate.
At the age of 24 he obtained Send for as
a catalogue,
and was baptized b y. Rev.|. Lewiston, Me.
A. M. JONES, Sec.
>

thhe

B SCHOOL.—FALL TERM, 1875,

NICHOLS ' LATIN’ SCHOOL —FRITZ

soul. During the last few months of her
|
she matured rapidly, in Christian experi‘ence. She never wearled of conversing of the
hour which was ‘so rapidly approaching; and

Lockhart tells a very interesting

we
WV

ie.
:

angi

Sec’y. Board of Trustees.
Lyndonville, Vt,. 1873.
31

Fanged courses of study. he. Clasioa) Som

Petroleum , is
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mourn,

Ty nged 59 yend®
aho
in Christ,
David
Lewis and was a member of the F. B.
charch, in Smithfieldtill
, it was ‘disbanded,
after waoich be joined no other. He was a
kind father and an affectionate husband, He
leaves a wife, five sons and three daughters to
i
ro their loss. God will be a husband and
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pe.

serve the continued

GROVESEMINARY,

For chroutan 8, th

18.
cal,

fering, our sister has entered that land where
no inhabitant has ever said, “I am sick.”
j For two years she has not heen able to do
gught but patiently wait the Master's coming.
he found
rist
precious to her, and his

photo-electric microboope, i /

smgki

Daring two years of severe

care

wh

iter r Ror boging 74 88 Aa Decemt

a anagon S000 cho a 4 Colles

ment; in: 1848, and he has served terms in
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in that berth. {Many a young man has
gone away d
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the Smithfield & Fair-
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further
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phot further on ars address the Principal, or
. Tasker,
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Northwood Ridge,N. H., Nov, 24, 1875. . |
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wants oF dendld,

B, Principal,

Vv W. BALDWIN, A. 'M., Principal, with
illness, which she bore with = Christian pn;
nN
ience, she had at times clear visions of the three Assistants.
onie of the blest. Her end was peaceful.
0;
ords
many.
advantages
She. left parents, husband, three sisters and | which ore ery mpOTtar to Atudenty during thir
fre

‘Commissioner to Jury, his ‘native depart-

men, | reduced

best mrrrould

never
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andbattlefield
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best"text-books,
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OF ARWELT Pictetold. Me.
of'tlle
a
a
per§bn yania petroleum, and far less dangerous,
Mrs. PHEBE C. HOWE died at North bDixbe « timed outs" but that he is to 're- and in the room of the cigar loving min- because its flashing point of temp erature mont, Feb. 18, 1876, aged 75 years and 2
REEN
MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.—
months.
She was born at Limerick, Me., and
ceive hely only when he can nob: do withster, ‘This Is wot a mere su
sition. is’ forty degrees ‘higher than that of the embraced
WATERBURY CENTER, VERMONT,
religion Me young, but neglected
out it., Next to this habiv of self relia
American
product,
The
wells
are
not far
he val names could be given in enough
M1sS TIZZ1
COLLEY, Principal, with tour
bear her cross and
foflow her Saviour in
a thorongh and liberal ' edtication
Persia, which tobaptism
1s
cases
Yop
rest all
Stiais'
fon this from the ancient gus wellsof
as she tejt; stron
{igipressed.
She assistants.
CALENDAR.
: Daub Joa Aoblowstovesss +
supply the evemsling fire” “ of - the fire- fell into darkness, and ina few years she with
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CONGRESSIONAL,
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:
Eastman Colby, lumber-dealer, of Rockport, N. Y., has failed.
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Let him, with the utmost cheer-

fulness and heartiness, leave his work,
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load the Centennial grounds with perfume.
Corn, as a crop, has greatly supplanted
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ter of paris increases the weight of the
to 20, and the charge for each pupil will be flour at a cheap rate, and though not acThe Delaware papers are vigorously per$200. The time will be spent in collecting tually poisonous, is not useful to the body,
forming
their mission by predicting the
and is liable ‘to interfere with the proper
specimens of birds, reptiles, fishes, insects,
and plants.
3
action of the bowels.
Alum is extremely failure of the peach crop.
The Connecticut State Stock-Breeders’
The thirteenth annual report of the Mas- liable to produce indigestion.
Sulphate
sachusetts Agricultural College, at Amof copper is used to give whiteness to Association will offer $10,000 in premiums
herst, shows that the funds of that institu- bread, and is a poison. Plaster of paris at their Spring meeting at Hartford.
tion amount to $253,500.
The income is may be detected by washing the flour, Eh————————————————————
——a }
TARAS
about $20,000 and the expense of carrying when it will settle to the bottom, while
on -the college $30,000, and the report the flour will dissolve; alum by dipping
claims that the result thus far accomplisha sliceof bread into a watery solution of
BosToN WHOLESALE PRICES.
ed justifies the State in making good this logwood, when, if alum be present,a claret’
:
For the week ending Mar. 15, 1876,
deficiency, instead of reducing the efficien- color will be produced; and sulphate of
CANDLES,
PAINTS,
cy of the institution.
copper by the color of Prussian blue,which
Molds...
+12 @. 16% \y 0nd, White—
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Illinois.

causes it

to absorb more water, and pea flour gives
sgrength by its greater quantity of nitro-

onions,

ITEMS.

Rice, po-

structor in the Penikese school, will start
from Indianapolis, July 11, and six weeks

But

y

No.1,
¥ t6620.00 @21 00 (Onions, bbl...100 @ 125
Herrin
Peas, ¥ bushel—
. scale boxx28 @. 25 | Canada....
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tato-starch,
and pea. flour are readily ascertained by the form of the granules, when
seen under the microscope.
Rice gives
whiteness to flour,

from two

white soap, two ounces fuller’s earth, and
one-half pint vinegar.
Mix, bail well, and
cool before using.
To remove freshly-spilt ink from carpets,
first take up as much as possible of the ink
with a teaspoon.
Then pour cold sweet
milk upon the spot and take up as before,
pouring on milk until at last it becomes
only slightly tinged with black. Then wash.
with cold water, and absorb. with a cloth
without too much rubbing,

ries.

Age, 19.293 years ; weight, 184.941 pounds;

000 suit.

is to be

Greek,

pressed

less starch. and more of the flesh-forming
Hence, if
and other nutrient principles.
the nutritive quality and not the flavor be
the test, the so-called inferior qualities are
to be preferred by those who would obtain
at the least proportionate
nourishment
cost. There is no doubt that a good second flour is the

ology.

and Friend streets, near

ean 00 @

we were drawing out manure, let the boys

ic acid and varidoes the flour contain

will become a law.

One hundred guns werg fired in Syracuse,
N. Y., in observance of the anniversary of
Gen Jackson’ 8 birthday, on Wednesday.

gentleman for $26, and the valued library
_ by another person for $11, and “both were

bat}

Chancellor Howard Crosby will address
the Mills Theological Society of Williams
College Sunday, June 25.
The indications are that the bill for es.
tablished chairs of homeopathy in the Med

ical Department

Aleve

Sr

drive to the lot, and I stayed in the yard;
because I could put on better loads. And

while the white is a larger grain, and particularly adapted to the production of fine
white flour, and to mix with red wheat for
the same purpose.’ The red variety is the

ous salts,by so much
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in turn
tend to cultivate the mind, to
al the life of man in these regions mainly
depends.
Itis produced abundantly and ‘nourish the affections, and to promote that St. Louis ext.650 @ 9 00
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things
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Western sup.4 00 @ 4-50
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readily cooked,
universally agreeable in
«Com, extras 75 @ 52 Pickles, ¥ bbl—
its flavor, and contains nearly all the es- ennobles, and without which the whole Illinois and Indiana
COATSe....
800 @ 900
Choloe ext,600. 825 | Seaton” 10 80 81100
sential elements of nutrition. It is proba- nature becomes sg contracted, so barren
and Ohio—
| - gue....,. 1100 @ll 50
ble that the health and mental and bodily and uninteresting, that both man and womext.600
@ 700° yixed....1100 §12 00
¥ gal.15 @. 30
vigor of the ‘inhabitants of temperate cli- an become but a shadow of what they | Wisconsin
Com. toch'ce3 25 @ 900 | Vinegar,
PROVISION
Southern ext.§00 @ 9 00"
:
mates are more attributable to this food ought to be.—Golden Rule.
PP
Rye Flour...47 @ 575 Boat Mess
ore
than to any other single cause.
The two
Buckwh't do, 2 50 @2 60
‘st.mess12 00 @12 50
rn Meal...8300
@ 315 | West. ext.1300 13 50
BE BOOIABLE WITH YOUR CATTLE.
principal kinds of wheat are white and
Meal....600
@ 9 00
1600 @17 00
Said a farmer to me last spring: * When
red. The redis the stronger food, and
L85500 [Pork
00 §20 00

was sent to jail for contempt.
the cows commenced to give more milk
A bill was reported in the Senate,
right of.” Now this man is an active, inWednesday, providing for the appointment J lonable wife, *‘ will never please the men.”
most widely grown, and in nutrimentto dustrious, intelligent, experienced farmer;
of five commissioners who shall endeavor
“I don’t dress to please men,” was the re- be preferred.
The quality varies not only and yet, when he is piling’ manure in the
to obtain an absolute relinguishment of the ply, * but to worry.other women.”
with the selection of seed and cultivation, yards, his cows give a perceptible inBlack Hills country from the Sioux Indians,
A rogue lately advertised that for $1 he
but with season and climate, so that a hot crease in their milk. Why? One of his
on condition that the government provide would send to
any address a handsome
Summer and a sunny - clime produce grain handsome grade Short-horns that he is so
for their support for a period not exceed- package containing 100 presents.
Each
with the least proportion of water and the proud of, seeing him around, goes .up to
ing ten years. The House ordered an in- package turned out to be a paper of pins.
greatest
of nitrogen. Hence, wheat produc- him and says, as plain as a cow can’ say,
vestigation into Steinberger’s mission to
The plan for a tunnel under the British “ed in temperate climates, in which the heat “Give me a lock of hay,” and he gives it
the Samoan Islands.
The legislative ap- channel is so favorably considered that’
of the sun is great during the Summer to her. Another says, Mr. Stevens, don’t
propriation bill was discussed at length $800,000 is to be spentat once in sinking
months, is preferred. It does not, how- you think that rack wants cleaning out?”
without reaching a vote.
shafts on each side 450 feet, and running
ever, flourish under a tropical sun, or in a and on looking, he finds to his surprise
The Senate, Thursday, considered the
experimental drifts out under the sea. The
high northern latitude. The effect of sea- that there is a lot of dirt, and wet hay
bill for counting the electoral votes.
In cost of a tunnel is estimated at $30,000,000.
son is practically as great asthat of cli- seeds, and rubbish at the bottom. He
the House, the bill for issuing silver coin
The New York Tribune plays with the mate; and the product of a hot season
is scrapes it all out and rubs it clean with
in redemption of all outstanding fraction- feelings of its readers in this way: «A
harder and more nitrogenous than that of a some straw, and a§ soon as his load is
al currency was discussed at length, with- large dog was discovered yesterday in a wet or cold season. Hence,
the artof the filled, and while he is waiting for the next
closet in Twelfth street, which had been
out, however, taking action thereon.
miller consists not less in properly mixing wagon, he gets a little feed and puts it in
In the House, Friday, Mr. Hewitt, of locked in for 93 days without food or water. the kinds of grain to produce the best flour the rack, and the cows eat it and feel grateNew York, from the foreign affairs com- His iron constitution enabled him to feel than in‘well grinding and preparing it for ful. Between the next loads he takes the
curry-comb .and brush, and gives one of
mittee, reported a bill to carry into effect no evil effects. He was an andiron dog.”
“food.
A Chinaman in San Francisco was .rudethe convention between fps United States
The bran of wheat is of value in the the cows a good cleaning. The other cows
and China. The House then went into ly pushed into the mud from a street-cross- nourishment alike of man and of the inferi- come round him, and he has a gentle word
He picked himself
He is
committee of the whole (Mr. Wilson, of ing by an American.
or animals,and its real merits are better ap- and friendly pat for each of them.
up
very
calmly,
shook
off
some of the mud,
Iowa in the chair) on the private calendar
preciated now than at any previous period. a good looking man, and the cows like to
but only one private bill was passed.
An bowed very politely, and said, with a mild,
It can not be detached entire, but in the look at him. He isa gentleman, and his
reproving tome, to the offender: ‘ You
adjournment was taken till Monday.
process of grinding it is broken up into presence has a soothing effect. They
Christian, me heathen ; good-by !”
——
‘scales
of various sizes and qualities. The chew the cud of contentment and peace.
-An exchange says: There whs a very
inner
part
aids in the conversion of starchy As he goes past the pump, he asks the
DOMESTIC.
pleasant donation party the other evening,
food into sugar, and is therefore an aid to cows if they want a little fresh water.
The ice harvest on the Hudson is ended. and the company sang, ‘We give up all digestion
They had not thought about it, but they
.
The . several layers
become
drink a little just to please him.
The total amount in the houses along the for heaven,” with deep feeling, but the thinner
And
and
whiter
as
they
approach
next day the minister expressed a desire to
river is 406,300 tons.
80 it goes on allday.
No
wonder
the
cows
the
kernel.
The market price is, in a
The Mississippi Semate has convicted resign. He said that three quarts of beans,
give more mitk at night.—Am. Ag.
rough way, a measure of the nutritive vala
keg
of
dried
apples,
and
a
calico.
dressLieutenant-Governor Davis, of high crimes
——
a
ue of these layers, for their properties have
ing-gown were undoubtedly valuable in
and misdemeanors in office.
been well tested in feeding the inferior anVARIOUS HINTS.
The House has appropriated $100,000 their wiy, but they seemed to him to form
imals, and it increases
as one proceeds
FROSTED feet may be relieved of soreness
an unnatural basis to preach sound theolfor the Red Cloud agency.
from without inward.
The outside’ layer by bathing in a weak solution of alum,
Masked robbers stole $30,000 from the ogy from.
is the least nutritious, and as the exterior
The Chicago Relief and Aid Society paid
CoMMON wheat flour made into paste
house of a farmer in New Jersey last
is covered witha layer of silica, it is so
with cold water, applied dry, will take out
out last year for the relief of sick, aged,and
week.
far indigestible, and irritates the bowels.
grease spots without injuring the most
It is estimated that 30,000 people will be infirm people, and for the temporary mainHence, its nutritive value in this form is
tenance of able-bodied persons out of work,
delicate fabric.
in the Black Hills'by May 1.
limited to the starch and gluten which lie
the
sum
of
$149,196.20.
This
shows
a
great
Charles Lewis, of Colchester, Ct., aged
THE surest remedy for Slisppod hands is
reduction from the appropriations of last on its inner side; but if it irritdte the to rinse them well
over 80, has ason a week old.
after washing with soap
bowels, it may be removed before these
Montpelier, Vt., reduced its debt nearly year.
-| have been digested, and in its removal car- and dry them thoroughly by applying InFour innocent men have just been par:
$2800, the past year.
ry away other nutritive material, and rath- dian meal or rice powder.
doned
out of the Oregon State prison, aft: er
The Bank
of the State
of New York,
lessen than increase nutrition. The | LEMONS can be preserved by varnishing
situated in New York City, has suspend- er spending three years there on life sen- finest white flour is derived chiefly from them with a solutiof of shellac in alcohol.
tences. In. 1872, a stage was stopped ina | the
ed.
"7
‘
central parts of the kernel, while all the The skin of shellac formed is easily removThe treasurer of Ottawa county, Ohio, is | lonely place by four masked men, who took succeeding portions vary in color and fine- ed by rubbing the fruit in the hands.
a defaulter
to the amount of $2000, and has from it gold-dust worth $4200. The near- ness accorditong
the degree of admixture
To remove the coal clinkers that someesthouse was the residence of the four men
been arrested.
of the different layers or coats’ of the times attach themselves to stoves,
put a
who
were
afterward
wrongfully
convicted.
Cincinnati has voted six millions more in
skin. This finest flour, therefore, has lost few oyster shells into the fire,
and the
The Hartford City Government has nambonds to the Cincinnati Southern Railevery trace of the skin, and is composed
clinkers will be softened so they can be
ed a park in that city ‘“Bnshnell Park,”in of
road.
starch in the starch cells, and of the glu- readily removed.
Eight persons have escaped from
the honor of the late Rev. Dr. Bushnell, who
tinous matters in the cell-walls and interLeMON juice and glycerine, equal parts,
thirty years ago, conceived the project of vening
penitentiary, in Salt Lake City.
structures, with certain mineral are recommended to remove
tan and
Small-pox is prevalent at* Mechanic's making the park out of what was then one matters which are associated with them.
freckles.
For cleansing, softening, and
of the most unsightly spots in the city.
Falls, Me.
Sofaras heat-producing elements-are con- whitening the skin of the hands
and face,
The mew], wrote a school-boy, is a largLandlords in Rhode Island are reducing
cerned, it is superior to any other quality nothing can be better.
Apply at night, and
er
bird
than
the
guse
or
Turkey.
It
has
their rents.
of flour. The other qualities vary only in wash off in the morning.
The assassination of Gen. Diaz was at- two legs to walk with, and two more to proportion to the layers of skin which they
ScorcHES made by overheated flat-irons
kick with; and it wears its wings on the
tempted, at Brownville, Texas, Tuesday
contain, and as they possess a larger procan be removed from linen by spreading
side
of
its
head.
It
is
stubbornly
backnight. The guilty party was released; Diaz
portion of gluten and other nitrogenous
over the cloth a paste made of the juice
ward about going forward.
refusing to appear against him.
materials with phosphor
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grounds bear inscriptions in six languages.
A Texan man knows himself. . He sat
down on a hot branding-iron.
A little boy seeing a man prostrate before a groggery, opened the door and said
to the proprietor,

imparts new physical energy, at once de-

important production of tem-

‘perate climates i8 wheat.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The

WHEAT.
The most

Paragraphs.

without

reaching a decision.
The House introduced resolutions relative to State rights and
secession, but did not succeed in taking
decisive action thereon.
The bill to provide for the payment of the interest on the

passengers
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Thirty corpses
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Summary.

‘

sentiments also as a means of securing that
change of association, air, and food, and
mode of preparation, which always wakes
up the appetite, invigorates digestion, and
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